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Visual Depictions of Upper Fort Garry

Brad Loewen
Canadian Museum of Civilization

Ottawa
and

Gregory G. Monks
Department of Anthropology

University of Winnipeg

ABSTRACT. This article discusses visual depictions of Upper Fort Garry in order to clarify its architectural history.
Primary and secondary sources are identified and evaluated for their accuracy, and a major error in some sources
is corrected. The independent yet complementary nature of the archival and archaeological records is discussed
in the context of archaeological concepts and the data from Upper Fort Garry. It is concluded that history and
archaeology are interdependent because without architectural history, archaeological research will be poorly conducted
and that without archaeological interpretation architectural history cannot be placed fully in context.

SOMMAIRE. Cet article discute des representations visuelles du Haut Fort Garry afin de clarifier son histoire
architecturale. On identifie des sources primaires et secondaires dont on evalue I' exactitude et on rectifie une erreur
importante dans certaines sources. On discute, dans le contexte des concepts archeologiques et des donnees provenant
du Haut Fort Garry, de la nature independante mais aussi complementaire des archives et des. documents
archeologiques, On en conclut que l'histoire et l'archeologie sont interdependantes car sans histoire architecturale,
on ne peut diriger de recherche archeologique exacte et sans interpretation archeologique, on ne peut situer dans
son veritable contexte I 'histoire architecturale.

Introduction

This article arises out of the Upper Fort Garry Archaeological Project. A study
of the site's archaeological history was necessary for interpretation of the
chronology and significance of remains excavated from BonnycastlePark between
1981 and 1983. The principal investigator (Monks) therefore hired an archival
historian (Loewen) to undertake this and other research. Loewen, aided by reports
from two other archival researchers at the Public Records Office in Kew, England,
andthe Public Archives of Canada in Ottawa, assembled a body of relevant
material.

The data base was examined to determine which buildings existed in which
locations at which times. Also of interest were the changes in structures through
time and the uses to which the various buildings were put. Predictably, a number
of inconsistencies between sources were detected, and some time periods were
more fully documented than others. These issues are addressed by Loewen in
the first section of the article. In the second section Monks illustrates, first, the
importance of archival research into the history of physical structures to
archaeological interpretation and, second, the importance of archaeological
research to a fuller knowledge of the fort's architectural history.

Visual Depictions

Knowledge of the buildings and their uses at Upper Fort Garry (1835-82) is
fundamental to the history of the Red River Settlement. Upper Fort Garry was
not only the residence of the transient elite of the Hudson's Bay Company but
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also the place where all groups in the settlement interacted and the setting for
many watershed events. However, due to the relative paucity of written records
on the subject and the inaccessibility of much of the site to archaeologists, basic
knowledge of the fort's appearance relies heavily upon visual depictions. Such
depictions are not rare; they exist in a wide variety of forms and collections. All
too frequently, however, visual depictions have been used to illustrate texts with
little regard to the exact place and time of the depiction. Visual depictions
nonetheless may serve as useful historical data when they are properly
interpreted. 1

The primary visual sources date approximately from 1840 to 1881 and are
composed of plans, graphics (paintings, sketches, lithographs corresponding to
a view), and photographs. From 1882 to 1943, primary sources melded into
historiography, with a consequentblurring of details analogous to those commonly
found in written memoirs. While the problems of dating and accuracy in detail
are critical for the primary sources, for the second period the question of
provenience of the informationdepictedalso arises. Collectionsof visual depictions
are far flung and occasionally difficult to assess, but the Provincial Archives of
Manitoba has a large number of originals and facsimiles and is continuously
organizing them. The most helpful secondary works are those of Ferdinand
Eckhardt, Rodger Guinn and Virginia Berry.2 This article is based on the internal
evidence of depictions of Upper Fort Garry, an occasional reference to the written
archival record, and existing secondary material.

Six primary plans of Upper Fort Garry are known to exist. Three of these date
from a brief period in 1845-48and are referred to as the Warre, Beatty and Moody
plans according to their depictors (Figures 1, 2 and 3). As a group, they make
this period a well-documented base.from which to construct a chronography of
structures. Another plan, likely drawn by John Balsillie, a Hudson's Bay Company
officer, is a depiction of all the major structures that existed in the fort from
approximately 1860-68 (Figure 4). Two more plans date from 1876-77, drawn
by Dominion Land Surveyor George McPhillips Junior (Figures 5 and 6). In 1928
the so-called Hazel plan was drawn according to the fort's supposed appearance
in 1876, superimposed upon a 1928 street map of Winnipeg (Figure 7). Finally,
a plan produced in 1857by C.E. Osborne for Governor George Simpson, depicting
the disposition of the Royal Canadian Rifles within the fort,' remains to be
found.

From 1845 to 1848, the remote settlement at Red River became a strategic focus
as western North America was redivided among Mexico, the United States and
Britain. During this time three plans of Upper Fort Garry were drawn under
military auspices. Attention was paid to such details as ranges, perimeters, terrain,
and disposition of troops and materiel. The first was a rough sketch, dated 7-16
June 1845, by Lieutenant (later Sir) Henry James Warre (Figure 1). It simply
depicts the walls, bastions, gates, Main House, the three stores in the western
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Figure 1. H.J. Warre plan of Upper Fort Garry, 1845. H.J. Warre papers, Public Archives of Canada,
MG24, F7l, vol. 1, pp. 936,937.
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Figure 2. Captain Beatty's Plan of Upper Fort Garry, 1846. Public Records Office, MP1I735.
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Figure 3. Captain Moody's Plan of Upper Fort Garry, 1848. Public Archives of Manitoba, 619.2,
gbb, 1848R.
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Figure 4. John Balsillie's plan of Upper Fort Garry and adjacent structures, c. 1868. Provincial Archives
of Manitoba.
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Figure 5. Portion of G. McPhillips's plan of the City of Winnipeg, 1876. Provincial Archives of
Manitoba, 614.41 cec, 1876.
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Figure 6. Portion of G. McPhillips's plan of the City of Winnipeg, 1877. Provincial Archives of
Manitoba Dept. of the Interior rolled plan #251.
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Figure 7. The Hazel plan of Upper Fort Garry in 1876. Provincial Archives of Manitoba.

row, the sales store, recorder's house with a lean-to, mens's house, bake house,
and flagpole. Although it is not drawn to scale, it is a clear and useful depiction.
Furthermore, from this rough sketch Warre produced a scaled plan including a
cursory description of the uses of the major buildings in the fort which was used
in an 1860 War Office document concerning the North-West. 4

The second plan was drawn in 1846 by Captain Andrew Beatty following the
occupation of most of Upper Fort Garry by the Sixth Regiment of Foot (Figure
2).5 It was drafted with more attention to scale and depicts all of the buildings
indicated by Warre the previous summer, plus additions and modifications made
to accommodate the troops. A key describing the use of each building is included.
The third plan, drawn by Captain Hampden Clement Blamire Moody, is dated
31 July 1848 (Figure 3).6 It depicts Upper Fort Garry and its immediate vicinity
as it stood after two years of military garrisoning and includes construction not
depicted by either Warre or Beatty. There is no evidence that any structures were
subsequently added to the establishment until 1852, when the walls were extended
northward to enclose the entire establishment once again.

Upon comparison of internal evidence of these three plans, several questions
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arise: Does the opening of a gate in the east wall as depicted by Beatty reflect
an attempt to restrict public access within the fort or had the walls by this time
become superfluous? For the archaeologist, can an artifact found within the fort
be assumed to have been left behind by a denizen of the fort or possibly by settlers
who passed freely about the fort while attending to their business or other social
activity?

With the existence of the sales shop in the southeast corner of the fort, it may
be assumed that settlers regularly visited this area. Before 1846, the only access
to the sales shop was through the southern gate. This is corroborated by Finlayson's
and Finlay's sketches of the south gate? which depict people casually passing
through. Warre's failure to depict the so-called "postern gate" was not an
oversight; Finlayson's 1840 painting" of the southeast view shows no opening
there and furthermore depicts a bell tower just inside the wall at that point. Kane's
1846 painting? similarly shows the bell tower. A.H. Murray's sketch in 1846
indicates that for a time the postern gate and bell tower existed together. 10

The disappearance of the bell tower and the opening of a gate at that point in
the wall appear to have been part of the accommodations made for the arrival
of the Sixth Foot, when the fort was divided between the military and the Hudson's
Bay Company. The military took over the two main gates, so the comp~ny was
obliged to open a postern gate to facilitate access to the sales store and residences,
and to remove the bell tower to create more space in the company compound.
From 1846 on, it may be assumed from the plans of the fort that the settlers were
carefully herded through the postern gate on their way to conduct business with
the company. However, in his report of an assault charge against a member of
the Sixth Foot by a woman of the settlement, Adam Thorn mentions that this
woman was a frequent visitor to the barracks, and that such entertainment was
common. 11

The archaeologist must, in this case, wonder if some of the decorated cloth
fragments and ladies' shoes recovered from excavations belonged to soldiers'
British wives, local consorts, or both. This situation exemplifies the importance
of detailed knowledge of structural uses to the archaeologist. Without a
comprehensive understanding of the history and functions of buildings inside the
fort, issues such as these, which account for the formation of the archaeological
record, cannot properly be understood.

After the departure of the Sixth Foot, the interior wall dividing Upper Fort
Garry became redundant. Photographs of the interior of thefort after 1871 show
no sign of the wall, although it seems plausible that the occupation of the Royal
Canadian Rifles in 1857-61 necessitated a division of the fort once more.

To return to the primary reason for settlers to visit the fort, The Manitoban
noted in 1871 that "The entrance to the store, which used to be through the inside
of the Fort, will now be from Winnipeg Road.... " 12 From reviewing the
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evidence concerning the sales shop and the postern entrance to the sales shop
area, it appears that during normal times the denizens of Upper Fort Garry and
the Red River settlers mingled extensively within the southern court of the fort.
Occasional attempts to control such circulation, of which the postern gate and
Beatty's depiction of the interior wall are two examples, are evidence more of
the generally porous nature of the fort's social and physical perimeter than the
company's preoccupation with enforcing its privacy. This is one example of how
visual depictions of the fort may be used in conjunction with written records to
aid the archaeologist in anticipating the location of buried architectural remains
and in understanding the rationale behind their existence.

A question arising from comparison of the internal evidence of the three early
plans relates quite simply to the chronology of certain structures in the fort. In
the northeast corner, that is, in the eastern row north of the sales shop, the three
plans appear to depict three different groups of structures. Does this reflect a
literally accurate record of three different groups of structures that were
successively erected and dismantled, or can some other explanation of these
depictions be found? Although this part of the site is buried under Winnipeg's
Main Street (the "Winnipeg Road" mentioned earlier, also known as "Garry
Street" in the nineteenth century) and will not likely be excavated by
archaeologists, resolution of this conflict might aid in a reconstruction of the fort.
According to an examination of visual and written records, the structures of this
area were, in order proceeding from the sales store, the recorder's residence (used
occasionally as the residence of the chief Hudson's Bay Company representative
at Red River), the men's residence, and near the northeast bastion a bake and
cook house. The apparently contradictory depictions in the three plans must be
explained in some other way.

The Warre plan shows three independent structures in this area and the Beatty
plan indicates three as well, albeit in a different layout and both identify their
uses. The Moody planshows one long structure where the two residences are
indicated in the Beatty plan, and unlike Warre positions the cookhouse in line
with the other buildings. The two dwelling houses were first described in a report
by the Royal Engineers Warre and Vavasour in 1846, and it seems certain that
Warre's depiction and written report would have referred to the same buildings.
Beatty confirms that three structures continued to exist in 1846. Furthermore,
Finlay's 1 October 1847 sketch depicts buildings which correspond in detail to
later photographs of the recorder's and men's residences." The essential
structures in this area were never changed.

The somewhat confusing size and distribution depicted in the Warre sketch may
be attributed to an inconsistency of scale on Warre's part. The three western stores,
the main house, and the sales store appear to be drawn fairly consistently, but
the lesser structures in the northeast corner have been drawn somewhat differently
in order to accommodate the details of their ground plans. Notice of Warre' s
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inattention to the niceties of scale in his rough sketch is given in many other ways
including the manner in which the fort's walls are depicted as being wider (east
to west) than they are long.

Beatty's 1846 depiction of three similarly sized structures corresponds in number
to the Warre plan, and in layout more closely to the Moody plan. The size of
the structure described as a cooking and bake house, much greater than that shown
by Warre or Moody, may have been an attempt to depict the small cookhouse
which was used by the fur trade as well as an outdoor oven of the type reconstructed
at Lower Fort Garry, which might not have been considered a building by Warre
and Moody.

While it is easy to accept that the structures depicted by Warre in 1845 were
the same ones depicted by Beatty in 1846, less easy to explain is Moody's depiction
of one long structure where formerly there were two - in 1848 after two years
of military activity. The most plausible explanation is that from 1845 to 1848,
while the essential structures of the recorder's and men's houses remained, lean
tos and a one-storey passageway between the two were added. These accretions
to core structures were a continuirig feature of the architectural history of Upper
Fort Garry; in the case of the accretions to the eastern row of residences, a good
depiction of the final result may be seen in a lithograph (c. 1874) by Rolph
Smith." Other photographs depict various accretions at different times. It
appears from the Warre plan that by 1845 the recorder's residence had a lean-to;
by 1848 the two residences had been joined by the passageway to make them
the contiguous structure depicted by Moody. The idea of contiguity recurs in the
Balsillie plan (c. 1868) and must have been a general impression of the two
dwelling houses.

Moody's decision to depict the concept of contiguity has several possible
explanations. The first is based on the supposition that the 1848 plan existed for
military purposes. The map bears similarities to other maps produced by British
military intelligence during the nineteenth century. 15 For the purposes of
planning military deployments and movements, representation of a contiguous
line of defensive structure and internal movement would outweigh the need to
have a representation of core structures. By contrast, the Beatty plan depicts details
of structures which would aid in logistical planning.

A review of evidence relating to the structures in the northeast corner of Upper
Fort Garry suggests that the 1845 Warre plan, the 1846 Beatty plan, and the 1848
Moody plan depict the same basic structures seen in post-1858 photographs of
the fort. Although this creates problems in interpretation of the early plans,
particularly the Moody plan, it significantly simplifies the architectural history
of the fort. The only changes in this area of Upper Fort Garry after 1845, and
probably after 1840based on Finlayson's painting, were: (1) the temporary interior
wall built in 1846 to enclose the Hudson's Bay Company's buildings; (2) the lean-
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tos and passageway associated with the two residences depicted in the Smith
lithograph; (3) removal of the bell tower (1846); (4) changes to the wall including
the postern gate (1846), its gradual dilapidation and/or quarrying and the
substitution of oaken paling (1860s), and its complete removal in front of the
sales store (1871); and, (5) an otherwise undocumented structure near the sales
store depicted in the Balsillie plan as an "Oil House" (Figure 4).

Figure 8. View of Upper Fort Garry from the south showing the liquor store under construction,
c. 1872. Provincial Archives of Manitoba.

The three plans dating from 1845-48 provide a basic knowledge of Upper Fort
Garry's appearance. The second group of plans dates from 1876-81, and
reconstructs significant changes made to the fort during the intervening decades.
In 1852 the fort walls were extended northward using oaken pales, doubling the
area of the enclosure, to once again secure the entire establishment which had
overflowed the stone walls in 1846. Soon after, a new Main House was built
in the northernmost part of the fort, as well as the administrationand mess building
that was occupied by the provisional government of Louis Riel in 1869-70. Both
buildings were in use by 1854. In 1860 a building known as the "General Depot"
was erected in the northeast corner. The old north wall was removed, and an
interior paling erected north of the flour and pemmican stores to separate the
residential enclosures in the north quarter of the fort from the workaday southern
part. Certain of the older buildings received typical accretions, and the area
between the western row of buildings and the western wall was almost filled with
small sheds. In 1871 or 1872 the southern end of the fort was cleared of the old
Main House and a short-lived store which lay along the inside of the south wall,
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creating the spacious interior appearance depicted in many of the later photographs.
A store for liquor was built along the outside of the south wall, completing
construction at Upper Fort Garry proper (Figure 8). The second group of plans
reflects this final distribution of structures.

Of the four plans in the second group, only two are verifiable primary
documents, the surveyed maps of Winnipeg signed by George McPhillips in 1876
and 1877. The earlier depiction (Figure 5) is a pen-and-ink original" while the
latter (Figure 6) is an official version likely derived from the first. 17 An obscure
plan already referred to as the Balsillie plan (Figure 4) is a depiction of the fort's
layout in the 1860s, after the "General Depot" was -built, and before the
appearance of the store along the southern wall. It is not drawn to scale but the
structures are identified and as far as can be verified the information contained
in the key is accurate. It provides several otherwise undocumented items, most
notably the fire engine, well, oil house, and the second postern gate in the east
wall near the General Department. However, since the plan cannot be dated
precisely and its provenience is not verifiable, it remains a qualified source. 18

Finally, the 1928 Hazel plan (Figure 7) is included because it purports to be a
depiction of information dating to 1876. 19 This plan includes a helpful legend
identifying structures.

In this group of plans, one problem immediately becomes apparent. Both the
Hazel plan and the 1877 McPhillips survey depict four structures of equal size
along the same swatch of ground in the western row that was occupied by the

. three pre-1846 stores. This is an error, the origin of which remains uncertain.
Graphic depictions of Upper Fort Garry indicate clearly that no wholesale
destruction of the three older stores took place from 1845 until 1882. The Balsillie
plan is also clear that only three stores stood within the confines of the pre-1852
walls in the western row. Since the Hazel plan is a derivation of a previous
depiction, it cannot be said that the depiction of the extra structure reaches us
from two independent sources.

Certainly, the depiction of the four stores where only three stood was not based
on observation. Possibly, since it was known that the fourth store was built in
1848 and that the walls were extended in 1852, it was assumed that the fourth
store stood inside the old wall. Yet the 1877 depictor was aware of a large structure
in the west row which lay north of the bastion and drew its ground plan in a manner
consistent with at least one photograph of the :western face. zo The key
accompanying the Hazel plan does not identify this structure, although it identifies
the first four structures depicted in the western row. Hazel's identification of these
structures is consistent with the Balsillie plan's identification of the four western
stores and is accurate in most other ways as well. Thus the error can be isolated
as consisting solely of placing four structures in the old half of the fort where
actually only three existed.
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The interpretation of the plans involves a process of crosschecking with
information contained in photographs and graphic depictions. In using these images
as evidence, the questions of provenience and exact dating are crucial.
Approximately thirty artists depicted Upper Fort Garry - some photographically,
some as they saw it, and others on the basis of previous depictions. Careful analysis
of still images as an historical source is an essential part of arriving at an
architectural history of Upper Fort Garry.

Figure 9. Isobel Finlayson's sketch entitled "Front Gate, Fort Garry." Hudson's Bay Company
Archives, Provincial Archives of Manitoba E. 12/5 fOe 85.

Many graphic depictions of Upper Fort Garry exist which predate the first
photographic depictions in 1858. The first known depictions are those of Isobel
Finlayson, the wife of Chief Factor Duncan Finlayson, dating from her 1840-43
sojourn at Red River. One is a painting of the fort from its usual south-southeast
appearance; it is carefully rendered with attention to scale, perspective, and detail.
It is remarkable for its depiction of a smaller structure just inside the south gate
(otherwise unknown), the bell tower, and the unpierced eastern wall." The other
is a pencil sketch of the south wall and gate from inside the fort which clearly
illustrates the gallery inside the wall (Figure 9).22

In 1845 Henry Warre produced a lithograph of Upper Fort Garry from the
southeast" in which he altered details such as perspective, the terrain, and the
roofs of structures in the eastern and western rows. In 1846 Alexander H. Murray
sketched the fort from the northeast soon after his entry into the company's
service. 24

In that year as well Captain George Finlay arrived with the Sixth Foot; during
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the next two years he produced four sketches of the fort. One, dated 1 October
1847, is a faithful view from the north which depicts a puzzling structure and
chimney near the west wall and a low chimney and cottage roof near the north
wall where Moody and Beatty located the temporary bake oven and cook
house." Finlay sketched the interior of the south wall in a view similar to that
of Isobel Finlayson, apparently from his third-storey window in the Main
House." He included a depiction of a corner of the interior wall indicated by
Beatty. Another sketch is of a room in the Main House; the last is of the fort
from the southeast. Finlay dated his sketches, and they are useful in establishing
the minimum and maximum construction dates of the trans-mural powder magazine
and stores.

Artist Paul Kane of Toronto also visited Red River in 1846. He painted at least
two views of Upper Fort Garry from the northeast." His biographer, J .R.
Harper," states that this visit was unproductive, but one of his paintings" depicts
a structure that was not erected until 1848.30

A frustrating lacuna follows, spanning the period of the erection of the new
walls, the new Main House, and the administrative building, up to September
1857 when John Fleming arrived with Henry Youle Hind's expedition. He depicted
the fort from both the south and the north," including rare views of the west
side. In 1858 Humphrey Lloyd Himes, a Toronto photographer who also
accompanied Hind, photographed Upper Fort Garry. The photographic record
continues with a depiction of the steamer International docked in front of the
fort, probably in 1869.32 A series of photographs dating from 1871 or 1872
shows the construction in the southern part of the fort at that time, and the
Provincial Archives of Manitoba holds many depictions of various views of the
fort after this period. Most of the photographers remain anonymous, and asa
consequence, the precise dating of their work is uncertain. This is an unusual
problem for historians: the usual method of dating by written records leaves
ambiguity as to which structure is referred to and excludes a visualization entirely,
while using photographs leaves a converse problem of dating and authorship.

With the exception of the works ofW.E. Napier, another painter accompanying
Hind in 1857-58, W.F. Lynn, a journalist painter who arrived in Red River in
approximately 1872, a few lesser known artists such as R.P. Meade and William
Armstrong who depicted the Red River Expeditionary Force in 1870, and
Governor General Dufferin who visited Red River in 1876, no further primary
graphic depictions exist after the appearance of the camera. But sketches continued
to appear. Among these, a curious sketch produced by William George Richardson
Hind of the "gold miners" leaving Fort Garry in 1862 is notable for its depiction
of a structure along the outside of the west wall near the south bastion, which
may also be a hole in the wall." This structure is repeated earlier in one of
Himes's photographs and depicts a low structure against the wall at that point
in 1858.34 Fleming's 1857 depiction of the western wall, however, has no
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indication of any structure at that point."

After the fort was largely demolished in 1882, several artists continued to
produce paintings of Upper Fort Garry, beginning with L.M. Stephenson who
sold his paintings to Middleton's troops in 1885. Several other artists fall into
asimilar category, never having seen the fort themselves, working from unknown
sources, and arbitrarily dating their work, such as L.M. Stollery, E.J. Hutchins,
H.A. Strong, and W. Coltman Eade. 36

Deserving special mention is the "Bird's Eye View" (c. 1880) of Winnipeg,
including Upper Fort Garry. 37 It is not a faithful depiction of scale or building
details, but hews the line well in the area of relative sizes and locations. Finally,
in the twentieth century several attempts were made to depict the fort from the
air, based on pictorial research. Many of the sources are familiar to us but in
some respects, notably in depictions of structures in the northern third of the fort,
the information conveyed is novel. One sketch, produced by artist Jean Perret,
appeared in the Manitoba Free Press in 1942.38 They certainly belong to the
classification of secondary sources but may be partly based on information now
lost to us.

A description of Upper Fort Garry, if it is to be achieved, will rely on visual
depictions and archaeological research. The loss of the Hudson's Bay Company
post journal and the burial of much of the site by Main Street and other construction
has ensured this. The methods of such a line of enquiry are more familiar to art
historians than to archival historians. Some of the landmarks and pitfalls of research
into visual depictions of Upper Fort Garry have been noted. Methodical handling
of these depictions supported by archaeological verification may yet unlock the
landscape of one of the more significant settings in Canadian history.

Archaeological Relevance

The following section of the.article claims that the historical and archaeological
data bases are independent yet complementary and that historical phenomena are
not fully understood without reference to both sources of information. This claim
is supported using examples from the Upper Fort Garry project that show (a)
how each discipline contributes previously unknown information to the other and
(b) how information from one data base can confirm or contradict aspects of the
other.

The preceding section is of particular importance to the Upper Fort Garry
Archaeological Project for the light it sheds on the confusion over the number
of buildings along the fort's west wall. Excavations in 1981-83 took place in
Bonnycastle Park where the southwest corner of the fort is located, but at the
outset it was not possible to tell whether the remains of three unmodified buildings,
four unmodified buildings, or three buildings modified into four were to be
expected.
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Figure 10. Plan of excavation units and exposed structures in southwest portion of Upper Fort Garry
under Bonnycastle Park.
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From an archaeological point of view this uncertainty had important
implications. First, a decision had to be made whether the resolution of this issue
was sufficiently important to justify the necessary efforts. Second, since the
buildings inside the fort could not be ignored archaeologically, a field strategy
for exposing their remains had to be devised. The more complex the structures,
the more they would need to be exposed to clarify the details of any modifications.
Third, the interpretive stage of archaeological analysis was affected because even
if test excavations revealed no modificationsto structures there could be no absolute
certainty from the archaeological record, without complete exposure, as to whether
remains of three or four unidentified buildings had been encountered.

Excavations revealed the remains of a building's cobble and mortar foundation
(Figure 10).39 The width of the building, measured from exterior to exterior of
the foundation, was twenty-nine feet and three inches," which compares well
with Warre and Vavasour's report of three buildings each seventy feet by thirty
feet." Colonel Crofton, commanding officer of the Sixth Foot, records the
buildings as seventy feet by thirty-six feet, although Guinn" concludes the two
engineers' dimensions are more likely correct. The archaeological evidence seems
to corroborate Guinn. No information was recovered regarding the building's
length, but if it was indeed seventy feet long, then the north wall lies under the
sidewalk on the south side of Assiniboine Avenue.

The archival and archaeological records of a site are each distinct and
independent, although they may overlap in some areas and complement one another
in others. Indeed, one lacks a complete picture of a site until both records have
been fully explored. Some writers claim indeed that written records are superficial
.and elitist in their bias against ordinary things and people." The following
example is offered to show how archaeology can provide information about the
architectural history of Upper Fort Garry that written and visual documents cannot.

Archival records of outbuildings and temporary structures at Upper Fort Garry
are rare. When documented, the references are sketchy at best, e.g., "one man
digging a pit behind the pensioner's house for a convenience'v" or "Leask
commenced making a urinal for the soldiers. ,,45 Guinn records a contract for the
construction of a wash house," and visual depictions of the fort show roofs of
unidentified small buildings appearing, changing, and disappearing. In all these
cases, important questions remain unanswered. Is the "pensioner's house" inside
the fort or at Pensioner's Point? If inside the fort, which building was it? How
big was the pit, was it covered, and if so, how was it constructed? What exactly
was/were the function(s) of the wash house? Are any of these reports related to
the unidentified structures depicted within the fort, and if so, which ones? The
same questions apply to the Leask reference and the wash house referred to in
Guinn.

To such a barrage of questions one might retort, "Why would one want to
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know?" There are five reasons why an archaeologist would want to answer such
questions. First, one needs to answer such questions from historical documents
to prepare adequately for archaeological field work. In preparing the research
design of an archaeological project, the investigator needs to know which areas
of the site are most likely to provide information that will answer his/her questions
and therefore help to achieve the study objectives. Prior knowledge of which site
areas are most likely to provide relevant information improves the accuracy of
sampling procedures employed in the field and consequently improves the
reliability of interpretations derived from the recovered materials. In this respect,
historical archaeology enjoys an advantage over much prehistoric archaeology
where site contents and internal patterning are seldom known in advance. Field
methods must also be tailored to the research aims and the site's characteristics.
The size, shape, orientation, spacing, and location of excavation units must be
controlled to intercept or avoid certain parts of the site. Proper excavation
techniques must also be selected to recover desired information from each part
of the site.

Second, historical archaeology can provide historical information unavailable
from documents. A vigorous debate in the mid-1960s questioned whether this
contribution was the sole value of historical archaeology. 47 Anthropological
archaeologists have concluded that historical archaeology can serve a valuable
purpose in this regard, but its contribution can and should include much more."

Third, and perhaps obviously, historical documents are selective and therefore
biased by the perceptions of those who recorded information or those who
subsequently preserved it. Two areas stand out immediately as being under
documented: the lives and views of middle arid lower socioeconomic groups and
material history. This is a general archival phenomenon, to which the Red River
Settlement is no exception. Historical archaeology begins to address the latter
area through recovery of portable and non-portable artifacts. Architectural remains
indicate the size, shape, location, and construction methods of recorded and
unrecorded buildings. Portable artifacts and refuse indicate what items were
utilized in the lives of the people under investigation. This material record enables
archaeologists and historians alike to add to the documentary sources as well as,
for example, tracing the introduction and modification of past technologies. In
so doing, some aspects of the undocumented lives of middle and lower
socioeconomic groups can be gleaned.

Fourth, the archaeologist wishes to know as much as possible about the effect
of cultural and natural processes that caused the site to take on its distinctive
characteristics. Site occupants live and work differentially on a site; consequently ~

different parts of a site can exhibit traces of activities that may vary over space
or through time. For example, items lost or discarded by a farmer while shopping
at Upper Fort Garry would be different both in kind and location from those left
behind by women visiting the troops. The spatial distribution, chronology ~ and
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function of structural and non-structural remains thus help to determine who was
doing what where on the site.

Natural processes, too, influence what the archaeologist recovers and interprets.
Natural decompositionof organic remains is a constant affecting the archaeologist's
data base. The archaeologist, even when dealing with historic period sites,

.. normally must examine objects that decompose slowly (bones, teeth, metal) or
not at all (stone, glass, ceramics). The recovery of water-saturated deposits at
Upper Fort Garry, in which the decay process had been arrested due to a lack
of oxygen that decay bacteria require, was a rare discovery. A vast quantity of
organic remains, including newspapers, cloth, leather, wood and seeds provides
a fuller than usual glimpse of the material culture at Upper Fort Garry, but at
the same time complicates the determination of the impact of various cultural
and natural formation processes on various categories of remains. Most artifacts
from Upper Fort Garry were recovered from two privy/refuse pits between the
west wall of the fort and a storehouse/barracks immediately inside. Again the
documented and undocumented architectural history of the site is important because
it has implications for cultural activities that occurred in various parts of the fort
as well as natural processes (e.g., lack of decomposition, compaction, slumpage)
that occurred between deposition and excavation.

Fifth, the archival and archaeological record of architectural and associated
remains indicates to some extent the nature of relationships within the cultural
and natural environment. Construction methods show which aspects of the
environment were exploited for which purposes as well as how construction
methods were adapted to environmental conditions (e.g., harsh climate, unstable
ground). The locations of buildings, their forms, and their variable functions
indicate not only what sorts of activities could be expected at various parts of
the site but also social relationships among site occupants and between occupants
and non-occupants.

Similarly, non-architectural remains provide clues to the cultural and natural
relations of the site occupants. Animal bones, seeds and wood show what parts
of the natural environment were exploited for subsistence, and glassware,
ceramics, cloth, leather and newspaper provide clues to the social and economic
relations of site occupants to each other and to non-occupants.

At the present stage of analysis, the Upper Fort Garry project has been able
to make initial contributions in each of these five areas. The research design was
guided by archival documentation that showed which portion of the site lay under
Bonnycastle Park and which major buildings comprised that portion. Excavation
units were set out to intersect the architectural remains, which they successfully
did. Likewise, excavation techniques ranging from a backhoe to dental picks and
paint brushes were employed to recover structural and non-structural information.
The project was able to supplement the historical documents by confirming the
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location, function, and chronology of at least one outbuilding, and possibly two,
that are never specifically depicted or described.

The material history of the fort has been increased in proportion to the quantity
and diversity of recovered remains. Excavations revealed that the fort's west wall
foundation was composed of large cobbles and boulders, both limestone and
granite, held together by mortar. These foundations measured three feet wide
by eighteen inches deep and were laid in a trench dug into the ground. The major
building exposed inside the fort rested on a foundation of similar materials and
width but, inexplicably, was twice as deep (i.e., three feet). The floor joists under
this building were spaced approximately forty-five inches apart - the now obsolete
unit of measurement known as the cloth ell." It was also discovered that two
privy/refuse pits lay between this building and the west wall of the fort. The larger
pit measured approximately eighteen feet by six feet by five feet and three inches,
and the smaller one was narrower and shallower. Both were cribbed with oak
beams to prevent slumpage, but while the beams were hand hewn in the earlier
pit, they were sawn square in the later one.

The site formation processes that affected the southwestern part of the fort are
starting to become clear. The building inside the fort was a storehouse converted
to a barracks for the Sixth Foot from 1846-48. The larger privy/refuse pit dates
from this period and appears, on the basis of remains excavated from it, to have
been constructed to accommodate the troops. The second pit dates from around
1880, but both were used as refuse disposal facilities as well as toilets. A layer
of grey clay and cultural debris atop the first pit may be associated with the 1852
flood and/or the cleanup in its aftermath. Little cultural debris was found in or
around the storehouse/barracks, suggesting that the military and/or the Hudson's
Bay Company were fastidious in their maintenance of the fort.

Natural formation processes at the site have been predominantly water saturation
and subsidence/compaction. Groundwater has kept out oxygen which is required
by decay bacteria that attack organic material. This accounts for the excellent
preservation of large quantities of organic remains. Subsidence of the privy
deposits has occurred as their contents have compacted with age and the weight
of overlying deposits. This process may have influenced the spatial positioning
of materials in ways that have yet to be investigated in detail.

Relations to the natural and cultural environment are shown in the relative
opulence and complexity of the structures inside the fort in comparison to the
buildings in the surrounding settlement. The strength and permanence of the fort
in comparison to small dwellings of Red River frame construction shows at a
glance the superior social position of the fort occupants and the relatively effective
steps that were taken to protect them from outside cultural and natural
environmental conditions. The artifacts and refuse excavated inside the fort also
indicate the character of cultural and environmental relations. Food refuse shows
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that the fort occupants, at least the Sixth Foot, ate well. Local delicacies and
imported foodstuffs were consumed in marked contrast to the diet of Hudson's
Bay Company servants" and Red River settlers. 51 Clothing and other
accoutrements show the relative richness of the fort's occupants as well as the
steps they took to deal with local environmental conditions.

An archaeological maxim states that one destroys what one digs. Because there
is only one chance to excavate a specific piece of archaeological deposit,
considerable care must be taken to service not only the immediate needs of the
research but also to collect as much additional information as possible for other
researchers examining different problems. The archaeologist therefore must
compile a complete data base for the site, regardless of how much of it is to be
used for the research at hand, in order that what has been destroyed in the ground
can be preserved in the form of objects, field records, and published reports for
the comparative purposes of other archaeologists.

Is the cost of this exercise justified? An archaeologist would say it is on the
following grounds. In the widest terms of reference, the production of knowledge
about our world is always valuable. In a more restricted sense, historical
archaeology contributes information that is of use to other archaeologists, and
to anthropologists, sociologists and geographers as well as to historians. If one
totals the contributions that historical archaeology makes in each area, the cost
is arguably justified. In the narrow sense, the cost of historical archaeology in
relation to its benefits can be defended by considering that: (a) historians are
fortunate in having the labour and cost of archival compilation already provided
for them; (b) it is very costly, as this archaeologist has discovered, to have to
search every document in every archive for every shred of germane evidence
when; (c) historians' arguments are largely those of enumeration, and therefore;
(d) there is no means for objectively evaluating the correctness of competing
interpretations of historical events; (e) only historical archaeology can provide
information on undocumented social groups and material culture.
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ABSTRACT. In the aftermath of the North-West Rebellion, Indian Affairs instituted a pass system designed to
confine Indians to their reserves in selected areas of the prairie west. Where the system was in effect, an Indian
wishing to leave his reserve was required to obtain a pass, duly signed by the Indian agent and stipulating the duration
and purpose of the leave. Indians without a pass, or in violation of the terms of the pass, were taken into custody
by the police and summarily returned to their reserve. Lacking any basis in law, the system evolved as a form
of local administrative tyranny, informally endorsed at the ministerial level of Indian Affairs. It aimed at a racial
segregation meant to restrain Indian mobility, thereby minimizing friction with the white community, as well as
ameliorating certain real or imagined problems, such as Indian prostitution, alcoholism and cattle killing.

From the beginning, the system was ineffectual. While Indians either ignored or openly defied the restrictions,
the North West Mounted Police eventually came to the conclusion that, without legislative sanction, passes could
not and should not be enforced. Faced with this situation, Indian Affairs by the early 1890s had no choice but
to modify the scheme, both in substance and in intent. Although Indian agents continued to maintain the pretense
that a pass was necessary for those wishing to leave the reserve, in practice passes were now granted almost on
demand and for every conceivable purpose. The system was no longer meant to serve as an instrument of confinement,
but merely as a means of monitoring Indian movement.

Passes survived into the twentieth century and were used in some areas as late as the 1930s. But they never became
the kind of repressive mechanism they were intended to be.

SOMMAIRE. A la suite de la Rebellion du Nord Ouest, les Affaires Indiennes etablirent un systeme de laissez
passer concu pour garder les Indiens dans leurs reserves dans des regions selectionnees de I' ouest des Prairies.
La ou le systeme etait en vigueur, un Indien desirant quitter la reserve devait obtenir un laissez-passer, dument
signe par I' agent des Affaires Indiennes et stipulant la duree et la raison du deplacement. Les Indiens qui n' avaient
pas de laissez-passer ou qui contrevenaient aux termes du laissez-passer etaient arretes par la police et sommairement
reconduits a leur reserve. Ce systeme, sans aucun fondement legal, devint une forme de tyrannie administrative
locale officieusement approuvee au niveau ministeriel des Affaires Indiennes. II visait a etablir une segregation
raciale qui etait censee restreindre les mouvements des Indiens, minimisant ainsi les frictions avec la communaute
blanche tout en reduisant certains problemes reels ou imaginaires, tels la prostitution, l'acoolisme et le massacre
du betail.

Des le depart, le systeme se revela Inefficace. Les Indiens ignoraient les restrictions ou les defiaient carrement
et la Police montee du Nord-Ouest en arriva eventuellement a la conclusion que sans legislation on ne pouvait et
on ne devait pas imposer l'usage de ces permis. Face a cette situation, le ministere des Affaires Indiennes n'eut
d'autre choix, vers 1890, que de modifier' ala fois le fond et le but du precede. Bien que les agents des Affaires
Indiennes aient continue a pretendre qu'il fallait avoir un laissez-passer pour sortir de la reserve, le permis etait
accorde pratiquement sur demande et pour toutes sortes de raisons imaginables. Le systeme n'etait plus un instrument
de segregation mais seulement un moyen de controler les deplacements des Indiens.

Le laissez-passer resta en vigueur jusqu'au vingtieme siecle et fut utilise dans certaines regions jusque dans les
annees 30. II n'est, cependant, jamais devenu le mecanisme repressif qu'il etait cense etre.

1

In the winter of 1987, Prime Minister Brian Mulroney attempted to bolster his
sagging political fortunes in Canada by speaking out against apartheid in South
Africa. On the surface it seemed that he had chosen a "safe" political issue, given
that for months on end the news media had been bombarding the western world
with electrifying accounts of the brutal racist policies fundamental to South African
society. But much to the embarrassment of the prime minister, during a press
conference on the occasion of his visit to the Vatican, he was challenged on his
right to condemn South Africa when Natives in his own country had been so badly
mistreated. Although Mr. Mulroney was quick to deny that blacks under apartheid

25
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could be compared with Natives in Canada, the accusation had a ring of truth
for those familiar with Canadian history, especially with the treatment of Indians
in the prairie west.

The aptness of the analogy with South Africa stems from the nature of
government policy following the signing of treaties with the Indians in the
1870s. 1 It was a policy which, in its most characteristic form, can be traced to
the assimilationist schemes devised for Indian reserves in Upper Canada after
1828. It was generally assumed that the pre-industrial culture of Indians was
anachronistic and that, for practical and humanitarian reasons, Indians should
be "civilized," "Christianized," and schooled in the art of agriculture. In effect,
they were to be culturally remade in the image of the white rural farmer. The
restructuring, it was understood, would require considerable training in the ways
of white society. Until this was accomplished, the Indian was to be a ward of
the state, bearing a special relationship to the government - that of a protected
dependent without full citizenship rights. The training itself was to take place
on Indian reserves, separated from white society, in theory to prevent the Indian
from absorbing the worst features of civilization, especially the use of alcohol.
The entire regime was fundamentally racist, but the aspect which particularly
conjured up images of apartheid was the Indian pass system, applied in selected
areas of the prairie west. Essentially, the pass system was a segregationist scheme
which, without any legislative basis, required Indians to remain on their reserves
unless they had a pass, duly signed by the Indian agent or farm instructor and
specifying the purpose and duration of their absence. It is also relevant to note
that in 1902 a commission from South Africa visited western Canada to study
the pass system as a method of social control.

In recent years, the pass system has attracted increasing attention by those
interested in federal Indian policy, but its treatment by scholars has not been
comprehensive. In 1986 Donald Purich published Our Native Land: Native Rights
in Canada, containing two and a half pages on the pass system.' The book was
written without the benefit of endnotes and the discussion of passes is based largely
on the work of Sarah Carter who a year earlier had published a two-page article
on the subject, again without endnotes." Likewise in 1986 John Jennings wrote
an article on the North West Mounted Police which devotes three pages to the
topic," and passing references to the system can be found in the work of John
Tobias," Brian Titley,6 and others. Among the earliest treatments of the topic
is a seven-page collection of documentary material, compiled in 1974 by B. Bennett
for the Treaties and Historical Research Centre. 7

Collectively, existing sources do not paint a very complete picture of the Indian
pass system and in some cases they are plagued by misinformation and questionable
interpretations. This is true especially of the material concerning the genesis of
the system, the extent to which it was enforced, and the duration of its existence.
Was the pass system a response to Indian participation in the North-West Rebellion,
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or did it have earlier antecedents? Did its existence mean a rigorous segregation
of Indian society? Did the system survive into the 1930s, as is commonly assumed?
These are questions which have both historic importance and contemporary
relevance. They also demand a more comprehensive treatment than can be found
in present accounts of Indian society.

2

According to Sarah Carter, the origins of the pass system can be traced to 6
May 1885 when Major General Middleton, camping near Fish Creek during the
Rebellion campaign, dispatched a letter to Edgar Dewdney, the Indian
commissioner and lieutenant governor of the North-West Territories. In it, he
asked whether it would be "advisable to issue [a] proclamation warning breeds
and Indians to return to their reserves and that all found away will be treated
as rebels. ,, 8 It was this letter, says Carter, which set in motion the process that
led to the system of Indian passes." John Jennings, however, disagrees. He
argues that "Apartheid came to the Canadian West in 1882" in response to the
concerns expressed by Indian Affairs and the police about Canadian Indians passing
back and forth over the international border and "The Rebellion merely made
the policy [of repression] more blatant. ,,10 He points out that it was in 1882 that
an order in council was introduced to discourage such border crossings and he
insists that "Here was the rather innocuous beginnings of a policy that later, in
its full development ... ran counter to the treaty promises of no restrictions on
Indian movement. "II He also notes that in 1884, predating the Middleton letter,
Police Commissioner Irvine alluded to a potential pass system in his annual report,
in response to the suggestion of Lawrence Vankoughnet, the deputy superintendent
general of Indian Affairs, that such a system would prevent Indians from camping
indiscriminately near white settlements. 12

While Jennings is undoubtedly correct in noting that the discussion of the pass
system precedes the 1885 insurrection, his treatment of the actual implementation
of a pass system soon after the suppression of the Rebellion is flawed in two
important respects. First, he tends to emphasize the role of Lawrence
Vankoughnet, leaving the impression that the pass system was born in the upper
reaches of the administration. He argues, for instance, that the policy of limiting
Indian movement was contained in an 1885 memorandum penned by Vankoughnet,
and addressed to Sir John A. Macdonald, the prime minister and superintendent
general of Indian Affairs." What he fails to mention, however, is that the
content of the Vankoughnet memorandum was actually an edited version of an
earlier communication written by Hayter Reed, only recently elevated to assistant
Indian commissioner from the position of Indian agent at Battleford. In the summer
of 1885, following the Rebellion, Reed had drafted a lengthy memorandum
"relative to the future management of Indians" and forwarded it to Edgar
Dewdney. It contained some fifteen recommendations, and in substance was a
blueprint for the total suppression of Indian society. Especially pertinent for our
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purposes is recommendation seven:

BARRON

No rebel Indians should be allowed off the Reserves without a pass signed by an J.D. official.
The dangers ofcomplications with white men will thus be lessened, & by preserving a knowledge
of individual movements any inclination to petty depredations may be checked, by the facility
of apprehending those who commit such offences.!"

Dewdney's views on each of the recommendations were penned in the margins
of the document. In reference to the pass system, the commissioner not only
endorsed Reed's proposal, but even suggested that "It might be thought well
another year to legislate in that direction. ,,15 The Reed memorandum, including
the comments by Dewdney, was transmitted to Vankoughnet, He in tum forwarded
the document, along with an edited version of the original, to the superintendent
general- the document referred to by Jennings. Macdonald responded by writing
comments in the left-hand margin of the edited copy. For the most part, these
comments consisted of one-word and sometimes single-phrase endorsements of
each of the recommendations. But they also included two substantive references,
one of which was to the issuing of passes:

Mr. Dewdney remarks that the pass system could be generally introduced safely. If so it is
in the highest degree desirable. As to disloyal bands this should be carried out as the consequence
of their disloyalty. The system should be introduced in the loyal bands as well & the advantage
of the changes pressed upon them. But no punishment for breaking bounds can be inflicted
& in case of resistance on the grounds of Treaty rights should not be insisted on.!"

What this correspondence indicates is that, from its inception in 1885, the pass
system was closely associatedwith Hayter Reed. Certainly Vankoughnetand others
at the ministerial level had been aware for some time of the notion of a pass system,
but the official decision to implement such a scheme stemmed directly from Reed's
initiative.

Second, in focussing on the role of Lawrence Vankoughnet, Jennings has failed
to appreciate that the pass system was created, not by a ministerial decision, but
by a local initiative once more associated with the person and career of Hayter
Reed. Reed's views had been shaped by his personal experience in Indian Affairs,
combined with a certain stereotypicalunderstanding of Indian people. As an Indian
agent stationed at Battleford in 1881, Reed had seen his "fondest hopes ...
frustrated" by what he described as the Indians' "inherent, restless
disposition. ' ,17 His annual reports were laden with his concerns over Indians
leaving the reserves on the slightest pretext: rumours that the buffalo had
returned; 18 reports that "soldiers had landed at Prince Albert in order to take
all the Indians prisoners, and abuse their wives and daughters"; 19 unnecessary
visits to town;" and thirst dances "which attracted those from all parts to
witness acts of endurance and to hear recounted deeds of valour committed by
those now more advanced in years, which, of course, acted upon the young braves
as a dime novel of a thrilling nature would upon the susceptible youth of our
own race. ' ,21 For Reed, these were acts of civil disobedience which effectively
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destroyed his best efforts to turn Indians into productive farmers. He cited one
example of a reserve from which there had been a mass exodus during hunting
season, leaving only four men and a few women fit to work the fields, "the
remainder being either blind, old and infirmed, invalids or children. ,,22 Reed's
response was to do all within his power to curb Indian mobility - including the
payment of annuities on home reserves only, and the withholding of rations from
those who made a habit of being off the reserve - but it is quite evident from
his reports that his efforts failed." In light of this experience there can be little
doubt that he came to see the pass system as an invaluable instrument of control,
fundamental to the very success of the entire civilization programme.

Likewise, as assistant Indian commissioner, Reed would have been sensitive
to the kind of potential military threat which Indian mobility represented. He was
not at Battleford in 1885 when the so-called siege of the older portion of the town
took place, but the Indian takeover of Fort Pitt, not to mention the murder of
a farm instructor and a rancher in the Battleford area as well as nine others at
Frog Lake, undoubtedly left a lingering impression. He also would have been
sympathetic to General Middleton's request for a proclamation confining Indians
to their reserves. In the end, the commissioner's office, believing there was no
legal basis for confining Indians to their reserves, limited itself to issuing a notice
advising Indians that it would be in their best interests to stay at home during
the hostilities.24 The notice remained in effect for only six weeks largely because
it was introduced only during the latter stages of the Rebellion. It seems likely,
nevertheless, that the very notion of pressuring Indians to stay on the reserve
through an informal but widely applied policy was an idea that was not lost on
Hayter Reed.

In point of fact, Reed was personally responsible for the actual implementation
of the pass system in 1885, and evidence suggests that he did so prior to receiving
the official blessing of either Vankoughnet or Macdonald. Only two days after
Vankoughnet had forwarded Reed's memorandum on the future management of
Indians to the prime minister, but clearly before Macdonald had endorsed the
recommendations, Reed informed the Indian commissioner that he had already
implemented a pass system, its illegality notwithstanding:

I am adopting the system of keeping the Indians on their respective Reserves and not allowing
any [to] leave them without passes - I know this is hardly supportable by any legal enactment
but we must do many things which can only be supported by common sense and by what
may be for the general good. I get the police to send out daily and send any Indians without
passes back to their reserves ....25

This is the first indication of the actual existence of a pass system, one whose
authority rested not on ministerial approval or even law, but on expediency. As
it turned out, both Vankoughnet and Macdonald warmly approved Reed ~ s
recommendation for such a system, but this should not blur the fact that approval
was post facto and that the real architect of the Indian pass system as it carne
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into being in 1885 was Hayter Reed.
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That the pass system was a violation of what had been promised in the treaties
and that it lacked legal justification seemed not to be matters of concern to those
who administered the scheme. There was, nevertheless, an attempt to rationalize
the existence of the system. Foremost was the explanation that certain Indian
groups, because of their disloyalty during the Rebellion, had forfeited their treaty
rights and should have their mobility limited." To drive this point home, in 1886
Hayter Reed sent out books of passes to his agents accompanied by instructions
that Indians who had been implicated in the Rebellion should be clearly so identified
on the front of the passes for the information of the police and others. 27

Vankoughnet also argued to his own satisfaction that, although hunting Indians
might have a right to travel where they wished as long as they did not encroach
on private property, they did not have the right to frequent villages and towns
because incorporated places could be considered property owned by
municipalities." But the most pervasive argument was that, whatever rights the
Indian might have in theory, the enforcement of the pass system was justified
in the higher interest of the civilization programme and hence of the Indians'
own well being. It was precisely this argument to which Reed had alluded at the
time of introducing passes and it was one that would obtain as long as they
remained in existence. As Reed explained, "it seems better to keep them [Indians]
together for the purpose of training them for mergence with the whites, than to
disperse them unprotected among communities where they could not hold their
own, and would speedily be downtrodden and debauched. ' ,29 Such arguments,
of course, were entirely self-serving and meant to justify an otherwise untenable
encroachment on Indian rights.

This rationalization very much served the interest of government and its hope
for European immigration to the Canadian west. As Sarah Carter has pointed out,

In 1885, immigration to the prairies was at a virtual standstill. The Indians and Metis had
dealt a crippling blow to Macdonald's vision of a densely populated West. The National Policy
could wither and die unless large numbers of settlers were attracted to the West to develop
its agricultural potential and create a staple for export. 30

In effect, the pass system as an instrument of confinement would go a long way
in dispelling lingering fears of an Indian uprising and in reassuring prospective
settlers of a peaceful and prosperous existence. Equally important, the pass system
served the purposes of those in the Department of Indian Affairs whose raison
d 'eire was to oversee the experiment in social engineering. Often reflecting the
racist perceptions of the Victorian age, and sometimes animated by humanitarian
and Christian principles, these men not unnaturally endorsed the pass system as
a logical and necessary means to achieve their goals. And in the decade following
the Rebellion, their determination was all the more steeled by a series of problems
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which the pass system was meant to solve.

One such problem was the determination of Indians to confirm and renew their
Indianness by persistently resorting to traditional practices and even by
incorporating new rituals into their ceremonies. The Sun dance in particular was
a concern to officials because it took Indians away from agriculture during a season
that was crucial to farming. Even more disturbing, it entailed ideological rituals
which served to protect and reinforce the Indian social system, as well as integrate
the youth into Indian society, much to the detriment of the assimilationprogramme
administered in day and residential schools." The Indians' mobility also made
them susceptible to troublesome outside religious forces. This was true of the
so-called "messianic craze" or Ghost dance which in the early 1890s made its
way from the United States into Saskatchewan. Unlike its American counterpart,
the Canadian Ghost dance was non-militant but intensely Indian in content and
hence remained a covert form of spirituality. Although it embraced a Christian
social morality as a means to salvation, that salvation itself promised an afterlife
of traditional Indian culture and fellowship. Not unlike the Sun dance, it was
essentially an assertion of Indianness in opposition to forced acculturation." A
similar concern was expressed about the Mormon religion which Indian Affairs
perceived as an alien influence with a potential to foment trouble, among other
things because of its sanction of polygamy - the very practice officials had been
attempting to stamp out among the Plains Indians." Equally troublesome were
certain forms of millenarianism. In 1904, the southern portions of Saskatchewan
were set ablaze by rumours that the end of the world was at hand. As it turned
out, the inspiration behind the rumour was "a deaf, dumb and half demented
Indian boy" from Gordon's Reserve who was promising "that the end of the
world for white people was coming, that only the real Indians living in teepees
would be spared, and would then have all the world to themselves, and lots of
buffalo to hunt. ... ' ,34 The incident typified a number of religious movements,
in part embracing Christian precepts, but promising a revival of Indian tradition
and control. For that reason, it was deemed dangerous.

The evils associated with towns and villages were another problem the pass
system was meant to address. In the first instance, these were sometimes centres
of disease, with the result that sickness was often transmitted to the reserves with
devastating consequences. But more than that, they were seen as sources of
immorality - dens of iniquity where Indians wasted their time in pool halls and
pestered the local residents for handouts in order to engage in alcoholic binges.
It was believed that the urban lower classes were adept at teaching Indians the
vices associated with city life and that" degradation [was] sure to follow any close
relationship with white people in the early stages of [Indian] training.' ,35 Of
particular concern, often more imagined than real, was the belief that Indian
families camped near towns in order to prostitute their women. In 1886, for
example, a policeman in Battleford levelled a complaint against farm instructors
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who were too free in issuing passes, a practice he insisted catered to immorality:

I beg to state that in my opinion the granting of passes to Indians, especially Indian women,
is abused, not by the Agents but by some of the farm instructors. Women are granted passes
ostensibly to come into town and work or sell berries. This is in nine cases out of ten only
an excuse for prostitution. I have been obliged in several occasions to send back to their Reserves
women who had unexpired passes in their possession. 36

In another case, this time in 1899, the Indian agent at Hobbema received a report
that some of his agency women were serving as prostitutes in Red Deer, but upon
investigation by the North West Mounted Police, it was determined that the agent
had been misinformed." Nevertheless, it was commonly assumed that Indianness
equated with immorality and that towns catered to the baser instincts of Native
society.

This was all the more problematic given the fact that residential schools were
located in major centres and that parents insisted on visiting their children during
term. Such visits often had an unsettling influence on the children and sometimes
resulted in the parent removing his child without permission. To curb this situation,
and at the same time limit Indian access to the perceived evils of urban life, Indian
agents were instructed not to allow Indians off the reserve for the purpose of
visiting industrial schools, unless they had a pass showing the time and purpose
of their absence and specifying the name of each individual in the group covered
by it." They were also instructed to limit such passes to one every three months,
although additional passes might be issued in the event that a school child became
ill. 39

Alcohol abuse was deemed a problem in its own right. For the missionaries
who ran the schools and churches, the use of alcohol by Indians was seen as a
sign of moral turpitude and a major impediment to the conversion process through
which the civilization of the Indian was to be achieved. For others, alcohol abuse
was a social problem, one which destroyed Indian pride and dignity and
preordained a society mired in poverty and destitution. From the beginning, the
enforcement of prohibition in the North-West Territories had been systematically
sabotaged, first by a permissive permit system allowing non-Indians to import
alcohol for personal consumption, and then by the introduction of a license system
for the sale of beer. Both measures, despite the fact that the Indian Act prohibited
Indians from drinking alcohol, had the effect of illicitly increasing the flow of
alcohol to the various bands, and this was compounded again in 1892 when the
Territorial Assembly instituted a liquor licensing system for non-Indians." For
one thing, the licensing system greatly reduced the cost of bootleg alcohol, and
as one observer pointed out, "At present it was a very poor Half-breed or Indian
who at intervals more or less extended does not find himself in the possession
of 50C or 25C to buy a large or small bottle of whiskey. ,,41 In addition to home
brew, which was variously bootlegged or made covertly on the reserve, alcohol
substitutes were readily available, sometimes with tragic results. In 1906, six
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Indians from Beardy's Reserve in the Duck Lake Agency obtained two bottles
of cologne, known as Florida Water, and consumed them as a beverage, not
knowing that the content was 98 percent methyl alcohol. All six died of wood
alcohol poisoning.42 Then too, because Metis and non-status Indians did not fall
under the prohibition provisions of the Indian Act, they not infrequently were
able to act as intermediaries in obtaining alcohol for Indians, charging a small
fee for their trouble." It was also nearly impossible to scrutinize the activities
of those who sold liquor illicitly because, under the new liquor ordinance
establishing the licensing system, the police lacked the right to search merchant
wagons travelling through the territory. 44 The net result of all these factors was
that the liquor provisions of the Indian Act were almost unenforceable, especially
once the Indian was allowed off the reserve.

A problem of a different sort had to do with the perception, most vociferously
articulated in southern Alberta during the 1890s, that Indians allowed to roam
the ranges at will were guilty of butchering cattle. Not untypical of the mood
of angry cattlemen was an article that appeared in a Calgary newspaper in 1891.
It was a diatribe against the Department of Indian Affairs for giving passes to
Indians ostensibly for the purpose of hunting, in order to reduce the outlay of
rations to needy Indians, when the only surviving game was cattle." While it
applauded the goal of making Indians self-sufficient, it insisted that the practice
of indiscriminately issuing hunting passes served the interests of Indian Affairs
personnel rather than those of the Indians or of the cattlemen:

The whole aim and object of an Indian Agent's existence is to shew [sic] a clean ration sheet....
By granting passes for the purpose of "hunting" he gratifies his wander loving charges and
soothes the departmental mind with a small "total drawing rations." Whether there is anything
to hunt or not is a minor matter. The ration sheet at all events is "clean. ,,46

The point of the article was a demand that the pass system be tightened up,
confining Indians to their reserves in order to protect the property of cattlemen.
Hayter Reed was convincedthat the losseswere owing to factors other than Indians
and even that many of the complaints were based on self-interest, not the least
of which was an attempt to increase beef rations on reserves in order to enhance
the profits of cattlemen." Such disclaimers notwithstanding, the issue was a
thorny one for Indian Affairs because the cattle interests represented a powerful
lobby, associated with important ranchers like the Honourable W.F. Cochrane
who was well connected in Ottawa. For that reason, there can be little doubt that
the matter was handled with care and that efforts to restrain the movement of
southern bands were redoubled.

In addition to these domestic concerns, the problem of border crossings
continued to haunt Indian Affairs in ways which reaffirmed the importance of
the pass system. Singularly important was the terrifying spectre of Canadian
Indians making common cause with their American counterparts in a general
uprising. Domesticupheavalwas bad enough, but given the violentnature of white-
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Indian relations in the United States, the very suggestion of an international Indian
movement was often the excuse for panic. In 1891, it was reported that two Indian
runners from the United States had held council with the Bloods in order to solicit
aid for an anticipated uprising on the American side of the border. Seemingly,
the Bloods were advised to sell their horses and lay in a stock of ammunition
and arrows. Were the uprising successful, there would be a joint meeting near
Fort Walsh as a prelude to a general massacre on the Canadian side." What
made the report startling was that it came on the heels of a general alert by the
police following reports that the Sioux south of the Manitoba border were holding
a war dance and threatening settlers." In the end, neither the Sioux nor the
Bloods proved troublesome, but in the minds of officials the two events very much
underscored the need for effective control over Indian movement along the
"medicine line" separating the two countries.

Also important in the international context was the issue of customs and
quarantine regulations. The ability of Indians to cross the border freely invited
the suspicionthat the real purposes of visits to the United States were horse stealing
and other illicit activities. In addition, the unregulated importation of horses and
other animals offered the possibility that livestock diseases could be transmitted
across the border. The solution to these evils was contained in a circular letter
issued by the Indian commissioner in 1903 and addressed to Indian agents in both
Manitoba and the North-West Territories." It was now stipulated that, when
granting a pass allowing Indians off the reserve for the purpose of visiting the
United States, the agent would be required to include on the back of the pass
an exact description of the horses, including brands, that the individual would
be taking with him. The implication was that Indians crossing the border without
such a pass would be required to pay duty on any horses they attempted to bring
into Canada upon reentry. 51 Moreover, it was stated that, at the time of issuing
such passes, agents would be required to notify Indians that on leaving Canada
they must report "outwardly" and receive a "let pass" at a regular port of entry,
and that on reentry they must report "inwardly" and pay duty on any horses
or articles required by customs' regulations. 52 This latter provision was meant
to facilitate the collection of duties and monitor Indian activity, and it also had
the effect of bolstering veterinary inspection at the border crossings.

Thus, to the same extent that the pass system was born of expediency, it
remained in existence long after the Rebellion era because it was perceived by
administrators as a necessary weapon in the war against those forces which
perpetuated an "uncivilized" Indian society.

4

As it turned out, the pass system proved to be a less than effective way of
restricting Indian movement. The problem was that, lacking legislative sanction,
the pass system could not be enforced in law. To get around this, Indian Affairs
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simply assumed an air of authority and attempted to enforce the system by other
means within its power. In some cases, rations and other "privileges" were
withheld from those who refused to comply with pass regulations, but the most
effective approach was to have the police arrest those found off the reserve without
passes and, where possible, prosecute them either for trespass under the Indian
Act or for vagrancy under the criminal code." The whole system, however,
rested on very shaky grounds and ultimately was undermined by two fundamental
factors.

In the first place, Indians themselves refused to tolerate the system and were
often aggressive in demanding their rights. In the years immediately after the
Rebellion, it was widely reported that Indians were complying with the pass
system, but it is equally evident that large numbers simply slipped away from
the reserve without obtaining a pass." And by the 1890s, it was a matter of
comment in official correspondence that Indians were either subverting the system
or overtly ignoring it. In 1896, for example, the police commissioner received
a report from Calgary that a patrol had required a group of Sarcee to leave the
town but that in defiance they had returned. 55 In the same report there was,also
mention of a constable who had ordered a group of Indians back to their reserve,
but they refused to obey and under the circumstances all he could do was report
the matter." As the commissioner was later forced to admit, "Every day the
Indian is becoming more enlightened as to the position in which he stands,
regarding the laws concerning himself, and it is very generally known amongst
the Indians that the Police have not the power to arrest or in fact take any action
whatever should they [the Indians] not feel disposed to return to their Reserves
when ordered to do so.' ,57 Perhaps nowhere 'was the defiance more manifest than
in the Indian attitude toward the right to attend Sun dances. In 1900, it was reported
that Indians near Fort MacLeod were "keen on having a Sun Dance [sic] and
it is quite clear to me that they mean to have one. ' ,58 Two years later, the Indian
agent refused to grant a pass to some Indians from One Arrow Reserve for the
purpose of attending a dance in Montana, "but they went just the same. ' ,59 All
of this suggests that the Indian was anything but quiet and passive in his response
to a system which denied his human and treaty rights. It also repudiates the notion
by John Jennings that Indians "put up" with the system.i" and that the system
itself " guaranteed peace ... and that Indians would remain corralled on
reserves. ,,61

The second factor was that the North West Mounted Police increasingly had
misgivings about enforcing illegal regulations to the detriment of their credibility
in the Indian community. In 1884, Commissioner Irvine had expressed reservations
about the idea of a pass system because it "would be tantamount to a breach of
confidence with the Indians, ,,62 but once the system came into being the
immediate response of the police was to cooperate. Indicative was a communication
in 1888 from the assistant Indian commissioner to the commissioner of police,
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noting that a number of Indians were camped near Battleford much to the
annoyance of local residents, and asking the commissioner to instruct his officers
there to enforce the pass system." In response, orders were immediately
telegraphed to the officer commanding at Battleford: "Indians without passes must
be kept out of Battleford. Arrest all those without passes, and after due warning,
if they do not leave neighborhood of town try them as vagrants.' ,64

According to one writer, this kind of cooperation became characteristic, so
much so that by the late 1880s police qualms about the pass system, at least at
the official level, had evaporated.f Such a conclusion, however, is not consistent
with the correspondence. It is quite clear that by 1890 the police were withdrawing
their endorsement of the pass system because they feared that its illegal
enforcement would jeopardize the Indians' respect for the law. In 1891, the
commanding officer in the Macleod District expressed his concerns about confining
Indians to their reserves:

I doubt the possibility of keeping the Indians at home by such coercive measures as stopping
their rations or refusing a pass, they will go in spite of all their Agent can do .... There is
an order throughout the district to turn back any Indians without a pass but a difficulty arises
in the fact that few of our men can speak sufficient Blackfoot to make themselves understood
and the Indians when it suits their purpose can be very obtuse: they are aware too that we
have no legal right to turn them back.P"

The implications of such a situation were hinted at in a second report, this time
by officer R.B. Deane, stationed in Lethbridge:

As to sending back to the Reserve, Indians who came here without a pass, I do so on every
possible occasion, but seeing that the Police have no right to do anything of the kind, it behoves
one to be very careful so as not to have to take "back-water. ,,67

Among other things, the prospect of an Indian backlash prompted Commissioner
Herchmer to seek legal advice and in 1892 he was assured in no uncertain terms,
both by some circuit court judges and government law officers, that the pass system
was illegal. 68 By the following year, opinion was so strongly against the
enforcement of the pass system that in May 1893 the police commissioner issued
a general circular ending the practice of sending Indians back to their reserves
without legal justification." Three years later, the whole issue was raised once
more when, in response to an influx of troublesome Cree from Montana, the Indian
Department petitioned the police to keep the newcomers on their reserves. In
evaluating the request, the officer commanding in Regina was absolutely adamant
that, in responding to the wishes of the department, the police operate strictly
within the law. As he explained,

Should an illegal arrest be attempted and resistance offered there would be no protection to
us. Such a result would be disastrous to our prestige with the Indians.V

Somewhat later, a final comment on the matter was contained in a letter from
the police commissioner to the North West Mounted Police comptroller:
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The moral suasion power that the policeman exercised in the past, will not always accomplish
the desired result today and I am of the opinion that until the law is changed in this respect,
it is not advisable to issue an order which we have not the power to enforce.I!

The change in attitude, both by Indians and policemen, did not end the pass
system, but it did alter it in a most fundamental way. By the 1890s, there was
mounting tension between the Indian Department and the police." and generally,
people like Hayter Reed found themselves on the defensive in justifying the use
of passes. Reed himself, having replaced Dewdney as Indian commissioner in
1888 and Vankoughnet as deputy superintendent in 1893, very much reflected
the changing perceptions of Indian rights and the application of the law. This
was underscored in a remarkable letter which Reed sent to the minister of the
interior in 1893. He began by saying that, all things considered, the department
had been successful in keeping Indians at home. He then admitted by inference
that the old pass system, as it had originally been conceived, was no longer feasible
and he concluded with a statement that spoke to a far more limited purpose for
the pass system:

Nomadic by nature they [Indians] would roam when the fit was in them, even if by doing
so they left abundance behind them, and an army of soldiers or police could not prevent their
slipping away.

It was especially stipulated by them when they entered Treaty that they should not be tied
down to their Reservations, and although I have often taken the responsibility of employing
police to send them home, the greatest caution has to be exercised, for were they to offer
resistance and conflict ensue, they have the law on their side. Under these circumstances Agents
must often against their own wishes issue Passes to Indians who they know will leave in any
case, and so preserve an appearance at least of control, and a knowledge of their movements.P

This was, in fact, an admission that the pass system as an instrument of compulsory
confinement was dead. What Reed was saying was that, where possible, the
department would continue to assume an air of authority in requiring passes for
those who wished to leave the reserve, but that passes would be freely issued
as a monitoring device to keep track of Indian activity. This, of course, was a
far cry from the original purpose of the passes and had three important
implications.

First, it meant that Indians were given much freer rein to travel as they pleased,
especially when engaged in economic activities such as hunting and wage labour.
But their freedom also extended to a range of other activities which, under earlier
circumstances, would have been banned. A telling commentary is the fact that
by the turn of the century passes were being issued for virtually every purpose
imaginable and often for extended periods of time. In one instance, a group of
northern Cree visiting the Blackfoot during Sun dance season was given a pass
for no less than seventy-five days - taking up the entire summer." Fairs,
picnics, sports days, local stampedes, and a range of off-reserve labour activities
catered to a general mobility which increased through the early decades of the
twentieth century. As the Battleford Indian agent reported in 1926,
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The Indians of the Agency are ... visiting all over the country and large numbers were at
Duck Lake for the Annual Catholic Prayer week, the visiting seems to be worse than usual
this summer and Indians have been passing through here heading for Alberta reserves and
Indians from there are passing to [the] east almost every day. 75

Second, in abandoning the illegal aspects of the pass system, Indian Affairs
turned to the legislative process in order to deal more effectively with specific
problems. This was true especiallyof the Sun dance. In that respect, the department
occasionally found it convenient to invoke the provisions of an 1884 amendment
to the Indian Act banning "give-away" ceremonies, originally intended to stamp
out the potlatch in British Columbia." In 1895, an amendment to the Indian Act
proscribed all ceremonies involving "wounding or mutilation," an obvious
reference to what Sun dancers referred to as "making braves," and in 1906 (with
slight changes in 1914) the Indian Act was again amended to place a general ban
on dancing of every description." Evidence suggests that these initiatives were
not entirely successful and that, as in other attempts to coerce Indians, band
members responded with resistance and threats of violence. Representative was
an incident that occurred on Poor Man's Reserve in 1902: apparently, the local
Indian agent had a group of Indians arrested and tried for dancing illegally. The
offenders were given a suspended sentence, under pain of six months of hard
labour should they dance again. They were so incensed that immediately after
the trial they cornered the agent and one of them apparently threatened his life.
Clearly intimidated, the agent on the following day showed up at the reserve and
conceded that the Indians could dance all they wanted, the only stipulations being
that they not engage in give-aways and that the farm instructor be present. 78 This
was only one of many indications that even legallybacked coercion was not always
effective in manipulating Indian society.

The third implication is that, in adopting a more limited purpose for the pass
system, Indian Affairs guaranteed that the system would survive into the twentieth
century. According to one source, passes were used in the Battleford area until
at least 1918 and in some areas until the mid-1930s,79 a time frame generally
endorsed by other writers." For the most part, this conclusion is based on the
existence of two pass stubs issued in Battleford during World War I and on the
oral testimony of two Indian Affairs officials who recalled the use of passes in
Alberta during the Depression." What is not known is the extent to which the
pass system was used during its final stages. It may be assumed that, where
warranted and tolerated by Indians, passes were used to the benefit of agency
personnel and undoubtedly invested with all the authority that the Department
of Indian Affairs could muster; however, given the enduring nature of Indian
opposition and the legal limitations placed on passes, it seems unlikely that the
system was applied generally or that it survived as anything other than a pale
shadow of its original self. The issue is also confounded by a certain semantic
confusion. A careful reading of the Battleford Indian Agency papers suggests that
by the 1920s Indian agents sometimes indiscriminately referred, not to "passes,"
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but to "permits" allowing the Indians to leave the reserve." The latter term
actually had nothing to do with attempts to monitor Indian movement, and more
appropriately applied to provisions in the Indian Act prohibiting Indians from
selling reserve produce to non-Indians unless they first obtained a permit to do
so from the Indian agent. The confusion is reinforced by the fact that there was
a connection between passes and permits in that the need for a pass was sometimes
contingent upon the Indian getting a permit as a means to financing his activities
off the reserve." The confusion of the terms also extended into the Indian
community, as suggested by a recent interview of an elder from the James Smith
band in Saskatchewan. He vividly recalled that the pass system on his reserve
had been terminated by Indian Affairs in the 1930sbecause of a particular incident.
What happened was that an Indian visiting the James Smith band had used his
pass as a kind of credit card, charged against Indian Affairs, to finance repairs
on his car in order to return home; when others attempted the same thing, Indian
Affairs intervened to end the practice." Yet when the elder elaborated on the
incident, it became quite clear that he was not describing a pass, but rather a
permit, which of course held promise of cash payment once the individual's
produce had been sold. What all of this suggests is that, in light of the limited
information available, it is not possible to make a conclusive statement about the
pass system in its dying moments, apart from the fact that the system, already
emaciated, simply passed out of existence unnoticed and without fanfare.

5

In the final analysis, it must be conceded that the pass system, especially as
it was originally conceived, very much justified the accusation levelled against
Prime Minister Mulroney. While direct parallels between South Africa and Canada
may be imperfect, the fact remains that Canadian attempts to culturally assimilate
the Indian were riddled with racist assumptions about the inferiority of Indians
and the need to control and segregate them as a people. Hayter Reed and others
had no qualms whatsoever in completely disregarding the human and civil rights
of those who wished to leave the reserves. And there is every indication that,
had they been able to fashion a pass system entirely to their liking, one solidly
backed by the might of the police, they would have created a system of control
over Indians analogous in some respects to that for blacks in South Africa. By
the same token, however, the similarities between apartheid and the segregation
of Canadian Indians should not be overstated. In practice, the pass system unfolded
in a way which made it only a weak reflection of what transpired in South Africa.
The fact is that the legal rights of Indians could not be overridden by administrative
expediency, no matter how legitimate the rationalizations seemed. Nor was the
political and constitutional climate in Canada conducive to any attempt to give
legislative authorization to the pass system. From beginning to end, it evolved
as a form of local administrative tyranny, applied selectively, but never enjoying
the coercive power and public legitimization conferred by official state sanction.
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For that reason, it proved to be a rather imperfect instrument of racial oppression.
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ABSTRACT. This article discusses the structure of prairie agriculture in terms of the size distribution of farms
using acres per farm as the measure of farm size. As Friesen (1984) has noted, the advertised equality of opportunity
in pioneer days did not translate into an equality of outcomes. Prairie farmland has always been concentrated among
a relatively small proportion of farmers, and this concentration is projected to continue. Within this structure, there
is considerable mobility regarding entry into and exit from agriculture, as well as among the size groups within
agriculture. The article closes by noting implications for technology development and technology transfer programmes
such as the experimental farm programme.

SOMMAIRE. L'article qui suit examine la structure de l'agriculture des Prairies en se basant sur la distribution
des fermes selon leur taille estimee en acres. Comme Friesen (1984) l'a remarque, l'egalite d'opportunite annoncee
au temps des pionniers n'a pas abouti ades resultats egaux, Dans les Prairies, la terre a toujours ete aux mains
d'un nombre relativement petit des fermiers et on n'envisage pas de changement dans cette concentration. Au sein
de cette structure il y a beaucoup de mouvement: certains se lancent dans I'agriculture, d' autres I'abandonnent;
Ia taille des fermes change. Cet article note en conclusion ce que cela signifie pour Ie developpement de la technologie
et Ies programmes de transfert de technologie tel que le programme agricole experimental.

Introduction

The development of prairie agriculture in the context of a programme of "free"
homesteads gave rise to the impression that there was equal opportunity or equal
access to land, markets and social opportunities. But was prairie agriculture ever
egalitarian? Friesen has recently contrasted the advertised equality of opportunity
("free land for all") with the de facto inequality of prairie society:

One interesting aspect of the pioneer myth was the suggestion that there were no significant
social distinctions or gradations on the prairie frontier .... The issue has not yet received much
attention in historical research, but the few pieces of available evidence suggest a picture different
from that painted by the nostalgia of pioneers. 1

The purpose of this article is to determine whether there has been considerable
concentration of farmland throughout the history of prairie agricultural
development. We find that a wide distribution of farm sizes has persisted over
time. This finding poses fundamental public policy questions. The article closes
with some implications of farmland concentration for the experimental farm
programme of technology development and technology transfer. The experimental
farm programme is only one of many public policies that have influenced and,
in turn, been influenced by the structure of prairie agriculture.

We have chosen to discuss the structure of agriculture in terms of the
concentration of land among farm holdings. By "concentration" we mean the
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proportion of land held by (or "concentrated on") a given group of farms 
concentration is usually discussed in terms of groups of farms arranged in terms
of size of farm. We begin with an analysis of changes in the size of farms over
the past century.

Net Rates of Structural Change
Change in Farm Size Over Time

Agricultural settlement on the Prairies was under way in earnest at the turn
of the century. In 1881 there were only ten thousand farms on the Prairies (Table
1); by 1901, an increase of more than fivefold brought the total to fifty-five
thousand. But that number more than tripled again in the first decade of this
century, reaching one hundred and ninety-nine thousand farms by 1911. Growth
in farm numbers slowed after that, reaching a peak of three hundred thousand
in the midst of the Depression (1936) and thereafter starting a decline to one
hundred and fifty-five thousand in 1981.

Since 1891, average acreage per farm has increased. From less than three
hundred acres at the turn of the century, average farm size grew to over 850
acres by 1981.2 Kislev and Peterson (1982) have proposed a simple model to
explain the trends in average acres per farm. They start with the empirical
observation that, on average, the number of workers per farm has stayed constant.
This has indeed been the case on the Prairies where there have been 1.4 or 1.5
workers per farm reported on censuses since 1891, with three exceptions.'
Workers are defined as self-employedindividualsplus paid employees plus unpaid'
family workers in the agriculture industry. By assuming a constant amount of
labour per farm, Kislev and Peterson in essence assumea fundamental diseconomy
of size in the labour dimension.

Since labour per farm has been essentially constant, an increase in acres per
farm can only be facilitated by an increase in machinery services per farm. The
increase in machinery services relative to labour would be expected to be
determined by the relative prices of machinery services and labour. The major
equilibrating mechanism is the move of farmers off the farm (Le., farm size
increases) until farm income increases relative to the nonfarm "opportunity cost"
return to labour. 4

Kislev and Peterson found:

99 percent of the growth in farm size as measured by acres per farm is explained by the model
... the explanation ... relied entirely on relative factor price changes rather than catchall phrases
such as "technological change" or "economies of scale.,,5

Historical data on the price of "machinery services" are not readily available.
Theoretically, we would want a time-series for the price of a given bundle of
machinery services of a given quality (i.e., custom work). Similarly, the time
series for the price of labour should be for a given quality.
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Figure 1. Ratio Farm Wages/Machinery Prices, Prairies, 1917-82 (three year moving median)

As a very rough indicator of the price of machinery services, we have' chosen
the index of the price of new replacement machinery in western Canada. To
indicate the opportunity cost of labour, we have chosen the industrial weekly wage
in the Prairies. Using our proxy measures, the labour/machinery price ratio
remained relatively constant from the end of World War IT to the mid-1960s (Table
1 and Figure 1). The relative price of labour then increased rapidly until the
mid-1970s. This increase would imply a substitution of machinery for labour which
would facilitate increases in acres per farm. The price ratio has in fact declined
since the mid-1970s suggesting a slower rate of increase in average acres per farm.

Tweeten (1984) offers a similar analysis to explain the increase in average farm
size over time. He refers back to Heady (1962) to note that the major equilibrating
factor is the farmer/nonfarmer income level. Tweeten identifies three factors
determining farm size in terms of gross sales per farm: (1) technical change which
permits a given labour input to produce a larger level of output; (2) income growth
in the nonfarm economy which requires the farm family to receive a larger income
(via a larger farm) to maintain a farmer/nonfarmer income equilibrium; and (3)
off-farm income growth within farm families has dampened the requirement for
average farm size to increase to maintain a farmer/nonfarmer income equilibrium.

It is often asserted that economies of size determine changes in farm size. We
first present some historical evidence and then we ask what it means.
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Figure 2. Costs per Bushel of Producing Wheat, Prairies, 1930.

Economies of size arise when costs per unit of output fall as the fixed costs
are spread over more and more units of output. Hopkins et al. (1932) calculated
that the cost of producing wheat declined significantly as the size of farm increased
(Figure 2). For example, when using horses for draught power, the cost per bushel
of producing wheat declined from $1.02 for a quarter-section farm to $0.80 for
a half-section farm to $0.77 for a section farm to $0.64 for a two-section farm.
Two benefits derive from capturing these economies of scale: the profit from
each bushel is larger as the size of farm is increased and total farm profits increase
as more bushels are produced.

Allen et al. (1935) found that regardless of soil types, net farm income increased
as the size of farm increased (Table 2). For example, on "fair prairie" soils,
"probable" net farm income would be $712 for a half-section farm, $1,591 for
a section farm and $3,106 for a two-section farm. The benefits from farm
expansion were evident." Recent studies continue to find economies of size. The
Royal Commission on Farm Machinery analysed data for Saskatchewan wheat
farms from Statistics Canada's 1958 Farm Survey and found that costs per dollar
of sales declined as farm size increased (Figure 3). Jensen (1984) analysed more
recent data and again found economies of size, on average. However, if one
considers only the "most efficient" producers, then costs per dollar of sales appear
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TABLE 2
PROBABLE NET FARM REVENUES, BY SOIL TYPE, SIZE OF FARM, SASKATCHEWAN, MID-1930s1

Half-section farrrr' Section farnr' Two-section farrrr'

Net cash Net farm Net cash Net farm Net cash Net farm
Soil Type2 farm income ($)4 income ($)4 farm income ($)4 income ($)4 farm income ($)4 income ($)4

Poor Prairie 466 376 683 401 n.a. n.a.
Inferior Prairie 571 472 1,176 976 n.a. n.a.
Fair to Good Eastern Park 804 660 1,454 1,217 n.a. n.a.
Fair Prairie 845 712 1,785 1,591 3,944 3,106
Average Prairie (A) 947 761 1,728 1,446 n.a. n.a.
Average Prairie (B) 902 757 1,588 1,329 n.a. n.a.
Fair to Good Southern Park 968 813 1,808 1,519 n.a. n.a.
Average Northern Park 1,097 940 1,507 1,249 n.a. n.a.
Very Good Park and Prairie 1,218 1,015 2,343 2,012 n.a. n.a.
Best Park 1,370 1,110 2,680 2,193 n.a. n.a.
Best Prairie 1,623 1,361 2,996 2,457 7,025 6,657

To calculate the probable net farm revenues "expected ... during the next decade," average 1918-30 crop yields and average 1910-14 output prices were used along
with early 1930 costs from farm surveys.

2 The soil types are defined on pages 32-36 of Allen et al., 1935.
3 "For the half-section and section farms the operating statements are based on the assumption that the field draught power is supplied by horses. After preparation

of statements for mechanically operated section farm, it was apparent that, with the prices assumed for wheat and gasoline, tractor operation of section farms is general
ly less satisfactory than operation with horse power. For the farms of two sections in area, where conditions permit, mechanical operation is usually preferable, conse
quently the statements prepared for these larger farms relate to field draught power being supplied by tractors." (Allen et al., 1935, p. 5)

4 Net cash farm income is net cash farm income minus a depreciation allowance.

Source: William Allen, E.C. Hope, andF.C. Hitchcock, Studies of-Probable Net Farm Revenues for the Principal Soil Types of Saskatchewan on the Basis of Their
Past Production, Saskatoon: University of Saskatchewan, College of Agriculture, Agricultural Extension Bulletin No. 64, 1935 (Tables 1A-11C, pp. 8-31).
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virtually flat across all sizes of farm. Simply put, as farm size declines, the average
farmer is less efficient (in terms of costs per dollar of sales) but some farmers
do have costs per dollar of sales as low as the larger farmers.

The cost curves consideredabove were defined for a given technology. A change
in technology can be expected to shift these cost curves. For example, Hopkins
et al. (1932) found that a shift from "horse" to "tractor" technology lowered

-the cost per bushel of producing wheat for larger farms (one section or greater)
(Figure 2). Allen et al. (1935) note that, with the prices of wheat and gasoline
prevailing in the mid-1930s, tractors would lower production costs for farms of
two sections or larger (see footnote 3 to Table 2).

Thus, for a given technology, costs were less for larger farms, and the new
"tractor" technology could reduce these costs even more for the larger farms.
These are the results that analysts have used to argue that "economies of scale' ,
and "technological change" are the two major forces determining increases in
farm size.

Is a discussionof "economies of size" helpful in discussionsof changing average
farm size over time? The 1930 data in Figure 2 indicate that three-section farms
could produce wheat at the lowest cost. However, in 1981, the average prairie
farm was just over 1.5 sections. The fundamental question would seem to be:
Why did not most/all farms increase to three sections to capture these economies?
Conversely, if we can determine the factors constraining farms from capturing
the apparent economies of size (Figures 2 and 3), then we will better understand
the determinants of average farm size. The average cost relationships depicted
above show what some people can do/have done. However, very few individuals
do expand their farm size. Why? Coase (1937) presented an early analysis of
the optimal size of a firm. He noted:

a firm will tend to expand until the costs of organising an extra transaction within the firm
become equal to the costs of carrying out the same transaction by means of an exchange on
the open market or the costs of organising in another firm."

That a few large farms do produce at a lower cost should be viewed in the
context of the following observations: (1) the average cost curves depicted above
show only those firms still in business when the observation was made; (2) the
above costs imply a certainty outcome and many individuals will be adverse to
undertaking the de facto risks involved in expanding; and (3) different individuals
will have different reservation prices on their entrepreneurial time and thus
different individuals will prefer different farm sizes.

These are some of the factors which explain why few firms expand to achieve
the "apparent" economies of size portrayed in flat average cost curves. We now
move to a consideration of historical trends in the concentration of farmland.
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Figure 4. Lorenz Curves Showing Concentration of Land on Farms, Saskatchewan, 1885-1981.
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Concentration of Farmland

Farmland on the Prairies has always been concentrated in the hands of a
relatively small proportion of farmers. In fact, in 1885 in Saskatchewan, farmland
was more concentrated than in 1981 (Table 3 and Figure 4).8 In 1885, the largest
2 percent of the farms (over 640 acres) controlled 25 percent of all land on farms
whereas in 1981, the largest 3 percent of the farms (2,880 acres or more) controlled
only 18 percent of the farmland. One possible reason for a more concentrated
structure of farmland holdings in 1885 is, as Breen (1983) has noted, a few
ranchers held large leases before the turn of the century (note that we estimate
the "average" acreage of the ninety-three farms with over 640 acres in 1885
to be 5,746 acres).

Data arranged in Table 3 provide an absolute measure of concentration. One
sees that the number of big farms is increasing and they are controlling a larger
share of all land. When the data are presented as Lorenz curves, one is seeking
a relative measure of concentration. Specifically, is the largest' 'X" percent of
farmers controlling a larger share of the total land? (For details on absolute versus
relative measures of concentration, see Ehrensaft and Bollman, forthcoming.)
Data from Table 3 suggest that big farms, defined in absolute terms, are controlling
a larger and larger share of total land. A Lorenz curve (Figure 4) suggests that
big farms, defined in relative terms, control only a slightly larger share of total
land compared to the beginning of agricultural settlement on the Prairies.

Certainly, one major conclusion from an analysis of the concentration of
farmland is that farmland was concentrated before the major surge of settlers
appeared." In Saskatchewan in 1901, the largest 39 percent of the farms
controlled 66 percent of the farmland.

The next major conclusion is that farmland is now more concentrated. By 1981,
in Saskatchewan the largest 29 percent controlled 65 percent of the farmland.

Two-thirds of all farmland in 1901 was held by farms of 201 or more acres
whereas two-thirds of all farmland in 1981 was controlled by farms of 1,120 or
more acres. In 1981, 25 percent of Saskatchewan farmland was on farms operating
fourteen quarter sections or more.

In Saskatchewan, the number of farms with 1,120 acres (seven quarter sections)
or more has been increasing. The number of farms with 760 to 1,119 acres (five
or six quarter sections) grew to 1961 and has been declining since that time. The
decrease in farms with two to four quarter sections has been drastic in the past
two decades. However, the number of small farm holdings (under 240 acres)
has increased since 1971. If these small holdings can be considered "farms" (it
is true that they may have an intensive livestock, greenhouse or nursery enterprise),
then we can conclude that the middle of the farm structure is disappearing.
However, the question "Who are the farmers?" (Bollman, 1983) needs to be
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considered before we draw that conclusion. 10
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Tyler (1966) tabulates data similar to our Table 3. However, his table incorrectly
shows 47 percent of prairie farms in 1911 have 201 to 300 acres; that figure,
in fact, represents all farms of201 acres or more. Notethat the "average" acreage
of farms in this class is over 445 acres. He incorrectly concludes that there were
no farms over 300 acres in 1911 and thus "Farm size and production potential

TABLE 4
NUMBER OF CENSUS-FARM OPERATORS SHOWING ACTUAL NET CHANGE

ESTIMATED FIVE YEAR GROSS ENTRY AND
ESTIMATED FIVE YEAR GROSS EXIT

PRAIRIES, 1931-51 AND 1966-81

Year Number of Net Change Estimated Gross Estimated Gross
Census-Farm Number Percent Entrantsv" Exiters3,5

Operators} Number Percent Number Percent

1931 288,079 104,909 65,654
12,444 4.3 36.4 22.8

1936 300,523 78,098 76,162
-4,054 -1.3 26.0 25.3

1941 296,469 72,108 76,441
132 0.0 24.3 25.8

1946 296,601 76,573 111,235
-47,430 -16.0 25.8 37.5

1951 249,171 63,805
25.6

1966 194,389 55,986
-20,168 -10.4 28.8

1971 174,221 35,769 55,366
-10,535 -6.0 20.5 31.8

1976 163,686 44,840 42,205
-9,246 -5.6 27.4 25.8

1981 154,440 32,950
21.3

The definition of a census-farm has changed somewhat over time, but all censuses attempted to
enumerate all holdings with some agricultural production because one objective of the Census
of Agriculture is to enumerate all agricultural production in the country. Operators of institutions
and community pastures are excluded in the 1966-81 period.

2 An entrant is a census-farm operator who is farming in the present period, but not farming in
the previous period.

3 An exiter is a census-farm operator who is farming in the present period, but not farming in the
subsequent period.

4 For the 1931-51 period, gross entrants are the number of operators reporting having operated
this farm for one to four years. We have calculatedthe rate of entry for the operators who responded
to this census question and assumed that the ones who did not respond would have the same rate
of entry in order to estimate the total number of entrants over the previous five years.

5 For the 1931-51 period, calculated as a residual by subtracting the net change from the estimated
number of gross entrants.

Source: Canada. StatisticsCanada. Censuses ofAgriculture, 1931-51 and Census ofAgriculture Match,
1966-81. .
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TABLE 5
RATE OF ENTRY OF CENSUS-FARM OPERATORS,

BY SIZE OF TOTAL FARM AREA (ACRES)
PRAIRIES, 1946-51 AND 1966-81

Size Class Operators at Entering Rate of Entry
of Total End of Period Operators

Farm Area

acres number % number % %
1951 1946-51

Under 3 550 0.2 168 0.3 30
3-9 3,137 1 1,193 2 38

10-69 6,704 3 2,075 3 31
70-239 59,411 24 18,589 29 31

240-399 71,921 29 19,651 31 27
400-559 40,824 16 9,190 14 22
560-759 28,587 12 6,058 10 21
760-1,119 21,651 8 3,970 6 18

1,120-1,599 9,536 4 1,600 2 17
1,600-2,239 3,472 1 529 1 15
2,240-2,879 1,139 0.4 167 0.3 15

2,880 and over 1,784 0.7 342 0.5 19
Total 248,716 100.0 63,532 100.0 26

1971 1966-71

1-180 28,715 16 10,915 31 38
181-399 35,340 20 8,260 23 23
400-759 52,765 30 9,125 26 17
760-1,119 28,165 16 3,935 11 14

1,120-1,599 15,995 9 1,860 5 12
1,600-2,499 8,720 5 1,010 3 12

2,500 and over 4,475 3 660 2 15
Total 174,175 100.0 35,765 100.0 21

1976 1971-76

1-180 29,765 18 14,185 32 48
181-399 29,275 18 9,160 20 31
400-759 45,010 27 10,805 24 24
760-1,119 27,300 17 5,175 12 19

1,120-1,599 17,060 10 2,940 7 17
1,600-2,499 9,930 6 1,620 4 16

2,500 and over 5,335 3 995 2 19
Total 163,675 100.0 44,880 100.0 27

1981 1976-81

1-180 31,450 20 13,430 41 43
181-399 25,255 16 6,360 19 25
400-759 38,255 25 6,510 20 17
760-1,119 25,300 16 3,150 10 12

1,120-1,599 17,325 11 1,810 5 10
1,600-2,499 11,070 7 1,025 3 9

2,500 and over 5,770 4 660 2 11
Total 154,425 100.0 32,945 100.0 21

Source: Canada. Statistics Canada. Census ofAgriculture, 1951 and Census ofAgriculture Match,
1966-81.
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TABLE 6
RATE OF EXIT OF CENSUS-FARM OPERATORS,

BY SIZE OF TOTAL FARM AREA (ACRES)
PRAIRIES, 1966-81

Size Class Operators at Exiting Rate of Exit
of Total Beginning of Operators

Farm Area Period

acres number % number % %
1966 1966-71

1-180 34,125 18 17,005 30 50
181-399 45,840 24 15,060 27 33
400-759 61,005 31 14,430 26 24
760-1,119 28,085 14 5,265 9 19

1,120-1,599 14,445 7 2,340 4 16
1,600-2,499 7,235 4 1,190 2 16

2,500 and over 3,655 2 700 1 19
Total 194,390 100.0 55,990 100.0 29

1971 1971-76

1-180 28,715 16 15,125 27 53
181-399 35,340 20 13,650 25 39
400-759 52,765 30 14,810 27 28
760-1,119 28,165 16 6,245 11 22

1,120-1,599 15,995 9 3,035 5 19
1,600-2,499 8,720 5 1,600 3 18

2,500 and over 4,475 3 910 2 20
Total 174,175 100.0 55,375 100.0 32

1976 1976-81

1-180 29,765 18 14,710 35 49
181.i.399 29,275 18 9,405 22 32
400-759 45,010 27 9,860 23 22
760-1,119 27,300 17 4,180 10 15

1,120-1,599 17,060 10 2,185 5 13
1,600-2,499 9,930 6 1,130 3 11

2,500 and over 5,335 3 730 2 14
Total 163,675 100.0 42,200 100.0 26

Source: Canada..Statistics Canada. Census of Agriculture Match, 1966-81.

remained basically similar for the farmer in the Prairie Region." 11 This
observation is one of the major factors causing Tyler to conclude that farmers
constituted a homogeneous social class in the 1911-31 period. A correct reading
of the data suggests there was never a compact class of farmers - there has always
been a wide dispersion of farm sizes among prairie farmers and the concentration
at the beginning of the century was almost as.great as the present pattern.
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To understand some of the underlying trends in the concentration of farmland,
we move to a consideration of the gross rates of structural change.

Gross Flows Determining Structural Change
Rates of Entry and Exit

Historically, there have been high rates of entry and exit in prairie agriculture.
Over the 1931-81 period, five-year rates of entry ranged from 24 percent (in
1936-41) to 36 percent (in 1926-31), (Table 4). As we have noted elsewhere
(Ehrensaft et al., 1984; Bollman and Steeves, 1982), the agricultural land base
is virtually constant so increases in the average size of farm can be explained
by changes in the number of farms. Small changes in the gross rates of exit or
entry can have dramatic impacts on the number of farms and, consequently, on
the average size of farms.

These gross rates of entry and exit refer to all "census-farms." Though the
definition of a census-farm has changed somewhat over time, very small holdings
are invariably included. For example, in the 1951-76 period, data were collected
from all holdings with annual gross sales of $50 or more. The gross sales limit
was raised to $250 in 1981. Because of the ease of entry and exit for such small
units, one must consider the differing entry and exit rates among farm size groups.

Rates of entry and exit are largest for the smallest farms. Over a typical five
year period, over 40 percent of the operators with farms under 180 acres will
either start or stop operating their "farms" (Tables 5 and 6). Entry rates were
as low as 9 percent for operators of farms with 1,600 to 2,499 acres in the 1976-81
period. In addition to high rates of entry and exit, a substantialnumber of operators
move from one size category to another.

Gross Flows Among Size Classes of Farm Size

Over the whole range of size classes, except the largest open-ended class, the
proportion of starting farmers remaining in the same size class five years later
is similar (38 to 48 percent) (Table 7). As noted above, entry and exit rates are
considerably lower among the larger farms. Most of the gross flows among size
classes are to the next nearest size class. From 6 to 14 percent expand to the
next largest size class and from 8 to 15 percent fall back one size class.

The data on gross flows facilitate the calculation of a transition probability matrix
and the preparation of projections of farm numbers by size classes using a simple
Markov chain. 12 Two projections are presented (Table 7). The first (projection
, 'a" in Figure 5) uses the average transition probability matrix calculated over
the three periods of observation (1966-71, 1971-76, and 1976-81). The second
(projection "b" in Figure 5) uses the 1976-81 transition probability matrix only.
If the recent reversal in the labour/machinery price ratio does slow the growth
in average acres per farm, as the Kislev-Peterson model predicts, a projection
using the 1976-81 period may be more appropriate.



TABLE 7 (1

GROSS FLOWS OF CENSUS-FARM OPERATORS! AMONG SIZE CLASSES ::I:
>

OF TOTAL FARM AREA (ACRES), PRAIRIES, 1966-81 Z
8

Size class Period Total at Size class of total farm area (acres) at end of period Z
0

of total farm beginning ~

area (acres) of period 1- 181- 400- 760- 1,120- 1,600- 2,500+ Exiters >
:::0

at beginning 180 399 759 1,119 1,599 2,499 ~
of period CI'.l

~

N
tT.l

1-180 1966-71 34,125 12,595 2,465 1,415 400 150 60 30 17,005 91971-76 28,715 9,990 1,800 1,210 350 150 65 30 15,125 CI'.l

1976-81 29,765 11,480 1,725 1,175 390 175 70 30 14,710 ~

~
181-399 1966-71 45,840 3,070 19,470 6,340 1,300 400 135 55 15,060 to

1971-76 35,340 2,855 12,895 4,275 1,095 380 140 45 13,650 c:
~

1976-81 29,275 3,125 11,655 3,465 995 400 175 50 9,405 ~

0
400-759 1966-71 61,005 1,590 4,225 31,180 6,995 1,935 530 125 14,430 Z

CI'.l
1971-76 52,765 1,885 4,155 23,605 5,835 1,830 530 120 14,810 0
1976-81 45,010 2,295 4,025 21,390 4,900 1,750 610 185 9,860 Z

760-1,119 1966-71 28,085 345 645 3,720 13,090 3,850 980 185 5,265 ~

::I:
1971-76 28,165 520 860 3,800 11,755 3,735 1,060 185 6,245 tT.l
1976-81 27,300 690 960 4,100 12,305 3,720 1,135 210 4,180 ~

1,120-1,599 1966-71 14,445 125 185 755 2,005 6,700 2,040 300 2,340 ~
1971-76 15,995 190 265 1,005 2,415 6,575 2,170 340 3,035 §
1976-81 17,060 285 325 1,110 2,750 7,605 2,390 415 2,185 tT.l

CI'.l
1,600-2,499 1966-71 7,235 55 65 185 375 985 3,610 775 1,190

1971-76 8,720 105 115 250 580 1,265 3,870 940 1,600
1976-81 9,930 105 145 370 650 1,610 4,900 1,025 1,130

2,500+ 1966-71 3,655 15 15 45 60 115 355 2,350 700
1971-76 4,475 30 30 65 95 195 470 2,680 910
1976-81 5,335 45 50 140 155 260 760 3,195 730

Continuing 1966-71 194,390 17,795 27,075 43,645 24,225 14,130 7,705 3,815 55,985
.operators 1971-76 174,165 15,575 20,115 34,210 22,125 14,120 8,305 4,350 55,365
(subtotal) 1976-81 163,685 18,020 18,895 31,745 22,150 15,515 10,045 5,110 42,200
Entrants 1966-71 35,770 10,915 8,260 9,125 3,935 1,860 1,010 660

1971-76 44,880 14,185 9,160 10,805 5,175 2,940 1,620 995 Ul
\0

1976-81 32,950 13,430 6,365 6,510 3,150 1,810 1,025 660

gross flows as proportion of number in class at beginning of period (transition probability matrices)

1-180 1966-71 1 .369 .072 .041 .012 .004 .002 .001 .498
1971-76 1 .348 .063 .042 .012 .005 .002 .001 .527
1976-81 1 .386 .058 .039 .013 .006 .002 .001 .494
average 1 .368 .064 .041 .012 .005 .002 .001 .506

181-399 1966-71 1 .067 .425 .138 .028 .009 .003 .001 .329
1971-76 1 .081 .365 .121 .031 .011 .004 .001 .386
1976-81 1 .107 .398 .118 .034 .014 .006 .002 .321
average 1 .085 .396 .126 .031 .011 :004 .001 .345

400-759 1966-71 1 .026 .069 .511 .115 .032 .009 .002 .237
1971-76 1 .036 .079 .447 .1J.1 .035 .010 .002 .281
1976-81 1 .051 .089 .475 .109 .039 .014 .004 .219
average 1 .038 .079 .478 .111 .035 .011 .003 .245

760-1,119 1966-71 1 .012 .023 .132 .466 .137 .035 .007 .187
1971-76 1 .018 .031 .135 .417 .133 .038 .007 .222
1976-81 1 .025 .035 .150 .451 .136 .042 .008 .153
average 1 .019 .030 .139 .445 .135 .038 .007 .187

1,120-1,599 1966-71 1 .009 .013 .052 .139 .464 .141 .021 .162
1971-76 1 .012 .017 .063 .151 .411 .136 .021 .190
1976-81 1 .017 .019 .065 .161 .446 .140 .024 .128
average 1 .012 .016 .060 .150 .440 .139 .022 .160

1,600-2,499 1966-71 1 .008 .009 .026 .052 .136 .499 .107 .164
1971-76 1 .012 .013 .029 .067 .145 .444 .108 .183
1976-81 1 .011 .015 .037 .065 .162 .493 .103 .114
average 1 .010 .012 .031 .061 .148 .479 .106 .154

2,500+ 1966-71 1 .004 .004 .012 .016 .031 .097 .643 .192
1971-76 1 .007 .007 .015 .021 .044 .105 .599 .203
1976-81 1 .008 .009 .026 .029 .049 .142 .599 .137
average 1 .006 .007 .018 .022 .041 .115 .614 .177

entrants as a proportion of continuing farmers

entrants 1966-71 .184 .613 .305 .209 .162 .132 .131 .173
1971-76 .258 .911 .455 .316 .234 .208 .195 .229
1976-81 .201 .745 .337 .205 .142 .117 .102 .129
average .214 .756 .366 .243 .180 .152 .143 .177

calculation of 1986 distribution of farms by size class of total farm area (acres)
(using average transition probability matrices and average entry rate)

1-180 1981-86 31,450 11,560 2,022 1,290 388 162 67 31 15,927
181-399 1981-86 25,260 2,143 10,001 3,180 786 279 108 35 8,724
400-759 1981-86 38,255 1,438 3,028 18,282 4,260 1,343 412 108 9,389
760-1,119 1981-86 25,660 479 758 3,572 11,412 3,472 976 178 4,810

1,120-1,599 1981-86 17,325 215 280 1,040 2,604 7,627 2,408 383 2,771
1,600-2,499 1981-86 11,070 112 136 338 678 1,636 5,300 1,174 1,704

2,500+ 1981-86 5,770 37 39 102 128 238 663 3,540 1,023
stayers 1981-86 15,983 16,263 27,804 20,257 14,757 9,934 5,449 44,346

entrants 1981-86 33,069 12,091 5,949 6,765 3,636 2,246 1,418 964

TOTAL 1986 143,516 28,074 22,211 34,569 23,893 17,003 11,351 6,414

calculation of 1986 distribution of farms by size class of total farm area (acres)
(using 1976-81 transition probability matrices of 1976-81 entry rate)

1-180 1981-86 31,450 12,130 1,823 1,242 412 185 74 32 15,543
181-399 1981-86 25,260 2,696 10,057 2,990 859 345 151 43 8,115
400-759 1981-86 38,255 1,951 3,421 18,180 4,165 1,487 518 157 8,380
760-1,119 1981-86 25,660 649 902 3,854 11,566 3,497 1,067 197 3,929

1,120-1,599 1981-86 17,325 289 330 1,127 2,793 7,723 2,427 421 2,219
1,600-2,499 1981-86 11,070 117 162 412 725 1,795 5,463 1,143 1,260

2,500+ 1981-86 5,770 49 54 151 168 281 822 3,456 790
stayers 1981-86 17,881 16,748 27,956 20,686 15,313 10,522 5,449 40,235

entrants 1981-86 31,207 13,326 5,642 5,733 2,942 1,786 1,074 704

TOTAL 1986 145,761 31,207 22,390 33,689 23,628 11,596 17,100 6,153

Operators of institutional farms, community pastures, and farms in the Yukon and Northwest Territories are excluded.

Source: Canada. Statistics Canada. Census of Agriculture Match, 1966-1981.
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Projection "a" provides a decline by 1986 in prairie farm numbers to one
hundred and forty-three thousand (-7.5 percent) whereas projection "b" suggests
a decline by 1986 to only one hundred and forty-five thousand (-6.1 percent).
Both projections suggest the smallest size class (under 180 acres) will decline
after showing an increase in the 1971-76 and the 1976-81 periods (Figure 5).
Projection "a" shows a sharper decline because the sharp decline registered in
the 1966-71 period is included in the average transition probability matrix.

The historical decline in the number of farms with two to four quarter sections
(represented by 181 to 399 acre and 400 to 759 acre size classes) is projected
to continue, as is the decline that the five to seven quarter section farms have
exhibited since 1971.

The historical growth in the number of farms with eight and nine quarter sections
(1,120 to 1,599 acres) is not projected to continue, under either the "a" or "b"
projection scenario. Perhaps the era of the two-section farm on the Prairies has
already passed.

If only farms of ten or more quarter sections can be expected to grow in number
and if the one quarter section holdings are considered' 'farms, " then we can truly
expect that the middle of the farm size distribution, measured in absolute rather
than relative terms, will be disappearing in the next few decades.

Summary and Conclusions

Since the establishment of the federal network of experimental farms one
hundred years ago: (1) the number of farms on the Prairies increased from under
thirty thousand to over three hundred thousand in 1936 and then halved to one
hundred and fifty-five thousand by 1981; (2) average farm size more than
quadrupled from two hundred acres per farm to 869 acres per farm; and (3) there
was continuedand persistent concentrationof farmland distribution that is projected

, to continue. The advertised equality of opportunity never translated into an equality
of outcomes for prairie farm families.

The long-standing diversity in farm sizes has offered differing implications over
time. Decades ago the observations of many small farms suggested many
subsistence and/or poor families. There are still poor farm families but their
poverty rate is similar to that of nonfarm families. Nowadays a small agricultural
holding is not really a farm according to almost anybody's criteria ~ it is more
likely a rural residence for a family with significant off-farm sources of income
and perhaps only enough livestock to meet the criteria of the census enumerator.
Thus, although the relative distribution of the land among farmers has not changed,
the implications of this distribution have changed. Nowadays, families on smaller
units have significant off-farm earnings, whether the operator is an urban worker
who has moved from the city to a small farm or whether the family originally
operated a small farm but now one or more family members commutes to an
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urban centre for off-farm employment (Bollman and Smith, 1986). As a result
of this integration of farm and off-farm labour markets, family incomes now tend
to be similar across all farm size categories.

What does the dynamic and unequal agricultural structure mean for the
experimental farm programme and the ensuing transfer of the technical
, 'scientific" results to the practicing farmer?

The first stark fact is that in a space of forty years, there were two hundred
and seventy thousand additional farm units on the Prairies. The majority were
establishedby 1911. Thus, the sheer number of new farmers, or-more specifically,
individuals new to farming on the Prairies, provides a first-order estimate of the
size of the target clientele for the transfer of new farming technologies.

However, the number of new farm units underestimates, by a considerable
factor, the actual number of "new" farmers. Since there are typically 20 percent
new farmers every five years (Table 4),13 then for the 1980-81 period, we can
estimate that about seven hundred thousand individuals have farmed on the
Prairies." This whole group could be considered the target clientele for the
experimental farm programme on the Prairies.

The next implication of this analysis for the experimental farm programme is
that not all farms/farmers were alike. One theme not addressed in this article
was the differences among geographical locations due to soil and climatic factors.
The major theme of this article is that farms have differed by size since the
settlement of the west began. There has always been a relatively large proportion
of the farmers controlling a small proportion of the land. Conversely, there has
always been a relatively small proportion of the farmers controlling a large
proportion of the land.

Farmers at different levels on the farm-size spectrum faced different costs per
unit of output and thus had differing levels of net earnings available for
reinvestment. Only the larger farmers had the necessary scale to adopt the more
efficient' 'tractor" technology. In short, new' 'scientific" techniques could not
be adopted equally by all farmers in an unequal farm size spectrum.

There has always been diversity among farmers. There has always been a
considerable rate of farmer turnover. These factors continue to challenge
programmes that develop and transfer technology to farmers, such as the
experimental farm programme.

NOTES
* The authors acknowledge helpful comments from two anonymous reviewers and the participants
in Professor Friesen's "History of Western Canada" graduate seminar. This article was originally
prepared for the special issue on the centenary of the experimental farm programme (Prairie Forum
11, no. 2). This explains the title and the analysis of implications for the experimental farm programme.
1 Gerald Friesen, The Canadian Prairies: A History (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1984),

311.
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2 The analysis of average farm size and the distribution of farms by farm size uses the definition
of farm used by respective Censuses of Agriculture. The primary purpose of a Census of
Agriculture is to account for all the land, livestock, etc., in agriculture. This objective is
operationalized by defining a census-farm for each agricultural holding. Carlyle (1983) has
documented differences in the way respondentsclassify themselvesfor the purposes of the Census
of Agriculture and the way at least one researcher would define a farm. Another anecdotal
observation may be offered by one of the coauthors. Over fifteen years ago, he spent the summer
enumerating a household and farm expenditure questionnaire. At one doorstep, the person
responded, "How do you want to do this? Each of my two sons and I farm a section of land.
We own the dairy herd as a corporation. The machinery is held in a partnership. " To this day,
he is uncertain whether he saw one farm, three farms, or five farms. There is no definitive
answer. A household-basedresearch design may find three farmers each independently operating
a section of land with participation in a dairy corporation and a machinery cooperative. A farm
based research design may perceive a one-farm decision-making conglomeratewith three virtually
independent land-based divisions - each headed by one of the three principal entrepreneurs.

Published statistics show a trend towards family corporations and partnerships suggestingmore
farmers per farm. However, given the historical tradition of labour-sharing and the desire to
establish sons in agriculture, one might expect that the real farm unit of forty or eighty years
ago may have included the enumerated "census-farms" of a father and a number of sons and
thus the average farm size was understated and the growth in farm size has been overstated.
We remain to be convinced whether the real average farm size is presently overstated or
understated relative to the past.

3 The three exceptions are: 1946, when a temporary surge of discharged World War II veterans
were returning to their farms, or their parents' farms; 1966, when off-farm employment was
relatively attractive (unemployment rates were low). Low workers per farm in 1966 correlates
with an observed high participation in off-farm work by operators in 1966 (Bollman, 1979).
The third exception is 1971.

4 This does not imply that farmer incomes and nonfarmer incomes are equally in equilibrium.
In the 1946-71 period, farmer money incomes were about three-quarters of nonfarm incomes
(Bollman, 1980). Recentdata indicatethat the previous "equilibrium" income gap is reappearing.

5 Yoav Kislev and Willis Peterson, "Prices, Technology, and Farm Size," Journal ofPolitical
Economy 90, no. 3 (1982): 592-93.

6 As an important aside, note the large differences in "probable" net farm incomes among soil
types within a given farm-size class. A "poor prairie" one-section farm would be expected
to provide $401 net farm income whereas a "best prairie" one-sectionfarm could provide $2,457
net farm income. Further analysis of this dimension of prairie farm structure is beyond the scope
of this article.

7 Ronald H. Coase, "The Nature of the Firm," Economica (1937): 341.
8 A 45° diagonal Lorenz curve (see Figure 4) would indicate perfect equality in the sense that

the smallest 10 percent of the farms would hold 10 percent of the land, etc. The further the
curves are to the right, the more "unequal" is the distribution of the land.

9 This analysis does not investigte the reasons for or causes of an unequal farm-size distribution
during the settlement period. One possible contributing factor is the public policy stance at the
time. Martin (1938) quotes from the 1893 annual report of the Canadian Pacific Railway:

The Company's lands are seldom sold to new immigrants, but generally to those who
have already established themselves on free homesteads, and who from their improved
condition are able to increase their holdings by the purchase of adjoining railway lands.
(P. 415)

Martin also quotes the minister of the interior, the Honorable Frank Oliver, speaking in 1907:
the fact that a 320 acre farm couldbe acquired at a reasonableprice by locatinga homestead
on an even-numbered section and purchasing from the railway company on the odd
numbered section, we believe has been a very great incentive to the settlement of our
country by the best class ofpeople [authors' emphasis], that is, people with means and
ability to carryon farming operations on a considerable scale. (P. 415)

10 If we define "middle" in terms of the relative middle of the distribution, regardless of how
big the farm is in absolute size, then we would conclude that the middle is holding its own.
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11 Earl J. Tyler, "The Farmer as a Social Class in the Prairie Region," in Marc-Adelard Tremblay,
ed., Rural Canada in Transition (Ottawa: Agricultural Economics Research Council of Canada,
1966), 275.

12 In a simple Markov chain projection, one takes the observed proportion of individuals who have
moved from one class to another and by assuming these transition rates are constant, one can
"project" the structure for the next period.

13 Allen (1934) found 21 percent of the farmers in Rosemount and Reford Municipalities in 1932
had been "on the present farm" less than five years. (Table 32, p. 32)

14 This procedure underestimates all new farmers by the number of individuals who started and
stopped farming in less than a five-year period (which can be estimated from the published Census
data) and may overestimate the number of new farmers in cases where a farmer moved from
one farm to another.
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ABSTRACT. After briefly reviewing the Conservatives' lack of success in winning federal seats in the three prairie
provinces up to 1926, this article examines the party's 1927 national leadership convention at Winnipeg. The choice
of site was deliberately intended to symbolize the party's new solicitude for western votes. The convention's ultimate
choice of R.B. Bennett from Calgary, and the fact that the first runner-up was an Ontarian with a pro-western
platform, Hugh Guthrie, seemed to bode well for the party's new western strategy. The British Columbia Member
of Parliament, General A.D. McRae, was subsequently put in charge of the national party office, while Bennett
opened his own wallet to support the Conservative-dominated coalition that managed in 1929 to topple the entrenched
Liberal regime in Saskatchewan.

By the time of the 1930 election campaign, a smoothly running Tory election machine in Ottawa was producing
clever campaign propaganda that could be targeted to specific constituencies and interest groups. Literature in several
foreign languages was produced in Winnipeg for distribution to ethnic prairie voters. Amazingly, the Conservatives
were still campaigning on a protectionist platform, but one couched in the nationalist tones of "Canada First. "
The result on 28 July was a Conservative breakthrough in the prairie provinces. When combined with Conservative
gains elsewhere, this prairie breakthrough brought Bennett and the Conservatives into power with a secure majority.

SOMMAIRE. Apres un bref examen de I'echec des Conservateurs a gagner des sieges federaux dans les trois
provinces des Prairies jusqu'en 1926, cet article etudie le congres national pour designer le chef du parti qui eut
lieu en 1927 aWinnipeg. Le choix du site etait delibere et voulait montrer combien le vote de l'ouest etait devenu
important pour le parti. Le choix de R.B. Bennett de Calgary et le fait qu'en deuxieme position on trouvait l'ontarien
Hugh Guthrie dont la plate-forme etait favorable a I'ouest semblaient bien augurer pour la nouvelle strategic du
parti vis avis de l'ouest. Le General A.D. McRae, depute de la Colombie-Britannique aOttawa fut nomme ala
direction du bureau national du parti tandis que Bennett soutenait de ses propres deniers une coalition dominee
par les Conservateurs qui parvint en 1929 a renverser le regime liberal jusque la indelogeable en Saskatchewan.

Quand survint la campagne electorale de 1930, la machine electorale conservatrice d'Ottawa fonctionnait parfaitement
et avait asa disposition une propagande ingenieuse qui pouvait s' adresser ades circonscriptions ou ades groupes
d'interets particuliers specifiques. On produisait aWinnipeg des brochures dans plusieurs langues pour les distribuer
aux electeurs de diverses appartenances ethniques dans les Prairies. Chose etonnante, les Conservateurs continuaient
afaire campagne sur une plate-forme protectionniste mais avec le slogan nationaliste "Ie Canada d'abord." II en
resulta Ie 28 juillet une percee des Conservateurs dans les provinces des Prairies. Cette percee combinee aux gains
des Conservateurs dans d'autres regions amena au pouvoir, avec une majorite solide, Bennett et les Conservateurs.

, 'It was a night of surprises, " noted the Canadian Press dispatch on the morrow
of the 28 July 1930 election, "a dramatic night." The unexpected Conservative
victories in Quebec had been matched by "the striking Conservative successes
in Manitoba," and the advance in Saskatchewan. 1 The twenty-three seats they
carried on the Prairies had ensured a majority victory. The toppling of Thomas
Crerar in Brandon and Charles Dunning in Regina, both heavyweight ministers
in the Liberal government, was more sweet music to Tory ears, especially in
light of the postwar voting history of the Prairies. Of the region's fifty-four seats,
the Conservatives had won but ten in 1925, and only one a year later. In 1921,
when forty-three prairie seats were at stake, they had been swept clean. The
Conservative breakthrough in the west was a rude shock to Prime Minister W.L.
Mackenzie King. In his diary for 28 July 1930, King had recorded his private
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election day predictions for the three prairie provinces: "[We] may lose a seat
or two in Manitoba, but about as we were in Sasklatchewanl & Alberta, without
any gains for Bennett."? To win fewer seats on the Prairies than the Tory, R.B.
Bennett, was an unexpected slap in the face for King.

While the surprising Conservative advances into Quebec in the 1930 election
have been the subject of considerable scholarly attention, notably in the book Les
Tribulations des Conservateurs au Quebec de Bennett it Diefenbaker by Marc
La Terreur,3 much less research has been done concerning the equally vital
Conservative breakthrough on the Prairies. As a result, general histories of the
period have tended until recently to lump Conservative gains in that region into
the overall national trend, stressing the impact of the economic depression,
Bennett's vigorous public campaign, his generous funding of the party, King's
own blunders, and the support of the five kindred provincial governments."
What these generalized accounts failed to explain adequately was why another
western province, British Columbia, with a Conservative provincial government
and many unemployed workers, moved in the opposite direction. There, the
Conservatives dropped in the popular vote and lost seats to the Liberals. Those
scholars who have searched for regional factors to explain the prairie turnaround
have generally settled on three swing groups: the urban unemployed, dairy farmers
angered by New Zealand butter imports, and redneck sympathizers of the Ku
Klux Klan (KKK) who associated the Liberal party with Roman Catholics,
foreigners and French Canadians." What virtually every authority has found
difficult to acknowledge and accept is the very real possibility that large numbers
of prairie grain farmers would knowingly vote for the Conservative party,
prograriune and leader in 1930 for reasons other than blind prejudice or temporary
insanity wrought by economic desperation.

The seeds of the Conservatives' prairie breakthrough were sown in the bitter
aftermath of the 1926 election. The Tories had entered that campaign with great
hopes. After the decimation of 1921, when their party had been rudely ousted
from office and left with only fifty seats nationwide, they had regrouped under
Arthur Meighen's leadership and stormed back in 1925 to win 116 ridings, short
by only seven of an overall majority. Only the devious chicanery of Mackenzie
King, they were convinced, had denied them the office they had earned. The
Customs scandal had seemed to offer the means to pry apart the Liberal
Progressive alliance, and the Conservatives belittled the Liberals' attempts to forge
a constitutional issue out of the Byng-King controversy. With Meighen as prime
minister and a Conservative cabinet in place, they confidently sought vindication
at the polls. Incredibly, as the Tories saw it, the voters returned the Liberals to
power. Out of their shocked disappointment came a painful reassessment of the
party's strengths and weaknesses. 6

The spectacular 1925 rebound had been won in threegeographically separate
regions of the country: the Maritimes, Ontario and British Columbia. In the five
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provinces therein, the Conservatives had won 101 of 125 seats. In Quebec and
the Prairies, by contrast, they had won 14 of 119 seats. Meighen, though a
Manitoban, believed the Conservatives' chances for a breakthrough were better
in Quebec than in the west, and so he had pitched his appeal to that province,
stressing the traditional party policy of tariff protection for central Canadian
industry that so alienated prairie farmers. His famous Hamilton speech in
November 1925 had simply sought to lift the conscription albatross from his
shoulders and free the Quebec voters to come home to the Conservative party. 7

The strategy had failed miserably. Even with a competent French-Canadian
minister, E.-L. Patenaude, at his side, Meighen failed in 1926 to expand beyond
the four-seat beachhead in anglophone Montreal that his party had gained a year
earlier. At the same time, the ten prairie seats held before the vote dropped to
one, and disgruntled Ontarians had reduced the number of Tory seats there by
fifteen. The message seemed clear enough to many Conservatives. Abandon
Quebec to the Liberals, and concentrate on winning seats in the Prairies to add
to the traditional strongholds in the Maritimes, Ontario and British Columbia.

One prominent Conservative who voiced these views publicly was the man the
caucus picked after the election as its interim parliamentary leader, Hugh Guthrie,
a veteran Member of Parliament (MP) with a Liberal Unionist background. His
choice had been termed a "grand desastre' by Le Devoir, and the Montreal
Gazette complained, "he advocates openly a sectional policy of the most extreme
and extravagant kind."8 C.H. Cahan, a rebellious Tory MP from Montreal with
leadership aspirations of his own, dismissed Guthrie as "unfitted for the
leadership" because of his anti-Quebec views. "Mr. Guthrie," he declared to
Georges Pelletier of Le Devoir, "knows nothing of the mentality, opinions and
aspirations of our people. ,,9 Guthrie was unrepentant, and at the 1927 leadership
convention he declared his views openly. "During the course of the last Session
and on many platforms in Ontario since the last Session, " he told the assembled
delegates, "I have laid it down as my opinion that the first duty of the Conservative
party was to cast its eyes towardWestern Canada." 10

Guthrie's candidacy was not endorsed by a majority at the convention (though
he was the runner-up), but his key recommendation was taken to heart. The very
choice of Winnipeg as the site for the first-ever national convention of the
Conservative party had been an important symbolic gesture to the west, and one
resented in Quebec. The convention's policy resolutions were framed with two
primary goals in mind: to maintain party unity, and to woo the west. The section
on the tariff was toned down to such an extent that the word "protection" was
not even mentioned. It was presented as a policy to defend the home market for
the farmer, preserve jobs for the worker, and keep young Canadians from
emigrating to the United States. As a further lure to the prairie voter, the party
urged several major transportation projects: a St. Lawrence deep waterway, a
Pacific outlet for the Peace River district, and the completion of the Hudson Bay
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Railway. The party pledged to maintain existing freight rates on grain, and to
subsidize the transportation of western coal to central Canada. The early transfer
of resource ownership to the prairie provinces was endorsed. To appeal to urban
voters in the west and elsewhere, the party supported progressive reforms to
guarantee the right of association to labour, a maximum work week and adequate
wages, as well as social insurance to protect against unemployment, sickness and
old age. 11 To further cement their new attachment to the west, the Conservatives
elevated their lone prairie MP, R.B. Bennett, to the post of party leader.

In the buoyant, success-oriented, business-worshipping late 1920s, Bennett's
background was impressive. He was a vigorous, articulate, self-assured, wealthy
lawyer-businessman with roots in the Maritimes, a legal practice in Calgary, and
experience in Parliament. As a lawyer, he had argued cases in Britain before
the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. As a businessman he had amassed
a fortune from astute investments in such companies as Alberta Pacific Grain,
Canada Cement, and Calgary Power. Lady luck seemed to smile on him, and
nowhere was this more evident than in his fortuitous inheritance of the E.B. Eddy
paper empire. As a politician, he had served as Conservative leader in the Alberta
legislature, then represented Calgary West in Parliament. His prominent role at
Ottawa in the hectic 1926 session had been capped by a decisive victory at the
polls in the September election, at a time when all other prairie Conservative
candidates were defeated.

Not every western Conservative welcomed Bennett's election as leader. Among
his numerous central Canadian corporate connections, Bennetthad served for many
years as solicitor for the still-hated Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR). Where
Guthrie had openly urged a pro-western party policy, Bennett had couched his
appeal in high-sounding but ambiguous generalities. "The great purpose this party
has always had in mind, " he intoned, "is the health and happiness and prosperity
of a united Canadian people. ' ,12 Perhaps more ominous for some westerners than
Bennett's rhetoric was the fact that the convention kingmaker had been none other
than Howard Ferguson, premier of protectionist Ontario. Ironically, Guthrie had
run better in Saskatchewan than in his own province. "Our friend Ferguson
attended to this part of the programme," 13 Guthrie informed Meighen after the
convention, referring to the premier's behind-the-scenes arm-twisting of Ontario
delegates on Bennett's behalf. Nevertheless, Bennett was a westerner leading a
rejuvenated Conservative party with a platform carefully designed to appeal to
prairie voters. With characteristic energy, he set out to gain a majority at the
next election. Winning new seats in the west was an essential part of his strategy.

Bennett's main accomplishment at Ottawa in 1928 was to win the allegiance
of his caucus, the largest number of whom had supported Guthrie at Winnipeg. 14

By the next year, he had organized the Conservative MPs into policy committees
related to the departments of government, resulting in a marked improvement
in morale and performance. As for himself, whenever Parliament was not sitting,
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he launched major speaking tours throughout the country, spending much of the
summer of 1929, for example, addressing public meetings across the prairie
provinces. In spite of this revitalization, the Conservatives found it difficult to
make headway with the public when the economy seemed so buoyant and future
prospects so rosy. The main achievement in these years, prior to the economic
collapse, was organizational.

At the time of the Winnipeg convention in 1927, the central party organizaton
was a shambles, held together by the stellar efforts of a secretary, Jane Denison.
She directed operations from the House of Commons office of her boss, S.F.
Tolmie, the party's dominion organizer in 1926, and now the absentee leader
of the British Columbia provincial Conservatives.IS Bennett's choice as Tolmie's
replacement was another west coast Tory MP, General A.D. McRae, who had
come to prominence by spearheading the organization of the 1927 national
convention. A nasty fall on a slippery Ottawa sidewalk delayed McRae's
assumption of his new office until January 1929, but once installed, he made up
for lost time. By 1 Maya permanent headquarters had been set up in a downtown
Ottawa office building. Within a year there were twenty-sevenfull-timeemployees.
The most important of these were Redmond Code, an Ottawa lawyer who became
the general secretary, and Robert Lipsett, a journalist recruited from the Press
Gallery to be the director of publicity. Permanent provincial headquarters were
set up in most capital cities across the country, including Winnipeg and Regina,
aided by subsidies from Ottawa. While Lipsett set to work building a publicity
machine, McRae and Code travelled extensively in 1929, instructing local party
officials on organizational tactics and assessing potential Conservative
candidates. 16 The first year's organizational effort was funded by $50,000 from
Bennett's own pocket, as well as smaller amounts from McRae and Sir George
Perley, another millionaire Tory MP. 17

McRae, at one time Quartermaster-General in the Canadian army, had a simple
plan: to concentrate funds and effort where there existed a realistic chance to
win seats. Consequently, he did not even establish a party headquarters in Alberta,
where the United Farmers continued to dominate federal as well as provincial
elections. The four seats held by the Conservatives in the provincial legislature
left them fourth, trailing both Liberals and Labour in opposition. "I am not paying
any attention to that Province," McRae bluntly informed Bennett, "assuming
that you will do what is necessary in the four or five constituencies where we
have a show." 18 Bennett complied, ably assisted by his personal secretary, Alice
Millar.

Manitoba looked far more promising. Though shut out in 1926, Meighen had
carried seven seats there in 1925, while Borden had won eight of ten Manitoba
seats in the reciprocity election of 1911. As the Liberal organizer, Senator Andrew
Haydon, had confided to Prime Minister King early in 1929, "Manitoba is very
nearly 50% Conservative ... in any general election. ' ,19 Like Alberta, Manitoba
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had a Farmers' government, but in Manitoba the Conservatives formed a vigorous
official opposition. McRae chose as his federal organizer in Manitoba the Winnipeg
doctor, H.C. Hodgson, who performed a similar role for the provincial party.
Hodgson received $600 per month from dominion headquarters to further the
work of the party, and McRae was well pleased with the results. "Hodgson is
doing good work," he informed Bennett.20

Saskatchewan, for so long a Liberal fortress, offered at last the prospect of
real Conservative gains. Initially, the main action was provincial. Riding a nativist
wave of resentment against Catholics, French Canadians and foreigners that
received its focus through the rapid growth of the KKK, the provincial Tories
emerged from the March 1928 convention in fighting form behind their freshly
confirmed leader, J.T.M. Anderson. Bennett, who had sent his personal cheque
for $1,000 to help cover the convention expenses, was initially dismayed at reports
that KKK literature was distributed among the delegates, and that Catholics had
been deliberately excluded from the party executive. "I am greatly perturbed, "
he wrote a SaskatchewanTory, "that at the recent convention none of our Catholic
friends were given office. ,,21 Bennett's critical attitude greatly annoyed
Anderson who, while he was a Freemason and an Orangeman, denied any
connection to the KKK. "We have the most wonderful chance we have ever had
in twenty years to defeat this administration, " Anderson complained to Meighen,
"and it seems too bad that those who should be vitally interested in Ottawa do
not appear to be ready to co-operate or assist.' ,22 Armed with an electoral
arrangement worked out with the provincial Progressives to cooperate in the defeat
of the Liberals, Anderson lacked only funds.

Bennett was soon persuaded to help out. Saskatchewan Conservatives had long
complained of the lack of a friendly daily newspaper to counter the Liberal press.
Secretly, through intermediaries, Bennett financed the start of the Regina Daily
Star, a Conservative paper masquerading as an "Independent," whose first issue
appeared on 9 July 1928. By the end of 1929, Bennett's total investment in the
Daily Star was $344,000. His paper was outspokenly nativist. "The Dominion
under Quebec control has been making bold efforts in recent years to bring the
West under the French-Canadian subjection," it proclaimed on 8 June 1929, in
the heated aftermath of the provincial campaign. Bennett's secret ownership
permitted him to distance himself from these bigoted views, and. certainly he
welcomed the election result, which was the downfall of the Liberal regime and
a new Co-operative government led by Anderson. McRae, too, was pleased. His
federal organizer was L.W. Williamson of Regina, a man he did not think was
"heavy enough to handle" the tougher aspects of the job." With a kindred
provincial government to dispense patronage, however, federal prospects
brightened noticeably. The $300 monthly subsidy from dominion headquarters
to the Saskatchewan wing might be worthwhile after all.

The upshot of the Conservatives' organizational activity was that when the Great
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Depression struck Canada in late 1929, they were ready to take advantage of the
changing public mood. The Prairies were particularly hard hit by the declining
farm prices and rapidly rising unemployment, but the Liberal government in
Ottawa was slow to respond. When Mayor Ralph Webb of Winnipeg organized
a deputation from the west to discuss unemployment with the prime minister,
Mackenzie King reluctantly agreed to meet it, but he dismissed the gathering
contemptuously in his diary as "clearly a tory device to stir up propaganda against
the government." In the House of Commons, goaded by Conservative
interjections, King went further, angrily rejecting even "a five-cent piece" in
federal assistance "to any Tory government for these alleged unemployment
purposes. ,,24 The rejuvenated Conservative caucus, aided by research churned
out by Lipsett's publicity bureau, was quick to take advantage of King's miscue
and the Liberal government's inactivity in the face of the growing economic peril.
The 1930 budget brought down by Finance Minister Charles Dunning seemed
at first glance a masterful political stroke, with extended British preferences for
the free traders, countervailing duties against American tariff increases for
protectionists, a cut in the sales tax for consumers, and the promise to end the
unrestricted entry of New Zealand butter for the farmers. Bennett refused to be
intimidated, however, rallying the Conservative caucus to support his own
contention that "the people ... should have an opportunity to decide" if the new
Liberal policies were acceptable." Bennett ridiculed the Liberals' adoption of
protective measures against the Americans as a deathbed conversion to
Conservative policy, and denounced the preferential tariffs for British products
without any negotiated reciprocal benefits as typical Liberal mismanagement
ultimately harmful to Canadian producers. King, confident that Liberal support
would hold on the basis of Dunning's budget, quicklyaccepted Bennett's challenge.
The election date was set for 28 July 1930.

With a grim economic background of falling wheat prices, growing
unemployment, failing businesses, a collapsed stock market and declining foreign
markets, the existence of widespread dissatisfaction among Canadian voters was
to be expected. The trick for the Conservatives was to convert the people's dismay
with their government into enough new Tory seats to finally win the elusive
majority. To the party's brain trust - essentially Bennett, McRae and Ferguson
- the best bet still seemed to be an Ontario rebound coupled with a breakthrough
in the west. To McRae, Bennett wrote optimistically of "a new Ontario-Western
Canada alignment'?" to replace the Liberals' Quebec-Saskatchewan axis of the
1920s.

Bennett launched his national campaign with a keynote speech in Winnipeg
on 9 June that was carried nationwide on radio. As in 1927, the location was
symbolically important, for Winnipeg was the gateway to the prairie west. Stripped
of its decorative features, Bennett's speech pledged the party to four key policies:
"a policy of protection" that would guarantee the home market for Canadian
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producers, farmers included; "the improvement of the whole scheme of Canadian
transportation, " including three projects dear to prairie hearts - the St. Lawrence
seaway, Hudson Bay Railway, and Peace River outlet; "a plan for greater Empire
trade to be based on mutual advantage" that was intended to undercut the British
preferential changes in the Dunning budget; and "a national old age pension
scheme" which committed the Conservative party, often portrayed as uncaring
and excessively pro-business, to an old age pension fully funded by the federal
government." This platform bore the imprint of a new member of Bennett's
circle of advisors, W.D. Herridge, an Ottawa lawyer and ex-Liberal who had
once been close to Mackenzie King. In a December 1929 letter to Premier Rhodes
of Nova Scotia, who passed it on to Bennett, Herridge had urged the Conservative
party to adopt "a new National Policy. " "If it justified the tariff not as an economic
benefit to the West, but as an essential instrument in the National upbuilding;
if it propounded the principle of an East and West trade route ... if it stood
uncompromisingly for the St. Lawrence Waterway," Herridge had asserted, "it
would increase its strength in Ontario, [and] it would give the West a chance to
dissolve its present unholy alliance with Quebec. ,,28 By June 1930 Herridge was
travelling in Bennett's private railway car as his campaign speechwriter.

The importance of party platforms lies not in their intellectual content, of course,
which is little noted and less understood, but in their symbolic content. The policy
statements are building blocks for the party's public image, which counts for much
in determining whom the voters will choose. The Conservatives were consequently
delighted when King, in his keynote campaign speech delivered at Brantford,
stressed as the three Liberal themes, "the record of the government," "the budget
of 1930, " and "a choice between the Liberal and Conservative parties ... at the
Imperial and economic conferences" expected later in the year. 29 King offered
nothing new, only a defense of the Liberal record that, in the face of economic
calamity, seemed insensitively arrogant. Bennett was able to make unemployment,
in essence a codeword for the harsh economic times, the chief issue of the
campaign. "The Conservative Party, " he promised over and over again, "is going
to find work for all who are willing to work, or perish in the attempt. ,,30 King's
initial response was a feeble $10,000 for a conference on unemployment. When
hostile audiences in cities across the west finally forced the prime minister to
take the issue seriously, his promise of matching federal contributions to provincial
relief programmes was too little, too late.

New Zealand butter served the same symbolic purpose with farm voters. Since
the negotiation of a trade treaty by the Liberals in 1925, imports of New Zealand
butter had grown to enormous proportions, causing great distress to Canadian
dairy farmers. The Conservatives used the situation as a concrete example of how
free trade was harmful, and protection could be beneficial to farmers. Even the
Dunning budget was turned against the Liberals. By adopting countervailing duties
against American imports, it had muddied the tariff waters, and sullied the
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Liberals' low-tariff image. Bennett took advantage of the opening in his Winnipeg
speech. "Listen, you agriculturists from the west and all other parts of Canada,
you have been taught to mock at tariffs and applaud free trade, " he thundered.
"You say tariffs are only for the manufacturers. I will make them fight for you
as well. I will use them to blast a way into the markets that have been closed
to you.' ,31 The Conservative policy, he declared, was "Canada First.' ,32
Herridge's colourful rhetoric, delivered from the mouth of "Bonfire" Bennett,
struck a responsive spark in prairie voters.

The importance of the leader as the "chief bearer of the party's image'<" was
heightened in 1930 by the use of radio. Bennett's Winnipeg address was broadcast
to a projected audience of two million, dwarfing the expected live audience of
ten thousand. When added to the traditional national tour by train, and now
automobile, the effect of radio was to focus public attention on the leader. In
1930, R.B. Bennett far outclassed his rival, Mackenzie King. He frankly
acknowledged the gravity of the economic crisis, sternly upbraided the government
for its failure to act, then confidently prescribed the remedy: the Conservative
platform of "Canada First" protection and great transportation projects. He talked
of a "fair deal" for farmers and workers, dismissed fears of a CPR monopoly
with the evocative phrase "Amalgamation? Never! Competition? Ever!" and
summed up his campaign theme with the question "Are you as prosperous as
you were in 1926?,,34

While Bennett was a model of supreme self-assurance, King projected an image
of petulant uncertainty. He never recovered from his arrogant five-cent -piece
declaration in the House of Commons. A series of partisan cartoons generated
by the Conservative publicity office depicted a prosperous, well-fed King, with
a five-cent piece prominently mounted on his vest, turning a deaf ear to needy
Canadian farmers and workers. 35 Bennett conveyed the sharp contrast of
leadership images in this clever bit of platform oratory. "Mr. King promises you
conferences," he declared. "I promise you action. He promises consideration
of the problem of unemployment; I promise to end unemployment. Which plan
do you like best?":" Where King picked fights with the provincial premiers,
Bennett stood shoulder to shoulder with them. Where King defended a shaky status
quo, Bennett promised a better tomorrow. Where King rationalized failure, Bennett
guaranteed success. It was really no contest.

Operating largely behind the scenes, the Conservative party organization was
vastly superior to its Liberal counterpart. When the election call came in May
1930, the Tory headquarters had been in smooth operation for more than a year.
By contrast McRae's opposite, Senator Haydon, was called upon to throw a
national campaign together in a few weeks. With the help of "$600,000 to
$700,000" in secret donations from the Beauharnois Power Company;'? the
Liberals did match their rivals in election funds. The Conservative donations came
from three major sources. From Montreal, the St. James Street barons contributed
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over $500,000 to the party, a sum that was allocated to the election battles in
Quebec and the Maritimes." From the Toronto corporate establishment, ample
funds were raised to finance the Ontario campaign. Bennett himself picked up
the slack in the four western provinces, particularly Saskatchewan and Alberta.39

In addition, Bennett and four other wealthy Tory MPs - McRae, Perley, E.B.
Ryckman and J.D. Chaplin - contributed between them $150,000 to fund the
activities of the central headquarters and publicity bureau." In all, Bennett spent
$750,000 to obtain his Conservative majority victory, half a million of that between
the 1927 convention and the election call, and another quarter million on the
campaign itself. 41

Aside from the size of their war chest, the Liberals were no match for the
organizational efficiency of McRae's election machine. With the aid of the party
leader himself in urban Alberta, the new Anderson government in Saskatchewan,
and a traditionally vigorous provincial party in Manitoba, prairie Conservatives
were deficient only in rural Alberta, which McRae had already conceded to the
United Farmers. From Ottawa, he and Code skillfully orchestrated Bennett's
campaign tour, and oversaw the party's national and regional radio broadcasts.
Popular front benchers such as Stevens, Manion and Guthrie were shrewdly
employed as speakers across the west in Bennett's absence. The contrast was not
lost on Mackenzie King. "Really we have no organization, " he wrote scornfully
on 29 June. "Candidates have gotten into the field here & there, but many
constituencies are still without anyone, literature has not reached the candidates,
speakers are not arranged for as they should be. Our opponents, on [the] other
hand, have a splendid organization.' ,42

The theory underlining the sophisticated Conservative publicity machine was
simplicity itself. "The more people we can get using the same arguments," McRae
lectured the party stalwarts in a campaign letter of instruction, "the more likely
we are to impress our policy on the mind of the voter.' ,43 Utilizing the new
addressograph machine, a state-of-the-art American innovation borrowed from
the presidential campaigns of 1928, the Conservative headquarters were able to
mail out personalized propaganda letters from Bennett or McRae to a mailing
list of 210,000 voters whose names had been submitted by party contacts across
the country as either strong supporters or likely converts. Detailed cross
referencing of the mailing lists, combined with the technical prowess of the
addressograph system, allowed the party to direct "Restoring the Live Stock
Industry" to farmers, "Playing Politics with the Soldier" to veterans, and "A
Message to Labour" to workers. Such flexibility in a pre-computer age was
impressive, and altogether unmatched by Liberal headquarters. McRae's Ottawa
mailing list was supplemented by a francophone list of sixty thousand people who
were supplied with literature from Montreal, and party material printed in
Ukrainian, Polish and German was circulated to fifty thousand prairie households
from Winnipeg. 44
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In addition to pamphlets and a slick magazine-style bulletin, The Canadian,
whose successive issues were circulated to the entire mailing list, the publicity
bureau utilized another campaign innovation: the news service. Drawing on his
journalistic background, Lipsett was able to establish an ostensibly non-partisan
Standard News Service which supplied digestible bits of national news to several
hundred weekly newspapers across Canada - some Conservative, some neutral,
and some Liberal - with a circulation of 750,000 subscribers. Lipsett utilized
the Standard News Service to feed these weeklies with news of developments
favourable to the Conservatives or harmful to the Liberal government, without
ever revealing its secret tie to the Tory headquarters. "It is quite essential," Lipsett
cautioned Bennett, "that it should not be understood that we have any interest. "
In addition, Lipsett's bureau supplied a weekly political letter "written with a
distinctly Conservative trend" to 165 pro-Conservative weeklies, and "a straight
Conservative editorial to 99 Conservative weeklies." These weekly news services
were "particularly effective in reaching the rural population," as many farm
families did not subscribe to the urban dailies. "As with unemployment, " Lipsett
later explained, "we utilized every advantageous figure to make the farmer
unhappy. ,,45

To supplement the nationally oriented communications, the publicity bureau's
research office tracked down information requested by the local Conservative
associations, even sending the material into other ridings that might find it useful.
Lipsett somehow gained access to the Grits' publicity department. "We had
facilities for reviewing the general Liberal constitutency advertising a week before
it was published," Lipsett revealed to Bennett after the election. "In every case
we furnished the reply to it to our candidates simultaneously with publication
and in many instances they were able to run the reply in the same issue as the
Liberal advertisement was published.' ,46

Responsibility for placing newspaper ads was left in the hands of the various
provincial headquarters, but the national party office coordinated arrangements
for the major English-language radio broadcasts. R.A. Stapells, an executive with
the J.J. Gibbons advertising agency in Toronto, was in charge of this aspect of
the campaign. There were twelve such broadcasts, seven by Bennett, and one
each by Manion, Guthrie, Ferguson, Rhodes and Thomas Bell, a prominent New
Brunswick MP. 47 The Tories utilized Bennett's popular younger sister, Mildred,
as well, featuring her voice on a three-minute gramophone record that was used
on local radio broadcasts and at "afternoon tea parties and other functions carried
on by the ladies. ,,48 At every turn, the Conservative organization was far ahead
of its rival..which suffered from a very late start. In fact the Liberals' most effective
stroke was a negative one, when King ordered Postmaster-General P.J. Veniot
to cut off MPs' parliamentary franking privileges as of 18 June. The well-briefed
Tory MPs had been shrewdly mailing out vast quantities of party publicity free
of charge. 49
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Conservative preparation and effort were rewarded by twenty-two additional
seats on the Prairies: eleven in Manitoba, eight in Saskatchewan, and three in
Alberta in addition to Bennett's own Calgary West riding. The Conservative share
of the popular vote rose in all three provinces, from 42.2 percent to 47.7 percent
in Manitoba, from 27.5 percent to 37.5 percent in Saskatchewan, and from 31.5
percent to 33.9 percent in Alberta. Some of these gains were at the expense of
the Liberals, and some at the expense of the Progressives, who were virtually
eliminated outside of rural Alberta. If an urban riding is defined as one in which
at least half of the population resided in an urban centre of at least twenty thousand,
then there were eleven urban ridings in the prairie provinces. The Conservatives
won eight of these: Winnipeg South, Winnipeg South Centre, Moose Jaw, Regina,
Saskatoon, Calgary East, Calgary West and Edmonton East. The remaining fifteen
Tory victories came in essentially rural ridings: Brandon, Dauphin, Marquette,
Neepawa, Nelson, Portage la Prairie, Selkirk, Souris and Springfield in Manitoba;
Long Lake, Maple Creek, Melfort, Qu'Appelle and Rosetown in Saskatchewan;
and Lethbridge in Alberta." Clearly, the growth in Tory support cut across the
urban-rural cleavage.

There were some purely regional factors which help to explain the
Conservatives' gains. As the Winnipeg Tribune noted editorially, "the deal
whereby the Seven Sisters Falls power site was alienated to private interests, "
a measure carried out by the Progressive government and approved by the federal
and provincial Liberals, was remembered and resented by many Manitobans.
Senator Haydon had warned King to expect a negative reaction on this matter."
Crerar had assumed that unemployment would be the most harmful issue, but
once in the field he changed his mind. "The unemployment thing cuts some figure
in places like Brandon and Winnipeg," he conceded in early July. "In the rural
districts it does not count but they are working New Zealand butter there for all
they are worth. " The Conservatives' foreign-language publicity was helpful in
this regard. "The Ukrainians went quite strongly against us, " Crerar informed
Haydon after the election.52

"My personal defeat did not surprise me," Dunning wrote to a friend in early
August. "The combination of the Klu Klux Klan [sic] and three thousand
unemployed was too much." Jimmy Gardiner, the Saskatchewan Liberal leader,
confirmed these influences, and also pointed out that "the local Conservative
government used every device at their command to increase the Conservative
vote. " In Saskatchewan, such influence often came in the form of "road money,"
a handy source of local patronage.f Bennett's native-son appeal helped in
Alberta. "Since he is the leader of the Conservative party and sits for an Alberta
seat, " Haydon had acknowledged prior to the election, "he will be able to gather
around him three or four Conservatives from that province.' ,54

Try as they might, the Liberals could not dismiss their prairie setback simply
as a combination of patronage and prejudice. Gardiner, master of the wounded
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Saskatchewan machine, acknowledged as much in an election post-mortem he
sent to Mackenzie King. "The plan of campaign carried through by the
Conservatives was very carefully planned about the time of the Winnipeg
convention, " he declared with grudging respect, "and has been carried through
without any material changes. The conditions of unemployment and hardship
following the poor crops seemed to assist them.,,55

The overall strategy for winning seats on the Prairies had been two-pronged.
The Conservatives set out to reshape their public image, and to revamp the party
organization. Locating their leadership convention in Winnipeg and reworking
their platform to suit western tastes had been part of the plan. The choice of
Bennett, an accomplished Albertan with experience in the provincial and territorial
legislatures, also fit this strategy. McRae's organizational efficiency and Lipsett's
flair for publicity, when added to the ample funds of Bennett and some of his
wealthy colleagues, brought together an innovative party machine that far
surpassed anything previously seen in Canadian politics. The unforeseen onset
of the Depression was a stroke of good fortune, for the Conservatives, that they
were well prepared to exploit. The influx of millions of pounds of New Zealand
butter, and the Liberals' apparent conversion to protection through the Dunning
budget's countervailing duties, made prairie farmers more willing to listen to Tory
protectionistappeals, especially when packaged in the nationalisttones of ' 'Canada
First. "

The Conservatives' breakthrough on the Prairies in the 1930 election was no
accident. It was the result of a carefully crafted strategy that was blessed by good
luck. The irony is that five more years of hard times and Bennett's own neglect
of the machine that put him in the prime minister's office would destroy the party
on the prairies for another two decades.
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ABSTRACT. This article examines the relevance to prairie social history of a recent novel series by Sven Delblanc
dealing with a Swedish farm family which had lived in the Swan River Valley of Manitoba during the late 1920s
and early 1930s. Delblanc shows through Swedish eyes the hostile peculiarities of the prairie physical and human
landscape, including its fierce climate and its exaggerated ethic of competition. He contrasts two perceptions, one
identified as male, the other as female, of how to come to terms with this new environment. For the former, the
monoculture of wheat offers opportunities to dominate nature while for the latter, the possibilities of living in harmony
with nature via subsistence agriculture appear more attractive.

SOMMAIRE. Cet article etudie la pertinence al'histoire sociale des Prairies d'une serie recente de romans ecrits
par Sven Delblanc. L'auteur y traite de la vie d'une famille suedoise dans la vallee de Swan River au Manitoba
vers 1930. C'est du point de vue des Suedois que Delblanc depeint les caracteristiques hostiles du paysage et des
hommes, le climat rude et I'ethique excessive de competition. II met en contraste deux manieres d'accepter ce
nouvel environnement. Si la monoculture du ble offre aI 'homme I' occasion de dominer la nature, pour la femme,
la possibilite de vivre en harmonie avec la nature grace aune agriculture vivriere, semble plus attrayante.

Literature provides a largely untapped source for social scientific inquiry which
may, in some cases, inspire hypotheses that challenge conventional historical views
or provide a fuller picture of historical processes. 1 This article argues these
contentions with reference to the social chronicle found in a recent novel series
by one of Sweden's most prolific and well-known authors, Sven Delblanc.' Parts
of the novel series are set in Minitonas in the Swan River Valley of Manitoba
and draw on an aborted attempt by Delblanc's parents to settle in the area in the
late 1920s and early 1930s. The novel series is thus rooted in historical reality
and therefore of interest to students of the Canadian Prairies. The article is divided
into five parts. Part 1 briefly introduces Sven Delblanc and his writings. Parts
2, 3 and 4 describe the experiences of the main characters of the novels and their
images and perceptions of the natural and human landscapes of the Prairies. Part
5 sets out the conclusions of the article.

1

Sweden has the prairie Depression of the 1930s to thank for giving her a young
Canadian boy who later became the writer Sven Delblanc. Delblanc's parents
emigrated from Sweden to Minitonas, Manitoba, in the mid-1920s and Sven was
conceived and born in Canada. During the Depression, however, the Delblanc
family was forced to abandon its homestead and return to Sweden. Once back
in Sweden, the family rented a farm in Sodermanland where young Sven spent
his formative years.

Many of Delblanc' s writings draw upon village life in the Swedish countryside.
These writings are in the common people's tradition, rooted in histories both of
and for the common people. In them, Delblanc provides much concrete information
about the life of the Swedish countryside, including changes in economic structure,
crop failures, wartime restrictions, urban immigration and the intricacies of social
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democracy.' One critic characterizes Delblanc's work as "no abstract account
of reality. It is living reality.' ,4 Among Sweden's internationally renowned
authors, Delblanc has been compared with Vilhelm Moberg, famous for his novel
series of a group of Swedish emigrants to Minnesota." Both Moberg and
Delblanc possess the ability to combine historical description with personal
(fictional or real) life histories." They manage to combine what Tuan refers to
as the clarity of science and fact with the completeness of art and fiction. 7

It is the combination of fact and fiction which Delblanc brings to bear on his
most recent novel series. The inner story chronicles the life of Delblanc's family
from the early twentieth century to the late 1940s. The personal story is clearly
central and of great interest in itself. But here I am more concerned with the
description Delblanc provides of the Manitoba physical and social landscape
through the experiences and memories of the novel series' main characters, Maria
and Fredrik (Delblanc's parents in real life); these descriptions, generally of one
immigrant family's fate on the Prairies, contribute to prairie social history. One
book, Kanaans Land, set exclusively in Manitoba, is particularly relevant but
the other books also contain scattered references to Canada.

Delblanc's sources for the Canadian material are impressive and include not
only diaries, letters and verbal accounts from his parents and older sisters but
also first -hand experiences gained from visits to the Prairies as a teen-aged boy
and mature writer. In preparation for his "Canadian" novel, Delblanc also closely
studied secondary scholarly material on the Prairies. 8

Delblanc's description of the prairie landscape goes beyond the provision of
literary paintings. He challenges stereotypes of the Scandinavians as good
immigrants who easily adjusted to the prairie physical environment and assimilated
into Canadian society." At the same time, he calls into question some of the
conventional wisdom about prairie society and the prairie economy. Delblanc
does recognize that the physical environment constrained the Swedish immigrants;
but he also shows that Maria and Fredrik often found the Prairies' 'socially, rather
than climatically, hostile." 10 The novel's characters look at prairie society
through Swedish eyes and often see relations between ethnic immigrants and
Anglo-Canadians in a light that contrasts markedly with the Anglo-Canadian
presentation of this encounter. 11 Finally, Delblanc not only provides a picture
of the strife and problems within a unique family setting, a picture which is rarely
displayed in the social scientist's search for objectivity and generalities, but also
emphasizes the female point of view by making Maria the main narrator. 12

2

Sweden is a northern country with harsh winters marked by snow, darkness
and cold temperatures. It would, however, be misleading to expect that Swedish
immigrants would adapt well to the prairie environment. The prairie physical
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Figure 1. Comparative map of Sweden and Manitoba.
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environment is not only harsher but in many respects different from its Swedish
counterpart. Sweden is located at much higher latitudes than Manitoba (see Figure
1). It also possesses a different geographic location than the Swan River Valley
in Manitoba. These conditions have implications for the rhythms of night and
day, seasonal patterns, physical geography, precipitation and temperatures. This
posed many problems of adjustment for Swedish immigrants to Canada, a fact
well conveyed in Delblanc's writings. '

The long summer days, the short winter days, and the very distinct and rapid
change from the darkness of winter to the light of summer in Sweden, are absent
in Manitoba. This often had a depressing effect on the Swedish immigrants:

One snowwhite day after another, one icecold night after another, they were all the same.
January, February, March, what was the difference? The northern wind whispered or roared,
the cold was continuously the same. In the old country one could at least notice the cominf
of spring by the longer evenings and the return of light: here everything was the same. 1

The more northerly location of Scandinavia also means that the sun sets much
slower than in Manitoba. As Delblanc puts it:

It was God's modest gift to the people of Scandinavia that he only slowly and carefully dimmed
the light over their homes. That way the fear of the night, that forebodence of death, became
but a silent whimper. Here day is lit and night is dimmed the same way as one puts a match
to, or blows out a candle, violently and forcefully as everything else in this youthful and wild
country. (Kanaans Land, p. 33)

Climate also differentiates Manitoba and Sweden. The interior of Scandinavia
has a continental climate which is moderated considerably by the western cyclonic
system, the North Atlantic and the Gulf Stream. These combine to produce
relatively warm (not hot) summers and cold (but not extremely cold) winters.
The moderate changes in temperature are matched by moderate rainfalls, snowfalls
and winds. This is in clear contrast to the extreme continental climate of Manitoba.
Delblanc echoes Moberg's sentiments that "no weather in North America is just
right; everything is immoderate. ,,14 Delblanc, in metaphorical terms, writes:
"Canada was a younger country than Europe, with the hotter love and colder
sorrow of the youth." (Kanaans Land, p. 18) About the prairie summer, Delblanc
writes:

the sun was without mercy, a source of heat which was never moved. No midsummer in Vase
(Maria's home village) could offer such heat. It was a constant rain of fire, an unceasing
torture. 15

In another passage Maria comments on the sudden shifts in seasons on the
Prairies:

The last heat wave of the Middle West passed during the night, and the temperature dropped
rapidly. From the height of summer to winter, the shift in weather could come so fast and
unexpected in this foreign land. (Samuels Dottrar, p. 335)

The nature of precipitation in Manitoba was also considered immoderate. When
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the sudden and powerful thundershowers raged on the Prairies, Maria despaired
and "longed for the mild, dreaming day-rains at home in Vase." (Samuels Dottrar,
p. 137) Moberg expresses similar experiences on the part of his immigrants in
Minnesota where even "the snow, like everything else, was different ... at home
the snowflakes fell soft as wool on one's face, here they were hard and sharp
and pricked like owl points. "16

The North American physical landscape was another unfamiliar phenomenon
to the Swedish immigrants. Sweden is in large part dominated by the Fenno
Scandian Shield, a Precambrian granitic rock formation, endowed with some
agricultural land by the major lakes but otherwise possessing thin soils, rocky
outcrops, lakes and coniferous forests. Delblanc's emigrants came from one of
the poorer areas of the Shield, Varrnland, an area very different from the vast
interior plains of North America. To Maria,

the reddish brown furrows with the grey-yellow stubble of the prairie seemed like a frightening
eternity. The clouds on the horizon did not move. It seemed as if they were sculptured in
white soapstone, a foreign material which did not resemble anything she remembered from
the old country. The wind, the land, the clouds, everything was foreign in this strange country.
(Kanaans Land, p. 53)

In two other passages, Delblanc describes Maria's impressions of the moon
and sun against the wide and endless horizon of the prairie landscape:

The moon rose between Garland and Pine River. As everything else in this large country,
it was frighteningly large, larger than the moon at home. The iceblue giant circle spread its
wild, intensive light over the prairie, unreal and clear, like the light from a carbide lamp.
(Samuels Dottrar, p. 327)

Everything was so large in this land, the earth was endless, the sky was higher than at home,
and the sun seemed like a red giant who had come for an evening visit from a distant galaxy.
This strange celestial body with its blood-like colour and enlarged appearance sank, like a
bad omen, towards the horizon. (Kanaans Land, p. 276)

The prairie scene becomes something more than foreign in this passage. It also
becomes unnatural (illuminated by the light of a carbide lamp), unusually spacious
("the sky was higher than at home") and affected by suns from foreign galaxies.

Despite these differences, the land was perceived to have the capacity of giving
the immigrants a new and better future. To Delblanc's immigrants the Prairies
were a land of milk and honey and a Land of Canaan. But the promised land
also contained obstacles. Fredrik's struggle against poverty was often perceived
as a struggle against nature rather than social foes. The opposite had prevailed
in Sweden. "In the old country society had cut his wings, in this country it was
nature which had fettered his will." (Kanaans Land, p. 135) One of the themes
in Kanaans Land, for example, is Fredrik's never-ending struggle to break new
land. There is always more land to break, plow, sow and harvest than he can
handle:

he was strong and willing to work, but here neither time nor his strength sufficed. In Sweden
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he was a giant, in the arms of Manitoba he was a powerless dwarf, however hard he laboured.
It was a new and humiliating feeling. (Kanaans Land, p. 68)

In spite of the humiliation, Fredrik took pleasure in the challenge of the work.
But his work notwithstanding, Fredrik lost the struggle against nature and "during
the thirties Canaan's Land became a damned Egypt, with drought, crop failures,
grasshoppers and visitations above all human comprehension." (Kanaans Land,
p. 276) The dust storms blowing in from Saskatchewan constituted an "eternal
storm which carried dust that laid itself like a cloak over the valley, as if the
whole of nature had worn a veil of sorrow in its misery." (Kanaans Land, p.
288) The land of milk and honey had turned into hell:

Manitoba's cruel god had played and played with them, like a large cat with a mouse, and
sometimes the claws had stung. Now the mouth, with teeth sharp like razors, opened, now
it was time for execution. (Kanaans Land, p. 337)

Delblanc 's description of the climate and physical environment of the Prairies
supports Ricou's concept of horizontal land/vertical man in which people become
intrusions on the landscape. I? We also find illustrations for what Pacey calls
"summer's heat and winter's frigid gales. ,,18 When confronted with these
physical conditions, Fredrik and Maria were often working for sheer survival.
This is reminiscent of Atwood's "survival thesis" which stresses a mere getting
by in a battle with "hostile land, climate and natives; survival from disasters;
'grim' just 'bare' survival; stubborn persistence to live.... ,,19 But one should not
classify Delblanc simply as an environmental determinist. Nor should he be
classified as a believer in the Canadian Divine Order which Sutherland sees as
the concept underlying Canadian views of the harsh physical environment.20 The
concept of divine order is derived from Jansenist-Calvinist religious beliefs and
contains the notion that "the purpose of man on earth lisl not the pursuit of
happiness or personal success ... but rather the fulfillment of God's plan, whatever
suffering of earthly purgatory be required. ,,21 In this conception settlers might
take a "masochistic satisfaction" from the harshness of the land. Fredrik, however,
was not driven by religious but social class motives. Religion was part of an
oppressive social structure from which Fredrik had escaped. Social class factors,
then, were as important in affecting Fredrik and Maria's destiny as the physical
environment. It is to a more detailed elaboration of this theme that we now turn
our attention.

3

Sweden at the time of the emigration of Delblanc's parents remained a class
divided society with deep-seated social inequalities and tensions. This was
particularly true in the countryside where some feudal laws of labour control
survived into the 1920s. In Sodermanland, the region where Fredrik and Maria
lived before emigrating, the social cleavages were even sharper, for here, on the
fertile flats by Lake Malaren, manorial agriculture was firmly established. Delblanc
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offers some vivid pictures of this landscape:
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the white castles rise arrogantly among the red cottages, class hatred and bitterness seethe,
the young move to Stockholm with hope and confidence, and come back sick and shattered.
Big city and threatened countryside, smoking factories and decaying idylls, palaces and huts,
high dreams and bitter disappointments, hopelessness and hatred, such is the province which
is slowly poisoned and swallowed by the city ... in the cottages a hopeless hatred boils against
the nobility and upper class. (Samuels Dottrar, pp. i24-25)

Here Fredrik rented a farm from a nobleman. Delblanc describes Fredrik's
sense of frustration and lack of motivation to improve the land and buildings:

If it was an inheritance and one's own one would have to be ashamed, but it was a tenancy
under the manor of Gieddeholm. The count can take care of his property as best he can. Take
care of the land and paint the barn, that's for the owner, the tenant has his hands full to gain
his own livelihood. Such is the refrain, where bitterness sizzles, where hatred grows and boils
but never finds an expression: this is Sodermanland, the land of the subjugated slaves. (Samuels
Dottrar, p. 125)

It was Fredrik, Maria's husband, who entertained these unsettling thoughts.
Apolitical and from a deeply religious background, Maria found her husband's
thoughts heretical and disturbing. Nevertheless, she agreed with him silently, for
she, along with her father, had been victimized by a "greedy and fossilized
church. " It was in her moments of distrust and dislike of the state church that
she equated her feelings with those of her husband: "Maybe even Fredrik, my
husband.... His eternal discontent with the upper class, his somber hate for those
in power. Yes, even he, it is true, we are of the same family." (Samuels Dottrar,
p. 315) Maria went on to argue that "we have no church, no good rulers, no
culture and no home country." (Samuels Dottrar, p. 315) It was in this spirit
that she decided to follow her husband to Canada. The impression which Delblanc
leaves is that emigrants were primarily pushed away from something and only
secondarily pulled to the Land of Canaan.

How did Fredrik and Maria fare and how did they perceive the human landscape
of the Prairies? One striking difference between Manitoba and Sweden was the
nature of human settlements. In Sweden permanence and commitment
characterized the landscape. In Manitoba impermanency and exploitation were
more common. Newly arrived in Manitoba, Maria described the houses in
Minitonas as "something temporary and improvised." (Kanaans Land, p. 49)
They were "unpainted shacks, scrappy ... abodes, camps of nomads with tents
of wood." (Kanaans Land, p. 15) At another point Maria refers to her own home
as "a shack which the domestic animals in Sweden would belittle, and the poorest
small peasant in Norrland would not have wanted as a pigstie." (Kanaans Land,
p. 25) The primitive conditions were also in evidence in Maria's household. Many
utensils and tools almost discarded in the old country were used and even
considered luxuries in Minitonas. Those things which Maria had hesitated to take
along and long considered unnecessary proved the most useful. The meat grinder,
the big coffee grinder, the grater, the colander, the small butter churn (with the
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brand name Alfa Laval), the fish kettle, the preserving pan, the frying pans and
the pancake iron, proved of great use. (Kanaans Land, p. 64) In addition to Old
World utensils, Old World skills came to good use in the New World. While
working in seasonal logging in northern Manitoba, Fredrik sharpened saws and
mended tools which the workmen had previously discarded. Maria and Fredrik
were both left with the impression that "the people had come as conquerors and
guests to this new land, to suck it dry and then hurry on to new goals." (Kanaans
Land, p. 15)

The principal feature of impermanency and exploitation, however, was the
prairie wheat economy. Wheat dominated Fredrik and Maria's lives. Maria was
immediately confronted with wheat as she entered Minitonas:

She looked up at the long-legged water-tower and the two giant grain elevators, sky-high towers
of wood with metal pipes placed obscenely at a height level with the boxcars which they would
fill with wheat. One was called "United Grain Growers", the other bore the text "Manitoba
Grain Growers" in white oil paint. They were the highest buildings of the community, seen
from long distances on the prairie, towers of a castle for King Wheat, the powerful but capricious
king who reigned over everybody. (Kanaans Land, p. 53)

The reference to the metal pipes of the grain elevators as male sexual organs and
of wheat as "King Wheat" denotes the male-oriented nature of wheat farming.
Wheat farming is also described as capricious because of the social inequalities
it engendered and the environmental hazards and costs associated with
monoculture. Delblanc comments perceptively on all these points.

Delblanc's description would provide grist for several competing academic
interpretations of the prairie social structure. In C.B. Macpherson's classic study
on democracy in Alberta, for example, prairie farmers are presented as
independent commodity producers with a homogeneous class composition."
Farmers viewed themselves as different from wage earners because they retained
control of the direction of their labour, though their dependence on the price system
made their independence largely illusory. David McGinnis has questioned
Macpherson's claims regarding homogeneity and argues that many farmers lacked
control of the direction of their labour and thus did not have even an "illusory"
independence." Farmers' sons had few prospects of taking over from their
parents and many farmers had to perform part-time wage work. Delblanc's
characters provide evidence for elements of both these interpretations though
particularly that of McGinnis. Although farmers shared many values, prairie
society was socially heterogeneous.

Fredrik cherished his illusory freedom on the Prairies although he was poor:
"at least this was poverty in freedom, not poverty in a humiliating state of
dependency as in Sweden." (Kanaans Land, p. 93) At another point, Delblanc
writes, "Here one listened to one's own conscience and was far away from the
subservience which prevailed in Prussia and Sweden. " (Kanaans Land, p. 193)
Fredrik also appreciated the pioneer spirit and the collaborative mentality on the
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Prairies, a situation very different from Sweden:
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friendliness and helpfulness prevailed on the Prairies: Such behaviours lingered from the
pioneering years, when people had to help each other in order to survive. This was very different
from the people in Hedeby and Vase, who lived sullenly withdrawn, never lent each other
a hand and often found pleasure in the misery of others. A blessed freedom from jealousy
[he] met in Manitoba, an honest willingness to admire and praise. In Sweden a different custom
prevailed: You should always obey your superiors and never aspire to reach beyond your
class. You should not think you are something special. (Kanaans Land, p. 47)

In another section, Delblanc claims that the settlers "remained quiet about their
own misery and happy about others' success, they.praised God rather than ask
him for help, they were a proud and gay people." (Kanaans Land, p. 47) Hard
work also created frugal and hard-working people. Alcoholic beverages were
consumed sparingly: "In Minitonas, the men drank modestly because of three
reasons: self-preservation, peer pressure and custom." (Kanaans Land, p. 141)
In Sweden, by contrast, alcohol consumption was much more common. Some
even argue that it was used as a means of control to stave off protests among
the working classes." Harsh conditions, then, called forth hard-working, sober
and cooperative farmers.

But in spite of shared communal interests and values, social stratification and
heterogeneity were also part and parcel of the economic structure of the Prairies.
What Barr and Lehr have called a landscape of "institutionalized efficiency"
imposed by central Canadian banks, industrialists and politicians was a taxing
enterprise for the prairie soil and many of the poorer farmers. 25 Wheat farming
engendered social stratification. The bottom line of this system was dictated by
a hierarchical banking structure which Delblanc characterizes as "an invisible
and distant power beyond the horizon, a power which only let its presence be
known with notes of demand in window-envelopes." (Kanaans Land, p. 22)
Periodic good years and debts' to the bank resulted in a vicious circle of
indebtedness and monoculture:

Most people lived and died on credit and seldom touched real money. Silver quarters and
half dollars with the King's picture were treasures to guard greedily. One lived on credit til
the harvest, then, if the wheat crop was modestly good, one paid debts and mortgages, only
to begin a new annual cycle of slowly mounting debts. (Kanaans Land, p. 50)

Powerful financial and political interests were tempting, if not forcing, the small
farmers to practice monoculture. Delblanc writes:

Yes, there were many good people in Manitoba. One ought not, however, indulge in business
with them. Anything that had to do with money was a gamble, and once you had started the
gamble, you had to bear the consequences: no mercy was expected or given. The clever gained
general admiration, the cheated had themselves to blame and they could not give the show
away, however hard it may have been. (Kanaans Land, p. 47)

Delblanc illustrates the disparities in social structure in many ways. Like so
many other farmers, Fredrik had to seek winter employmentas a logger in northern
Manitoba to make ends meet. In Sweden it would have been unthinkable for him
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to go away and work during Christmas; in Manitoba, however, circumstances
forced him to change his outlook. The practice of working away was probably
common for many of the less wealthy farmers. Dahlie's account of a Danish
immigrant family, for example, indicates a similar situation. The family was forced
to take wage employment in order to survive and the father wrote begrudgingly:
"I have been busy with blacksmithing, wood cutting and working out on the land
for others.... I still haven't enough to get my own work horses.... There is precious
little to be gained working for others, even if one earns twelve to fourteen dollars
per week. ,,26 It would seem that the so-called "dog years," when the
Scandinavian settlers had to work in threshing gangs, or as labourers on the
railways and construction sites, were not temporary but long term for many
immigrants." The social heterogeneity of farmers was often reflected in their
dress:

The most prosperous farmers were dressed in suits - even if they were only factory made
- which had been acquired through mail order. Others wore jackets over blue jeans. Most
of the men, however, were content to wear a new and clean pair of dungarees and a newly
ironed flannel shirt. One pair for the weekdays, one for festive occasions, that was the rule,
the majority of the settlers lived and died without being able to afford fine clothes. (Kanaans
Land, p. 210)

The passage conveys an everyday image of what was a social and economic reality;
there were both rich and poor farmers on the Prairies. The Depression of the
1930s only widened the gap between these groups. Fredrik and Maria gave up
while the most prosperous farmer in the Swan River Valley continued to prosper:

He was the only one of the farmers who had money, and money went a long way during the
crisis. When the price of wheat dropped, he bought cattle and transformed the fields to pastures.
The drought was seldom severe enough that the animals could not eat. (Kanaans Land, p. 301)

4

The monocultural economy not only caused friction among farmers but also
within families. Wheat farming was often pursued by the male and resisted by
the female. This conflict comes across clearly in Delblanc's novels and is a theme
worthy of consideration for three reasons. First, it gives us an insight into the
feelings and experiences of the female settler of the Prairies, an often neglected
field of academic inquiry. 28 Second, Maria's comments offer a critical
perspective on the prairie wheat economy. There are clear parallels between
Maria's thinking and those of feminist writers who have long associated nature
(Mother Nature) and organic relationships with the female and the conquering
(rape) of the environment through technology with the male." Third, the
prominence of the female in Delblanc's writings is reminiscent of other ethnic
writings on the Prairies. There are both interesting parallels and contrasts between
Maria and other characters in prairie ethnic literature. 30

One of Maria's major concerns was the absence of livestock and agricultural
diversification on the Prairies. She pleaded:
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no, she did not want to live without livestock, that would be insecure. She wanted two cows,
pigs and hens. Only with animals in the barn does one gain security on earth, that she knew.
The animals belong to the earth. To only grow grain, indeed, only wheat, appeared against
nature. Her careful and distrustful mind told her that one should not put all the eggs in one
basket. Even in the. Land of Canaan there could be crop failures, and then livestock would
be needed. It is the demand of security. It is the demand of motherhood in the service of life.
(Kanaans Land, p. 37)

The dichotomy between male and female is vivid in the above quotation. While
Maria pleads for unity with nature through the keeping of animals and a balanced
form of agriculture, Fredrik wrestles with nature in his determination to grow
wheat. He often mistreats his horses and the act of plowing takes the form of
a duel between Fredrik, aided by his horses and the plow, with a prairie soil
permeated with almost impenetrable roots. Fredrik's attitude typifies attitudes
outlined by V.G. Friesen, who likens the Prairies to a Garden of Eden. Friesen
contends the "Adams" often equated manhood with the subjugation of nature.
Thus, argues Friesen, they helped to make their potential Eden infertile; the
Depression merely accentuated their misuse of the land."

The immediacy of day-to-day survival was the main concern of Maria. She
wanted a stove to keep their primitive house warm, a chest of drawers to store
their clothing, a cow to provide milk for the children and the like. Like so many
other prairie women, Maria was pulling in double harness and carrying a double
load but saw few fruits of her labour. 32 Delblanc describes the general isolation
and hard work of prairie women in these terms:

From the railway station to the homes of the settlers ... there was a simple dirt road which
was bottomless and impenetrable when it rained. The farmers only seldom came to Minitonas,
when they sold their grain to the elevators and bought what animals they needed. The women
were more isolated, chained by the black altars of their iron stoves and the demands of large
families, female birds tied to hungrily screaming nests. Their lives were monotonous and hard,
their working days long. In the mail order books of Eaton's and the Hudson's Bay Company
they found a source for their dreams of a better life and a few niceties. (Kanaans Land, pp. 11-12)

The passage conveys the isolation and harsh conditions experienced by prairie
women. One should also remember that in the 1920s "only three per cent of
Western farms had electricity, while ninety-five per cent had access to dirt roads
only; children saw oranges from one Christmas to another, and most household
'linen' was made from flour sacks. ,,33 The passage also hints at the few
pleasures enjoyed by women: the catalogues of the big department stores
interestingly not only contained "dreams of a better life" but also served as
textbooks in the English language. (Kanaans Land, p. 12)

The interests of Fredrik and the commercial wheat economy were often
diametrically opposed to Maria's greater confidence in a subsistence economy.
Fredrik's pursuit of "the riches of the future" conflicted with Maria's plea for
"the security of the present." He wanted a plow, horses, machinery and,
eventually, a tractor, and while he was sometimes enraged by a monotonous diet
of bread and pancakes, he still believed and "swore that he would eat meat as
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soon as the grain was harvested and he had money in his hand. " (Kanaans Land,
p. 196)

Maria meanwhile was also concerned about the environmental costs associated
with the wheat economy:

She felt the fertility with her skin when she squeezed the fat, juicy earth in her hand. She
had to admit that it was rich and giving. She opened her hand and let the earth fall. The wind
carried the black stuff. The soil was fertile, but perhaps too flighty. It could easily become
the prey of the winds if one continued to clear the thin forest which grew out here. It was
a threatening possibility which her husband should consider. (Kanaans Land, p. 21)

In this passage, Maria exhibits great insight into the character of nature and the
prairie soil. Maria, the female, recognizes the soil's fertility but also its sensitivity
while Fredrik, the male, is blinded by the short-term profits which can be derived
from the earth. Maria implies that the rage of nature was not simply an
environmental phenomenon but that it had human and social dimensions as well.
An interesting comparison here can be made between Delblanc's work and Illya
Kiriak's novel about a Ukrainian immigrant experience on the Prairies. In one
scene, Kiriak describes a Ukrainian woman's reaction as she picks up and filters
a handful of prairie soil through her fingers. In this instance, however, the act
is one of worship rather than suspicion." One can only speculate on the reasons
behind this anomaly. The Ukrainians came from a more desperate situation than
the Swedes and the prairie soil resembled the soils of the Ukraine more than the
soils in Sweden. The Ukrainians also came from compact settlements and a tight
knit society where they lived communally and were more in touch with nature.
Although the Canadian method of granting land mitigated against the formation
of such settlements, the Ukrainians still managed to form dense settlements. This
occurred partly because the government sometimes made special allowances for
the Ukrainians "but more often because, in order to live near their friends and
kin, the Ukrainians were prepared to homestead on lands refused as land grants
by railway companies and bypassed by other nationalities.' ,35 In this way they
continued their old forms of farming. Gabrielle Roy, for example, refers to the
Ukrainians as cooperative and the people "qui s'est le plus completement adapte
au pays. ,,36

Keeping these factors in mind, it was perhaps unsurprising that Fredrik and
Maria's Ukrainian neighbours fared much better. The Ukrainians seemed to have
a more ecological outlook on farming. They' 'spent money on animals: only with
pigs and cows in the barn could they feel secure and rich ... wheat only seemed
against nature to them." (Kanaans Land, p. 265) Delblanc writes of one such
family:

As all Galicians the Kowals had managed the crisis rather well, they were not burdened by
loans as the other farmers in the valley. The Galicians helped each other and seldom solicited
banks. So now the Kowals could enjoy the triumph of taking over the farm,of the proud Swede.
Now he, along with many of his countrymen, proved his capability and gained respect in the
valley. These bearded immigrants in sheep-skin coats, descendants of serfs, were now on their
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way to become a powerful and respected people in their new land. (Kanaans Land, p. 342)

One should not, however, overstate the case regarding a Ukrainian natural
economy. As Lehr notes, ·"Because the Ukrainian settlements in western Canada
were designed to serve the commercial farmer and the interests of the institutional
elite of eastern Canada, it was inevitable that Ukrainian pioneer landscapes would
lose their distinction and become homogenized by the onrush of Anglo-American
technology and tastes.' ,37 In the end, only the kitchen gardens of the Ukrainian
farmsteads reflected the "dietary and aesthetic predilections of the western
Ukrainian peasant farmer. ,,38

The prominence of the female in Delblanc's novel series raises interesting
comparisons with other prairie ethnic literature." Blodgett argues that the ethnic
contribution to prairie writing is the elevation of the mother figure in prairie life.
The fate of the father figure in the struggle with the prairie environment (vertical
man/horizontal space) is often an end in itself in the writings of "English
Canadians" while it is a mere beginning in ethnic writings. In the latter the male
figure is often threatened by a female. The male is portrayed as exclusive,
repressive and without continuity, while the code of the woman is fundamentally
different. Blodgett characterizes the woman as the one "who integrates, restores,
conciliates" and knows of the' 'fundamental unity of the natural world.' ,40 The
matriarchal .character, in short, represents continuity. 41

This is a theme present in Delblanc's writings as well. The struggle between
Fredrik and Maria parallels the contrasting characteristics of male and female
outlined by Blodgett. But Fredrik and Maria are not reconciled; Fredrik's farm
is driven towards ruin and when Maria inherits a small sum of money he is forced
to follow his wife and family back to Sweden. Once back, Fredrik and Maria
continue a life of rural poverty and Fredrik resumes his domination and repression
of the family. Maria remains subordinate to her husband.

The lesson is clear. The male figure, regardless of ethnic background, was forced
to change, adopt new technologies and adapt to the wheat economy. This was
certainly the case with Fredrik. The female, on the other hand, could espouse
different values and worry about the financial insecurity and ecological pitfalls
of monoculture, though she could seldom do anything about these problems. And
even if the family abandoned the Prairies, male domination may still have
continued as was the case with Maria. The female, then, posed alternatives and
challenged the male-dominated economy but nevertheless lost in the end. This
is where, I think, Delblanc may convey a glimpse of "the realities of ethnicity"
rather than "the fictions of ethnicity. ,,42

5

Delblanc's observations and interpretations contribute to our understanding of
the prairie landscape by giving an impression of how large-scale and more
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quantifiable forces were felt and experienced at the individual level. Delblanc
offers perceptive comments on various general conditions on the Prairies which
remain elusive and intangible in scholarly descriptions.

Perhaps more importantly, however, Delblanc provides an external perspective
not only on the Prairies but also on the Swedish landscape: on some occasions
Fredrik and Maria view the Prairies through a Swedish perspective and on others
they view Sweden from a Canadian perspective. The two-way comparison renders
a deeper understanding of and insight into both landscapes. The prairie physical
geography, for example, was completely alien to the Swedish immigrants. The
landscape was "too" vast and large, seasonal change was "too" slow, sunset
and sunrise "too" sudden and the climate was "too" extreme. The Swedish
immigrant experience, in short; seems to reinforce the concept of a prairie physical
environment which was harsh to prospective settlers.

The physical environment nevertheless constituted a positive challenge to the
Swedish immigrants. Canada was not, however, a paradise and Land of Canaan.
The Swedish immigrants may have been relieved of the social stigma and economic
dependency prevailing in Sweden, but they were confronted with new social
differences, problems and obstacles in Manitoba. The impermanency of the built
environment, the lack of amenities, and the pressures of the wheat economy were
all alien to the Swedish immigrants. So was prairie society which was highly
competitive, even to the extent that the most successful were admired rather than
hated, as in Sweden. Prairie farmers were even cooperative in their
competitiveness (not uncooperative as in Sweden), although no mercy was given
to those who failed. It is difficult to account for the difference. One potential
explanation lies in the different social class character of Swedish and Canadian
society. In Sweden, the social structure was long-established and immediately
visible in the landscape, and there was little room for upward mobility. In Canada,
by contrast, a hierarchical social structure was clearly in place but the dominant
forces were distant geographically and there was at least some room for upward
mobility. The frontier, however illusory for some, provided some possibilities
to advance economically and socially. We should not, however, overstate this
point. Delblanc stresses the social heterogeneity of farmers and the fact that work
off the farm was extremely common for many farmers.

A final element worthy of comment in Delblanc's writings is the constant conflict
between Maria and Fredrik, a conflict which clearly flows from a male-dominated
society and economy. What we consider to have been something normal, if not
inevitable, and what Fredrik considered as a goal (however illusory) - the
development of a wheat economy - was to Maria something unnatural and
dangerous. She considered it a gamble to grow only wheat, a sentiment which
she shared with many Ukrainians and perhaps many other prairie women. Maria's
worries point to something important, namely, that alternatives were present in
prairie economic development. Given past, present and almost certain future crises
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in prairie agriculture, which is still characterized by monoculture (although the
crops and animals raised may have changed) and profit-maximization, we need
to know more about past and present alternatives. It may very well have been
that Maria's line of agriculture would have been, and still might be, more
appropriate in ecological and human welfare terms.
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ABSTRACT. A comprehensive nationwide strategy is needed to deal effectively with the degradation of Canada's
soil resources. This article outlines the obstacles to the establishment of such a strategy, though it also documents
some activities that point the way towards a national attack on the problem. Among the barriers to action are a
lack of data convincing enough to galvanize public and scientific opinion in one direction; the varying perspectives
among both disciplinary researchers and soil users; and dispersed responsibility and conflicting objectives among
both soil users and government departments charged with regulating use of the soil. These barriers at once explain
and reinforce a failure to set overall national goals for the long-term sustainability of the soil resource as well as
a failure to anticipate the consequences of inaction or uncoordinated action.

SOMMAIRE. Une strategie d'ensemble est necessaire a l'echelle nationale pour faire face a la degradation des
sols au Canada. Cet article donne un apercu des obstacles qui s'opposent a I'etablissement d'une telle strategie
mais il documente egalement certaines activites qui montrent le chemin asuivre pour monter une attaque nationale
contre le probleme, Parmi les obstacles, l'article cite un manque de donnees suffisamment convaincantes pour
galvaniser dans un meme effort l' opinion publique et l' opinion scientifique, la variete des points de vue qui existent
chez les chercheurs et chez les utilisateurs du sol, la dissemination de la responsabilite et les objectifs incompatibles
des utilisateurs du sol et des services gouvernementaux charges de controler 1'utilisation des sols. Ces obstacles
ala fois expliquent et renforcent l' echec que l' on rencontre lorsqu'on veut etablir des objectifs globaux nationaux
pour la conservation a long terme des sols et l'incapacite d'anticiper les consequences de l'inaction ou d'actions
non coordonnees.

The conservation of Canada's soil resources has become one of the primary
environmental and economic issues of the 1980s. Yet it is an issue that, despite
many public calls for action, remains insufficiently addressed by Canada's
institutions. While billions of dollars may be spent to rescue farmers from poor
markets and yields, and millions are spent annually to clean up siltation, flooding
or land-based pollution, there is no comprehensive nationwide strategy to control
or prevent soil degradation.

In 1978 the 11th International Soils Congress, held in Canada, put the
management of Canada's soil resources on the national agenda for the 1980s.
Articles in the Fall 1979 and Fall 1980 Agrologist (e.g., Rennie, 1979; Ketcheson
et al., 1979; Agricultural Institute of Canada, 1980; Bentley, 1980; Coote, 1980;
Dumanski, 1980) emphasized the impact of the deterioration of Canada's soil
base upon the sustainability of agricultural production. Focussing on the
implications of deteriorating soils, in the annual Klinck lecture for 1981-82,
Bentley (1981) further stimulated a still-continuing process of public debate on
soil degradation. Key documents such as the Senate Standing Committee Report
on Soil at Risk (1984), the recent Pearse Report on Water Policy entitled Currents
of Change (1985), and the Macdonald Commission Report on Economic
Development Options (1985) have stressed the soil resource's fundamental
importance to the nation's well-being. Each of these nationwide commissions
received many submissions expressing concern about the fate of the nation's soils
and the consequences for agriculture, forestry, wildlife habitat and quality, water
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supply and the economy. Such issues have also surfaced in scores of public
hearings and local meetings of farmers and conservationists. This level of concern
has been echoed by the press, which has featured stories evocative of the dust
bowls of the 1930s (e.g., Southam News, 11 February 1987, Montreal Gazette,
27 August 1985, Windsor Star, 25 October 1986, Calgary Herald, 16 January
1986) and focussed on the human costs of particular instances of soil degradation.
Such stories have come from all parts of Canada, but concentrate on rural, usually
agricultural, areas. Farmers' lobby groups find themselves allied with
environmentalists on this issue, and representations on the national level have
been made to governments to attempt to put soil quality on the national agenda.
(Key examples of this include the 1985 Agricultural Outlook Conference and the
Environmental Consultations of that year which featured a session on "Stress
on Land" that attracted representatives from over thirty national and regional
non-governmental organizations, including agricultural, forestry and wildlife
interest groups.)

International attention to land degradation is growing. The World Conservation
Strategy (IDCN, 1980) has identified land degradation as the foremost world
priority issue for action. Through instruments such as the World Soil Charter
(FAO, 1982), the international scientificcommunity has elevated soil conservation
to a visible international concern. Canada has signed both these international
accords. (The 1985 conference on the World Conservation Strategy and the
hearings of the World Commission on Environment and Development [Brundtland
Commission] were held in Ottawa, providing a national focus to this broad
international concern.) But, despite growing public concern and the visible interest
of international agencies, government response to. soil conservation in Canada
has been largely limited to specific local instances of severe degradation.
Government actions have been reactive rather than preventive, and have occurred
only within the agricultural sector. In contrast to the significant programme
mounted in the 1930s under the Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Act, there is little
concerted action evident from senior levels of government. The objective of this
article is to analyse why, by focussing on characteristics both of the soil
conservation problem and of Canadian government organizations that have
inhibited a comprehensive response.

The Symptoms of Land Degradation

Land degradation in Canada is visible chiefly through its symptoms. These
include direct evidence of physical disturbance or degradation (eroded fields, salt
pans, mudslides), or economic and social difficulties for landowners which are
attributed to the state of the soil resource. The evidence is generally fragmentary
- tied to particular sectors or to individuallocalities (Coote, 1984; Wildlife Habitat
Canada, 1985). The cumulative picture is much less visible.

Most of the work to identify soil degradation has occurred in agriculture where
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its impacts are perhaps most immediate. Studies produced by the Land Resource
Research Centre of Agriculture Canada (Coote, Dumanski and Ramsay, 1980;
Coote, 1984)have attemptedto provide both nationaloverviews and broad regional
perspectives on the level of land degradation. These documents attempt to measure
levels of erosion risk, evidence of salinity, examples of compaction or organic
material loss, and acidification risk. The sources for their measures vary from
individual sites or holdings through to broad measures of potential degradation
at regional or national levels (Bircham and Bruneau, 1985).

Significant areas of salinization are visible in many parts of the Prairies and
many examples of erosion can be seen from the highways of Alberta, Ontario
or New Brunswick. Farmers and agrologists attribute various current agricultural
problems to past failures in soil management (Senate Standing Committee on
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, 1984). But even the most thorough inventories
of current soil degradation problems cannot yet quantify nationally the amount
of change in soil quality that has occurred over time.

Forestry, like agriculture, is encountering the results of past neglect of land
areas upon which it depends. For many decades, most Canadian forest land has
been cut on a lease basis by firms with little, if any, reinvestment in planting,
land maintenance or conservation. Since most Canadian forest land is Crown land,
the onus has been on governments to undertake or require any longer-term
management. Little has occurred. In many areas land has been cut over and left
with no restocking (Bickerstaff et al., 1981). In extreme cases, areas have been
cut and left open to erosion with entire hillsides laid bare from water erosion.
Some mills in British Columbia and the Maritimes are now contemplating closure
because of reduced supply of timber - a problem avoidable if consistent
reforestation had been done in the past.

Degradation of wildlife habitat is also a growing national concern. Such
degradation occurs when habitat is destroyed and the land is put to other uses.
Habitat is also damaged due to land management techniques, whether they occur
on the habitat itself or as side effects of management practices of adjacent land.
The example of wetlands has achieved considerablepublic attention. It is estimated
that over 80 percent of the pre-settlement wetlands in Ontario have been lost,
primarily through development for settlement and agricultural use. Similarly,
Wildlife Habitat Canada has documented the loss or degradation of more than
40 percent of wetlands on the Prairies (Wildlife Habitat Canada, 1985). The
encroachment of urban or recreational uses and the impacts of agricultural
chemicals have also had negative impacts on the carrying capacity of wetlands
and other natural habitats. The key characteristic of most of this information from
affected sectors is that it is fragmentary, regional, and often based on limited
or short-term evidence.

While some attempts at a broad overview of the multisectoral nature of land
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degradation have occurred, there is little evidence that such studies have much
influenced policy formulation or programme development. The 1983 Environment
Canada study (Simpson-Lewiset al., 1983)attemptedto show the many dimensions
of the stress Canadians are placing on their land (soil) resource base, including
not only problems with the maintenance of land for renewable resource production
but also the range of stresses caused by infrastructure, waste disposal and other
human additions and subtractions from the biophysical resource base. The soil
resource is a common base for all uses and users. How one user manages the
land affects not only his/her own welfare and interests but those of other sectors.

The means of management of soils for one use such as agriculture or forestry
can have direct implications for other users (e.g., IJC, 1978). Farmers are the
custodians of most wildlife habitat within the Canadian ecumene. They can
therefore influence directly the quantity and quality of habitat available. As a
corollary, management of wildlife areas for particular species can adversely affect
adjacent farms. How we handle toxic waste disposal or pollutants can have
significant effects on adjacent or downstream (downwind) lands. Soil degradation
is therefore a complex and pervasive problem. Overall, the evidence shows that
degradation of Canada's land resource occurs nationwide and affects all land
using sectors. As a consequence of the multisectoral and dispersed nature of soil
degradation, the overall problem has been difficult to document or to analyse
and this has coloured the nature and extent of government response. Soil
degradation is a classic case of an obvious problem which is difficult to pin down
or prove categorically. As such it provides many excuses for inaction to those
who do not, for a range of political, logistic or economic reasons, wish to see
action.

The Government Response

Some would suggest the response of governments has been principally one of
study. We mentioned earlier the Senate and the ScienceCouncil of Canada reports.
Similar in impact to date have been general strategy documents, such as the
National Agricultural Strategy (Agriculture Canada, 1987) which includes sections
concerning soil quality. At the same time, an operational role for the Prairie Farm
Rehabilitation Administration (PFRA) continues, principally in Saskatchewan,
focussing on water engineering works. Whether these constitute the complete
response, or prove catalysts for further action, remains to be seen. But as we
shall argue there exist significant barriers to broad level, coordinated responses
because of the nature of the problem itself and the ways in which governments
organize themselves to deal with public issues. The fragmented nature of the
problem - the fact that it takes different forms and shows different symptoms
in different areas - may make a broad national response impossible, leaving it
to be dealt with by lower levels of government. Indeed, it is at the local levels
that the most comprehensive responses to date have occurred, supported in some
cases by specific provincial and federal programmes. A notable example is found
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in southern Alberta where the concerted efforts of the regional planning and
conservation authorities have received significant support from provincial
government bodies. Similarly, the coordinating efforts of conservation authorities
and agricultural extension work in parts of southern Ontario are delivering, with
provincial and federal backing, comprehensive river basin management with
multisectoral implications. But such broad responses are not universal. Not all
local authorities have the wherewithal or specific technical expertise to respond
adequately to the critical needs of their rural community and more broadly to
incorporate into their conservation efforts the requirements of all users of the
land resource. In countries such as New Zealand and the United States, national
land/ soil conservation agencies have provided a focus for research and policy
development for the effort to combat soil degradation. These agencies have
provided the scientific and technical support to local authorities in the
implementation of soil conservation measures, and have served to direct public
investment in support of national conservation strategies. These examples show
that there is a definite role to be served by the higher levels of government,
targetting scarce resources where they can be most effective and aiding in the
delivery of programmes to the ultimate land managers - the landowners
themselves.

In the 1986 publication Towards Sustainable Land Use: A Strategy (Manning,
1986), a pyramidal structure (Figure 1) identifies the logical steps necessary to

-translate information on the quality, quantity or changes in the use of land resources
into specific programme responses which could achieve sustainable land resource
use. It is suggested that not only are better data and analyses required, but also
a broader means of addressing and analysing land management problems as well
as developing innovative solutions. Furthermore, greater attention must be given
to the structures in place to deliver programmes to those who need them. The
pyramid structure shows that a unidimensional effort which addresses only one
level or cell in the structure will not by itself produce the desired results. In
addition, the efforts made to build each tier of the pyramid will benefit greatly
if the overall structure is in place, permitting energy to be focussed on those aspects
most critical in attaining the conservation goal.

To address all the components required to solve soil degradation requires action
by individual landowners, land authorities and higher levels of government. A
comprehensive programme to resolve soil conservation concerns will encompass
information gathering, analysis, specific research into degradation problems, their
causes and consequences, and concerted action to develop and deliver appropriate
solutions. But there are many barriers, both empirical and institutional, which
militate against the development of a comprehensive and collective response. These
pertain to all levels of the pyramidal framework, from the question of data,
analytical validity and problem evaluation to solution development. The key factors
which have limited the Canadian response to soil degradation are examined below.
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Limitations of Perspective

Part of the difficulty of gaining consensus on the extent and implications of
the stresses being placed on the nation's soil resource lies in the variety of current
perspectives on the symptoms of the degradation phenomenon. These are linked
to the lines of thought followed by different disciplines, to the different perspectives
associated with different scales of analysis (both spatial and temporal), and to
the different institutional roles which tend to parallel and reinforce unisectoral
views.

Disciplinary perspectives can limit understanding of the degradation issue.
Particular disciplines often choose different dependent variables for the same
phenomenon. Where an economist may focus on changes in productivity or profit,
the soil scientist's dependent variable may be the changing chemistry of the soil
itself. From a sociological perspective, the social or economic welfare of the farm
family unit may have preeminence while the biologist may focus on ecosystem
variety or species sustainability. Even within disciplines, reductionist approaches
may narrow individual perspectives, producing, for example, production specialists
with little exposure to conservation concepts. The questions approached by these
specialists are parts of an interrelated whole - one which is seldom viewed from
a multidisciplinary perspective where the synergy between these variables receives
adequate attention. In his proposals for a socioeconomic model for agriculture,
Van Kooten (1987) advocates a broader perspective in which to view agriculture
- one which incorporates stewardship concerns with those of production. Batie
(1986) argues that the use of a traditional economic approach which considers
conservation as just another input into the production process necessarily shows
investments in conservation to be practically worthless in present dollars. If raising
farm income is the overwhelming objective, she argues, conservation projects
will be devalued because they do not directly support this objective. But while
an economic perspective with its short-term concerns may conclude there is no
significant conservation problem, a social, environmental or ethical perspective
may produce the opposite conclusion. Exclusive concentration on production
increases obscures the overall effect of degradation of farmland. Increased input
of fertilizers, changes in crop varieties and changes in management methods all
make the impacts of soil degradation more difficult to isolate. Thus the conclusions
of a soil scientist may differ greatly from those of an economic analyst viewing
the same land area, from a theologian concerned with moral aspects of stewardship,
or a politician dependent on the votes of rural constituents.

Sectoral perspectives condition what we consider to be important and how we
react to the evidence of problems concerning each affected sector. While
degradation may affect habitat, agricultural productivity, water quality, forest
production or recreational capability, each sector is naturally more concerned
with the impacts upon its interests than those affecting others. As will be examined
later, government and non-government organizational structures reflect sectoral
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divisions and may impede solutions to shared problems. Because of the shared
nature of the nation's land base, both soil problems and their solutions frequently
involve more than one sector. How the soil is managed for one use can have
direct impacts on its future utility for other uses and on neighbouring or
downstream uses. The single sector perspective on land degradation (e.g., Science
Council of Canada, 1986) can itself impede development of more comprehensive
solutions. Indeed, some organizations have over time become more sectoral in
their perspectives - narrowing the focus from what were originally wider terms
of reference. The PFRA in recent years has concentrated primarily on water
systems, with little broader impact on prairie conservation. Where broader-based
bodies like the British Columbia government's Environment and Land Use
Committee have existed, a retrenchment to sectoral views has occurred (Dorcey,
1986).

The temporal frame also conditions views regarding the trends or severity of
the phenomenon. Most economic approaches heavily weight the shorter term,
primarily because consumers demonstrate preferences for immediate rewards.
So analysis of whether it is "economic" to invest in longer-term sustainable
farming practices (as opposed to those which bring more immediate rewards but
which may deplete the soil base) is inherently biased towards the shorter term.
This results in an underestimation of long-term damage which, in turn, produces
negative evaluations of current investments necessary to avert such future harm.
Figure 2 shows a common discountingpattern for streams of benefits. This stylized
diagram shows that under many circumstances, economic analysis would
demonstrate that an exploitive approach to land - which brings higher yields
in the present but which exceeds the sustainable limits of the land resource in
the long term - would tend to be favoured (found to be more economic) over
one which brought lower short-term benefits but was sustainable in the longer
term. This, of course, is a worst-case scenario - one which more sophisticated
analytical procedures can partially accommodate through the use of different
discounting procedures, allowance for inflated future values due to degradation
or potential scarcity, or through alternative approaches which look at the
opportunity cost of different strategies in terms of risk reduction. Nevertheless,
this. illustrates the natural propensity to give greater value to benefits received
over shorter time frames. Indeed, this tendency of our analytical procedures is
reinforced by our political structures, which often favour short-term results because
they may occur within the time perspective of one elected government. This can
be reinforced by the similarly short planning frames of some bureaucrats who
may also be elsewhere in one or two years. Because in most analyses the harm
being caused through mismanagement or land degradation is projected to occur
over long periods of time, it is much more difficult to demonstrate that current
action is required than if present costs could be clearly demonstrated. Overall,
the issue of intergenerational equity falls outside the common time frames of
analysis. Cumulatively, these factors may favour inaction or result in crisis
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response rather than investment in longer-term preventive actions.

The spatial perspective is also problematic. Because symptoms are most
frequently viewed locally, even on individual landholdings, it is often difficult
to see clearly the broader perspective. Are these isolated individual cases or are
they localized symptoms of a much more widespread phenomenon? Are they
symptomatic only of agriculture and forestry or do they affect land in other uses
managed for different purposes? Are there larger-scale problems associated with
the cumulative impact of many local phenomena, such as more widespread
degradation of watercourses or cumulative diminution of the nation's ability to
achieve certain production goals?

Because of the way in which we organize ourselves spatially into small political
units and functionally into single-interest organizations, each, as in the case of
the parable of the elephant, tends to see only a small part of the whole.
Fragmentation of information regarding the nature, extent, severity and
implications of land degradation significantly limits our ability to react and to
organize ourselves to deal with solutions in a holistic fashion.

Gaps in the Evidence

The scientific case for widespread and serious land degradation throughout
Canada has not convinced some observers. While Coote, Dumanski and Ramsay
(1980), and Bentley and Leskiw (1985) present convincing arguments that soil
degradation is occurring and is costly, Redlin and Kraft (1985) have questioned
both the evidence and the analysis and suggested that from a primarily economic
perspective, the soil problem is not significant enough to warrant intervention.

Lack of a nationwide comprehensive data base which would permit rigorous
quantification of such factors as rate of soil loss or changes in soil salinity leaves
the overall magnitude, location and severity of land degradation problems in
debate. There are only a few localized studies that indeed demonstrate that changes
have occurred in erosion rates, salinity and other measured qualitative variables
for soils (e.g., IJC, 1978; Rennie, 1982) and these studies often differ
methodologically. Strong evidence from other sectors (e.g., forestry, habitat,
recreation) is scarce. Few time-series data sources exist which permit measurement
of changes in key soil quality and quantity variables over an extensive period.
As initial soil surveys in Canada were done generally on a nomenclature basis,
no quantitative baselines exist for the agricultural region of Canada, let alone
for lands in forest, recreational use or wildlife habitat. There is, as yet, no nation
wide inventory of waste disposal sites, pits, quarries or otherwise degraded
landscapes. As a consequence, most evidence is anecdotal; it may require several
decades before the symptomatic evidence can be verified in terms acceptable to
a majority of the scientific community. Thus, debate continues over the existence
and severity of the degradation problem. While it is now possible to identify,
for example, how much of the southern Prairies is salinized, debate continues
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over whether it was always thus, or whether there has been an increase due to
farming practices or crop selection. While farm field tests show that choice of
crop can have considerable impact on erosion propensity or salinization, it remains
questionable how far these results can be extrapolated to generalize the nature
and extent of the problem throughout Canada.

While data on current soil quality exists for most agricultural regions of Canada,
little or none exists for the forested regions. Comparable data on variables relating
to the ability of land to support recreational uses or wildlife is also lacking, although
selected field studies have shown instances of degradation which have reduced
the carrying capacity of recreational areas for recreational use or of habitat to
produce a range of wildlife species (e.g., Wildlife Habitat Canada, 1985; Lynch
Stewart, 1983).

The synthesis of data collected from different regions for different reasons is
proving difficult. In forestry, the ForStats programme is attempting to generate
a nationwide synthesis of forest information, but as yet qualitative measures of
forest land management are not included. While one can estimate how much land
remains cut over and not restocked, the condition of the affected soil base has
not been systematically measured. As in the agriculture and wildlife sectors, much
groundwork remains to be done to produce a national picture acceptable to the
sceptical.

The crux of the issue is to achieve consensus about the nature of the problem.
Research, the development of institutions, the resolution of questions of jurisdiction
and the implementation of programmes will hinge upon an initial step - the
coalescence of opinion on the fact and significance of soil degradation. The
development of new broadly based strategies and programmes is particularly
hampered while restraint is paramount in government decision making. The
tendency at such times is to cut back and concentrate on programmes that produce
visible results in short time frames.

Whose Problem is It? (Is it a Crisis?)

Even where there exists adequate scientific or political consensus that a land
degradation problem exists, there remain major problems in identifying causation
and in deciding whose job it is to deal with the problem. The questions of time
scale, spatial scale and fragmentation of authority are key factors complicating
this issue. These are further coloured by the jurisdictional divisionsbetween federal
and provincial agencies charged directly with land management or influencing
the sectoral users of land resources.

Where land is the property of the Crown, both the Crown as long-term custodian
and the immediate user - usually a private company which has the rights to cut
the timber - have a role to play. For the large areas of agricultural Canada which
are primarily owned and run by the farmers, the direct responsibility to act is
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perhaps more readily recognizable. But what is increasingly clear is that many
custodians of the land lack the short-term means that would allow them to resolve
the longer-term conservation problems. Nor do they necessarily recognize the
intersectoral nature of their stewardship. What is done to further agricultural
productivity may well inhibit the use of the same or adjacent lands for wildlife
or recreation. How forest land is managed can have direct implications for
downslope flooding, siltation or hazard to life and property. The designation or
enhancement of land as habitat can raise levels of crop depredation on neighbouring
farmlands.

The land resource remains a multisectoral resource run by many managers for
many, often incompatible, purposes (Manning, 1986). Insufficient research has
been done to define clearly what role economic constraints, technology, or
knowledge play in the failure of many individual landowners to undertake
conservation strategies. (As of 1987, some work to evaluate reasons for producers
to adopt or not to adopt conservation practices is underway in Agriculture Canada.
Work under the evaluation of the Saskatchewan Prairie Pothole project is also
aiding in understanding what motivates farmers to adopt particular management
schemes.) Whose problem is it when the costs associated with degradation occur
off the property (e.g., downstream as a result of siltation or pollutant flow)? What
if the resource being degraded is a public good or has non-market value such
as aesthetic value? Who is to pay for a common benefit - the polluters, the
downstream or affected landowners, or governments? A key reason for lack of
action has been the deliberation of whose role it is to react, and who will pay.
The benefits of soil conservation are often spread among many, while the costs
fall on a few owners. This is particularly true when public values such as aesthetics,
recreation land quality, or habitat are the key characteristics to be conserved.
The diffuse nature of benefits often produces a collective reluctance to act, as
everyone waits for someone else to address the problem. Unless the problem can
be shown to be a crisis, there is little incentive to act. In 1986, governments in
Canada spent $4.2 billion on agricultural programming - over $16,000 per farmer
(Agriculture Canada, 1987). But very little went to preventive measures to combat
future problems with sustainability of the resource. Redirection of even 5 percent
of this amount to support focussed and coordinated federal/provincial efforts would
give significant impetus to germinal efforts towards soil conservation
programming.

Agreeing on What Will Work

What will solve soil degradation problems? There is much work underway in
the agricultural sector to identify technical solutions for common problems of
land degradation. Throughout the Prairies, for example, test sites associated with
experimental farms are aiding the investigation of the impact of different types
of cultivation or rotation programmes on soil erosion, moisture retention and
salinization. Test plots in southern Alberta, using legumes to reduce soil salinity,
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have proven reasonably successfulas has the use of legumes in rotation to maintain
reduced salinity levels. Similarly, use of different plantings in aquifer recharge
areas has had some impact on levels of salinizationin the downslope soils (personal
communication - Oldman Regional Planning Commission). In areas throughout
the Prairies, work is also being done to evaluate the impact of different crops
and crop rotations on salinity. Several federal research stations are evaluating
zero till and the use of different rotations on wind and water erosion. Work is
also underway in the east, focussing on erosion control measures and field
drainage. According to the Soil and Water Activity Inventory (Murray, 1986),
over two hundred specific agricultural conservation activities are underway by
federal and provincial governments and local authorities. Even so, the overall
expenditures on conservation-related activities constitute less than 1 percent of
agricultural programming - a total annual expenditure of about $40 million
(government accounts). This contrasts to estimates of $698-915 million per annum
costs (Anderson and Knapik, 1984; DCH, 1985) due to degradation or an estimate
of "over 1 billion per annum, less the costs of avoidance" (Girt, 1986) as the
potential difference in farm GDP.

Even if viewed only as an insurance premium, this is a very low investment
in risk reduction. The wide range of technical activity underway (Murray, 1986)
is too diffuse to constitute an overall strategy to solve the national soil degradation
problems. Moreover, as earlier noted, efforts remain concentrated in the
agricultural sector, and there remains a scarcity of applied and evaluative research
to show empirically what works effectively and, perhaps more important to
landowners, what is affordable or financially sustainable given different climatic
and soil conditions.

In the development of government programmes to deal with soil conservation,
it is essential that there be a proven and agreed solution which can be promoted
through educational programmes, subsidies, etc. Where there is diversity of
opinion, the development and executionof such programmes becomes problematic.
One key example is summerfallow. For many years, summerfallow was promoted
by governments throughout the Prairies as a means to build up soil moisture with
the objective of sustainable production in mind. Indeed, it has been argued that
in many parts of the southern Prairies, crop production is impossible without a
summerfallow cycle. In contrast, many scientists now argue that summerfallow
is one of the principal causes of soil degradation in many parts of the Prairies,
laying soils bare to wind erosion (e.g., PRFA, 1983). Much has been written
in support of both perspectives. Nevertheless the controversy remains and makes
it more difficult for governments to mount remedial programmes. An
understanding of the causes of degradation is critical to any response. Without
clear agreement on causes, the selection of which solutions to promote is virtually
impossible.
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Dispersed Responsibility/Objectives for Soil Resources

The fact that hundreds of thousands of individualsare the custodians of Canada's
soil resources has a major impact on how governments at any level can effectively
respond to conservation needs. There are over three hundred thousand farmers,
one million farm residents (1981) and 4.5 million non-farm rural dwellers who
are potentially involved. Research into the motivation of landowners (e.g.,
McCuaig and Manning, 1982; Lovejoy and Napier, 1986) has demonstrated that
many different factors influence the individual's ability or willingness to undertake
certain land management practices, including financial situation, age, the nature
of one's family, and one's technical capabilities. While it is possible to devise
programmes which address technical capability or provide financial assistance,
other individual characteristics are less readily affected. The nature of the
landholdingis also an opportunity or constraint for adoptingparticular conservation
practices. The size, land capability, nature of landholding and access to water
are all major characteristics which limit an individual's ability to respond to certain
needs for change. The specific, intended use of the land - agriculture, forestry,
recreation, etc. - also profoundly influences the selection of management
strategies.

In short, the great variety of rural individuals and their differing long-range
interests in sustainable food production will lead them to treat their soils in a wide
range of ways. The different types of landholdings, soil types, and the wide range
of reasons why people hold, manage and maintain land, make the delivery of
programmes to achieve conservation goals very difficult. Yet it is through these
individuals that the on-the-ground execution of conservation must occur. Someone
with a long-range interest in sustainable food or fibre production will treat the
land differently than someone who views the land as a commodity and a source
of short-term profit. Those who view the land as a site for development may have
completely different time frames and attitudes from those whose objective is to
create a natural refuge or to maintain aesthetic qualities. Yet too little is known
about what instruments might be effective in the achievement of conservation
goals among various groups. One interesting step in the documentation of
individuals' responses to particular conservation measures is being undertaken
by the previously mentioned Prairie Pothole project under the North American
Waterfowl Management Plan. An education programme assists prairie farmers
in integrating the management of small wetland areas within the management of
their farm units. As an added incentive, farmers are paid amounts calculated to
approximate the annual value of foregone grain production less the costs of
developing the potholes. In a sense, duck production has become one of their
outputs. An evaluation exercise began in 1987 to examine the influence of this
programme on the farm management practices and the conservation ethics of the
individuals involved.

It will be difficult to isolate the influence of particular programmes. A recent
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study (Kerr et al., 1986) showed that dozens of federal and provincial programmes
influenced the use and management of Okanagan Valley fruitlands. It is probably
impossible to evaluate which programmes cause which individuals to make which
management decisions. But the synergy of these programmes profoundly affects
the management of the soil resource, making more essential the development of
an overall and multisectoral strategy to deal with soil conservation.

Organizational Fragmentation

The fragmentation of organizational involvement in land resources and soil
management can impede the resolution of soil conservation problems. There are
at least two dimensions of fragmentation - vertical and horizontal. The vertical
fragmentation results from the Canadian constitution which divides, often
unclearly, responsibility in the natural resources field. Particularly in agriculture
and forestry, there is a shared responsibility between federal and provincial
governments. In general, this has been resolved by leaving research and marketing
activities to the federal government while the provinces undertake outreach and
educational activities. Complications arise in the Prairies because of the PFRA,
a federal agency which undertakes outreach as well as the funding of soil and
water management projects. In addition, many other federal and provincial
agencies directly influence land management. Such agencies as the Wheat Board,
particularly through its quota systems, and the various produce marketing boards,
provide incentives to different qualities and quantities of production (Bond et ale,
1986).

Tariffs and product regulations are controlled by yet other agencies, as are the
establishment of transportation regulations and prices. All these profoundly
influence the economic viability of different sectoral users in different parts of
the nation. Within the provinces, the responsibilities for land management and
land planning are usually dispersed among sectoral agencies and regional or local
bodies. In some cases this can mean apparently conflicting relationships between
regional districts, conservation authorities, irrigation bodies, forest districts and
other institutions which exercise some jurisdiction over natural resources. Thus
the question of "who does what?" becomes very complex. While" in some
jurisdictions lead agencies have permitted coordinated approaches to conservation
issues, such as the Integrated Resource Planning in Alberta (Taylor, 1987), or
the steps taken under the Southwestern Ontario Environmental Enhancement
Program (SWEEP), such examples remain rare. But because of all of the actors
involved, a great deal of effort is often spent in defining and protecting bureaucratic
turf rather than conserving topsoil.

Earlier in this article it was suggested that the narrow sectoral, temporal, spatial
or disciplinary perspectives often adopted relative to soils led to a reduced
capability to develop any comprehensive strategy to deal with soil conservation
as a broad multisectoral problem. This is clearly reinforced by the way we organize
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our institutions.
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Horizontal fragmentation derives fr0I!1 the existence of different interests, all
of which must use the soil. The federal government has ministries such as
Agriculture, Forestry, Tourism, and Energy, Mines and Resources, each charged
with the advancement of productivity within its particular sector. Similarly,
provincial governments have their own sectoral ministries. The resource base
is often seen as integral to the sector which happens to be using it at a given point
in time. This can produce a schizophrenic approach from ministries which have
increased sector productivity as a principal interest, but are also charged with
sustainability or conservation. Current steps towards soil conservation therefore
focus primarily upon the integration between different levels of government in
one sector (agriculture), that is, towards a concerted but unisectoral strategy. While
environment ministries or resource ministries in most jurisdictions have some
powers to influence conservation objectives, they are frequently outside the
mainstream.

Solutions to conservation problems which involve transfers of resource custody
from one sector to another are difficult to address in this situation of fragmentation.
Apart from specific cases such as the Prairie Pothole project or the Alberta Eastern
Slopes programme for integrated planning, multisectoral resource questions are
seldom raised or systematically addressed. Even where multiobjective planning
occurs, such as in Ontario's Ministry of Natural Resources, important sectors
(in this case agriculture) can be left out because they fall under a different ministry's
jurisdiction.

In Towards Sustainable Land Use (Manning, 1986), four types of responses
to the management of soils as a resource were identified. These were designated
, 'crisis response, " "sectoral management, " "land management" and "structural
management. " Traditional government involvement with soil conservation has
generally been in the form of crisis response (the Dust Bowl) or in the planning
and management of selected areas to serve the needs of one sector; the latter can
be called sectoral management as it focusses on guaranteeing the availability of
the inputs to the production process for one sector. Clearly the multisectoral and
longer-term role of soil in serving societal needs demands a more sophisticated
and integrated form of strategic planning and long-term management. But to date
such broad restructuring of institutions has not been achieved nor is it necessarily
achievable within the constraints of Canadian constitutional structures. Instead,
at best, the response has been one of organization of land uses spatially relative
to biophysical capability - the mode designated "land management." This has
the advantage of building soil quality and conservation concerns into the planning
process in specific plans, and can involve real recognition of soil conservation
concerns. But because the multisectoral 'planning process is not well established
in much of rural Canada (see Manning, 1983), the opportunity for such
comprehensive steps is limited. The broader need to plan and manage soil resources
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to serve society's needs is far from being achieved.

Failure to Set Overall Goals
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An overriding problem associated with the development of a national strategy
to achieve soil conservation objectives is the general lack of articulated national
goals. Agriculture Canada's Agri-Food Strategy (Agriculture Canada, 1981) has
established production goals for agriculture but with little reference to the
implications for soil resource constraints or management requirements. It also
fails to identify competing demands of other sectors for the productive soil resource
base. Documents on demographic policies or economic development options (with
the notable exception of the Brundtland Commission and Macdonald Commission
reports) have seldom adequately recognized soil resource constraints. But such
documents as the Agri-Food Strategy or the policies we adopt regarding trade
agreements implicitly assume the soil resource can sustain their objectives.

The definition of a set of national goals is central to management of our natural
resource base. Our choice of national goals for food production and export, our
role as a fibre producer or our policy regarding broad international environmental
issues all influence our view of the significance of the maintenance of long-term
sustainable productivity of our soil base. If we are content to rely on other sources
for our foodstuffs, the quality of our soils may carry less importance. But if we
choose an industrial or economic strategy built upon the strength of our renewable
resource production, the maintenance of our soil base in the long term can be
critical to its achievement (Macdonald Commission, 1985).

Failure to Anticipate Overall Consequences

The debate over soil conservation often overly confines itself to local symptoms
and to immediate consequences, ignoring more global concerns. The clock at
the International Development Research Centre in Ottawa continues to count
increasing world population and diminishing soil resources. Whether or not there
is a current market for products of the soil, from an international perspective
the Canadian land resource constitutes an important portion of the global
production base. Adoption of a short-term and sectorally or spatially limited
perspective hinders our ability to deal comprehensively with the consequences
of our land allocation and soil management practices. The last relatively holistic
review of the relationship between the nation's resource base and its economic
future occurred over twenty-five years ago at the Resources for Tomorrow
Conference. Full debate on the consequences of action or inaction with respect
to soil and other natural resources has not generally occurred and a range of ethical
and practical perspectives, both national and international, have not been
systematically explored.

Over forty years ago Walter Lowdermilk (1944), in his proposal for an Eleventh
Commandment, stated:
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thou shalt inherit the holy earth as a faithful steward, conserving its resources and productivity
from generation to generation. Thou shalt safeguard thy fields from soil erosion, thy living
waters from drying up, thy forests from desolation and protect thy hills from overgrazing
by thy herds, so that thy descendants may have abundance forever. If any shall fail in the
stewardship of the land his fruitful fields shall become stoney ground and wasting gullies and
his descendants shall decrease and live in poverty or be destroyed off the face of the earth.

But because of all the problems identified earlier in this article, the ability to
identify the precise threats to "the holy earth" and the proper framework for
a concerted response eludes us. The risks associated with this lack of knowledge
are that we may act inappropriately or simply act too late to avoid disastrous social,
economic and environmental consequences.

Prospect

While the above-mentioned barriers to action have slowed government's and
society's response to soil conservation concerns, there are several bright spots
pointing the way to sustainable management of renewable resources. Among these
are the integrated planning procedures being developed by a number of
jurisdictions, most notably (1) Alberta Integrated Resource Planning, (2) the on
going integration of the Ministries of Environment and Municipal Affairs in New
Brunswick to deal with broader land use planning, and (3) the development of
multisectoral, generally land use-related, committees at Cabinet level in several
other provinces. Within the federal government, steps have been taken under the
Federal Policy on Land Use to develop a federal-provincial forum to discuss mutual
and multisectoral issues regarding the land. The relatively recent Interdepartmental
Committee on Land, charged with coordinating management of the federal
government's lands, also considers the impacts of federal policies and programmes.
These federal and provincial integrative bodies at least provide a forum for the
exchange of information and the definition, where possible, of mutually supportive
goals between sectors and governments. While not exclusively concerned with
soil conservation objectives, such bodies can ensure that, over the longer term,
land is used for those activities for which itsproductivity is sustainable, and for
which soil degradation potential can be minimized. In the short term, moves
towards the creation of provincial conservation strategies in several provinces
and their provincial integration into an overall Canadian response to the World
Conservation strategy are well underway. This may yield the needed consensus
goals to which individual, sectoral or corporate action can be aimed.

The recent development of A National Agricultural Strategy: Report on
Challenges Facing Agriculture (Agriculture Canada; 1987) jointly by federal and
provincial ministers of agriculture is a positive step towards consensus within
one sector on overall goals and strategies. This document recognizes both that
soil deterioration is a major national concern to the agricultural sector and that
coordinated action between governments and landowners must occur. As of the
summer of 1987, this document had only the status of an agenda for action, but
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it may prove the catalyst for a more comprehensive nationwide strategy for soil
conservation. It remains to be seen whether resources now focussed on production
and marketing can be effectively shifted to support conservation-related research,
and the implementation of preventive soil conservation projects. The challenge
will remain to expand this initiative beyond the agricultural sector to encompass
the full gamut ofsoil conservation concerns. The fall 1987 Report ofthe National
Task Force on Environment and Economy may be the catalyst for such action.

Peter M. Todd (Lovejoy and Napier, 1986), in his comment on the findings
of the North Central (USA) project on "Socio-Economic Factors Affecting the
Adoption of Soil Conservation Practices" (USDA NC-62, 1985), identified six
key steps needed to broaden the attack in the United States on soil conservation.
These were: (1) the need to look at the big picture - particularly structural
barriers; (2) more emphasis on off-site impacts; (3) better coordination within
and outside the USDA (links to regional and local groups); (4) better information
flow on technology and conservation alternatives; (5) targetting specific problem
areas - but with better implementation; and (6) new, multifaceted means of
conservation implementation. All these are pertinent to the Canadian situation
both in terms of the requirements to broaden the view of soil conservation and
as measures to effect resolution ·of degradation problems.

The development of conservation projects aimed .at. specific soil problems,
mainly through conservation authorities, is well entrenched in some parts of
Canada. Good examples can be found in Alberta or Ontario. Increasingly, joint
federal/provincial economic development initiatives include some recognition of
the sustainable limits for resource development. Recently, the Canadian Cabinet
agreed that all further economic development agreements negotiated with the
provinces should contain clauses which would support environmentally sound
economic development.

In some provinces specific federal/provincial agreements have gone forward
with conservation objectives. One example is SWEEP in Ontario, which establishes
multisectoral objectives for pollution control, land management and farm
enhancement in one overall programme. In Alberta, a specific federal/provincial
soil conservation agreement is in preparation to direct funds at degradation research
in the Vegreville area. In Prince Edward Island, a recent federal/provincial soil
conservation programme was initiated to meet objectives both of the province's
overall Conservation Strategy (Government of Prince Edward Island, 1987) and
of the federal government's Economy/Environment integration initiatives. The
Prince Edward Island experience could act as an excellent test case for more
integrative planning of overall conservation (including soils) for Canada. Under
the North American Waterfowl Management Plan, significant amounts of money
are available for further multifaceted initiatives, wherever habitat is involved.

Despite these steps, for reasons outlined in this article, Canada lacks an overall
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strategy to focus these resources effectively at a national level, and to promote
a more comprehensive attack on soil degradation. Unless some form of integrated
strategy can be devised, the response by governments to this major environmental
and economic issue is likely to remain fragmented and significantly less effective
than it could be.
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Book Reviews

Frederick Haultain: Frontier Statesman of the Canadian Northwest, by Grant
MacEwan. Saskatoon: Western Producer Prairie Books, 1985. Pp. 198.

In the preface to this biography, the author expresses dismay at how little today
is known of F.W.G. Haultain. MacEwan believes that Haultain was the most
significant public figure during western Canada's territorial period. The aim of
this book clearly is to come to Haultain's rescue and to ensure that he be recognized
and remembered.

Frederick Haultain moved west from Ontario in 1882 and established a law
practice in Fort Macleod in what was then the North-West Territories. He soon
became a leading figure in territorial politics. In 1887 he was elected to the
Territorial Council; in 1891 he became the chairman of the first Executive
Committee of the Territorial Assembly. During the 1890s Haultain led the struggle
for responsible government for the Territories, frequently in conflict with
Conservative federal governments in Ottawa. Finally, in 1897, responsible
government was concededby the new Laurier administration, and Haultain became
the first premier of the North-West Territories.

Within a few years Haultain was leading the campaign for provincial status,
this time in conflict with a reluctant Liberal federal government. The struggle
was difficult and for Haultain the outcome was disappointing. Provincial status
was achieved in 1905, but there were two provinces, not one, as he had favoured.
As well, he was opposed to the federal government's decisions to retain control
of natural resources and to guarantee constitutionally a system of separate schools
in Alberta and Saskatchewan. And finally, former Liberal Member of Parliament
Walter Scott, not Frederick Haultain, was named Saskatchewan's first premier.

The rest of Haultain's career was anti-climactic. He was the leader of the
Conservativeparty in Saskatchewanuntil 1912. He was then appointed chief justice
for the province, a position he held for twenty-six years. During much of that
time, he also served as chancellor of the University of Saskatchewan. In 1938,
at the age of eighty, Haultain retired to Montreal where he died four years later.

Grant MacEwan has written a number of books on various aspects of the prairie
past. His popular history has been well received and widely read. Much of his
writing has admirably filled the need for good popular history. Frederick Haultain:
Frontier Statesman of the Canadian Northwest is a continuation of MacEwan's
dedication to write about the west for the general reader.

Frequently academics, as Pierre Berton and Peter C. Newman know, are
strongly critical of the work of popular historians. And, no doubt, this biography
could be criticized severely from such a perspective: there are, for example, serious
documentation problems. However, one should keep in mind who MacEwan is
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writing for and what his aims are. Let us assume that good popular history should
be based on careful consideration of the latest academic research, a popularization
for the general reader of the work of professional historians. It is from this view
that I will attempt to judge MacEwan's work.

The strongest part of the book is its discussion of Haultain's role in the struggle
for territorial responsible government and later for provincial status. This also
is the best-known part of his career, and what MacEwan offers ·is based largely
on historical research done by C.C. Lingard andL.H. Thomas. Their work,
especially Lingard's Territorial Government in Canada: The Autonomy Question
in the Old North- West Territories (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1946)
is very favourable to Haultain. Here Haultain was depicted as the courageous,
non-partisan westerner struggling against eastern-controlled federal governments.
Haultain succeeded even against such great odds, according to this view, but then
was dealt the cruelest of blows by Laurier when, in 1905, he was denied the
premiership. MacEwan follows this line and relates the story in a readable,
engaging manner. What emerges is a Haultain free of blemish who was the chief
builder of the early west.

Perhaps a case can still be made for such an interpretation. However, the
problem is that MacEwan stops there and does not go beyond. He decries the
paucity of published work on Haultain but does not recognize that there has been
considerable research on this period since Lingard and Thomas were writing a
generation ago. Recent scholarship offers new interpretations and approaches.
Indeed one writer has suggested that Haultain was not done in by anyone but
was responsible for his own decline. Such a conclusion is not even considered
by MacEwan.

The most serious flaw in the book is MacEwan's treatment of Haultain's role
in the French language-separate school debate. MacEwan simply accepts and
justifies Haultain's views. Thus he was right in his call for one public school
system; he was right in 1905 to oppose the original education clauses in the
autonomy legislation and also to oppose the more moderate amended version which
the federal government brought forward following Clifford Sifton's resignation
from the cabinet. According to MacEwan, Bishop Langevin was wrong, Wilfrid
Laurier was wrong, and even a moderate like Walter Scott, who clearly supported
a compromise, was wrong.

To French Canadians and Catholics, Haultain's one public school system was
a threat to their concept of Canada. It was, they believed, an attempt to wean
their children from the faith of their fathers. MacEwan may be right in insisting
that Haultain was not anti-French or anti-Catholic, but that is not how he was
perceived by French Canadians or Catholics at the time.

In Haultain's day Canada, like now, was a diverse nation. A system of at least
partially separate schools in the west was a compromise which reflected this
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diversity. But Haultain clearly had a different concept of Canada and the west's
place within it. His view came from his nineteenth-century Ontario Anglo-Saxon
Protestant background. What is surprising is that MacEwan, writing from the
perspective of the 1980s, apparently supports Haultain's beliefs.

In 1980 at the Western Canada Studies Conference, J. William Brennan, an
historian from the University of Regina, concluded an assessment of Frederick
Haultain's place in western Canadian history with this comment:

There remains a need for a fuller study of the career of F.W.G. Haultain in Territorial and
Saskatchewan politics, and his troubled personal life, if his true contribution to the development
of the west is to be measured.

Grant MacEwan has written a useful book. However, the need for a fuller study
remains. MacEwan's book is not a true measure of Haultain's role in the
development of the west.

George Hoffman
History Department
Weyburn Comprehensive .School

Public Administration Questions Relating to Aboriginal Self-Government by C.E.S.
Franks. pp. 110; Future Issues of Jurisdiction and Coordination between
Aboriginal and Non-Aboriginal Governments by Ian B. Cowie. Pp. 75; The
Political and Legal Inequities Among Aboriginal Peoples in Canada by Delia
Opekokew. pp. 52; Aboriginal Self-Government in Canada: A Bibliography 1986
edited by Evelyn J. Peters. Pp. 112.

The three learned monographs and the extensive bibliography listed above, all
issued in 1987 under the imprint of Queen's University's Institute of
Intergovernmental Relations, are concerned with different aspects of the theme
of "Aboriginal Peoples and ConstitutionalReform," and will be of special interest
to scholars and librarians interested in the ongoing, but currently stalled, process
of constitutionalizing self-government for Canada's aboriginal peoples.

The studies by Franks, Cowie and Opekokew are background papers on various
aspects of constitutional reform, whereas the compilation by Peters is a full
bibliography of books, articles, unpublished papers, and government documents
on the same subject.

A well-known expert on public administration from Queen's University,
Professor Franks surveys, in a broad historical and political framework, how
general administrative standards and practices might be adapted constructively
to proposed new units of aboriginal self-government. While such innovations
should build on the best aspects of aboriginal traditions, they should look to the
future as well as the past in order to ensure that aboriginal units of self-government
can meet the economic, social and educational needs of their varied constituents.
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Franks concludes that aboriginal societies have exercised self-governing powers
from pre-Columbian times, and examines critically the administrative problems
that would confront such societies as they develop new aboriginal governments.

One vexing problem is whether, or under what conditions, non-aboriginals
should be allowed to participate in such governments. The "universal" norms
of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms relating to equality, voting and mobility
rights might have to be modified in such new structures or they could well lose
their distinctive character. In other words, what is the "constituency" of aboriginal
self-government? In the proposed Inuit government of "Nunavat" in the eastern
Arctic, would those' 'outsiders" transiently involved in mineral exploration and
development have the same rights as the aboriginal inhabitants? Perhaps a lengthier
residence qualification for exercising voting rights should be imposed on outsiders
who might have no permanent stake in the community.

Such new government would require subventions from external sources in order
to be financially viable. Hard questions of competing priorities would arise. Should
limited funds be devoted to project "A" or project "B"? Would such governments
be based on the Westminster multi-party adversarial model, or perhaps on a
, 'consensus" system more consistent with traditional aboriginal practices? Because
of the sparsity of population in many proposed local units, how would
administrative techniques be developed for the various units to interact and
cooperate to achieve mutual goals? Although the answers to such questions are
often elusive, Franks discusses them with authority and insight.

A senior administrator with long experience in Indian affairs, Mr. Cowie
considers that the federal government already has sufficiently broad constitutional
authority to enable it to "delegate unencumbered jurisdiction to aboriginal
governments, replacing provincial laws of general application."

Because of the diversity of aboriginal groups, and the intricate problems arising
from the needs for relating their new governmental units to sister governments
at all levels, Cowie proposes a "planning and review" body as a kind of clearing
house for future collaboration and cooperation, and to facilitate interaction on
issues that cut across the diverse regulatory authorities.

A flexible approach towards differing local needs should be the goal of planners.
Among variables that will have to be canvassed are differences in population size;
the demographic profile of local communities; whether the aboriginal unit
concerned is rural, remote or urban; what the character of the land base is, or
indeed whether a land base exists at all; whether any natural resources possessed
are of a renewable or non-renewable character and the planning of local community
service and programme priorities. Cowie also deals informatively with the
proposed negotiation process between aboriginal communities and Ottawa to set
up self-government.
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Delia Opekokew, a leading Cree lawyer, considers the plight of those aboriginal
groups residing in the provinces who fall outside the Indian Act and who are unable
to obtain any benefits from their constitutional status as aboriginal peoples. For
example, the majority of aboriginal peoples who are not status Indians or
beneficiaries of the James Bay agreement (e.g., Metis or non-status Indians) have
had no land set aside for them.

For these historically disadvantaged peoples, it is imperative to provide equity
of access to the process of establishing self-government and to ensure that a fair
share of the emoluments of self-government will inure to them vis-a-vis their more
privileged compeers. As Opekokew recommends, "Minimal norms which would
apply across the board to all agreements for self-government need to be entrenched.
These bottom line prerequisites include a land base, and a level of transfer
payments to ensure the equal delivery of services. ' ,

The above three studies were written in contemplation of the final constitutional
conference convoked by the First Ministers with a view to establishing aboriginal
self-government in the spring of 1987. Although that conference proved abortive,
and no resumption of negotiations for that purpose is in prospect, the monographs
are topical, wide-ranging and informative. Each is written by an authority with
rich experience in the field. When negotiations are eventually resumed, the
participants will have to grapple with the issues so lucidly raised, and provocatively
addressed, by the writers.

An invaluable guide to the growing literature on aboriginal self-government,
the bibliography compiled by Evelyn Peters has almost seven hundred individually
verified references. The bibliography is divided into five parts dealing,
respectively, with aboriginal history and concepts; papers and public documents
on First Ministers' Conferences; federal and provincial approaches to aboriginal
self-government; existing self-government agreements and aboriginal peoples'
approaches to self-government. There is also an alphabetical index of authors.

W.H. McConnell
Professor of Law
College of Law
University of Saskatchewan

Planting the Garden: An Annotated Archival Bibliography ofthe History ofWomen
in Manitoba by Mary Kinnear and Vera Fast. Winnipeg: The University of
Manitoba Press, 1987. Pp. 314; First Days, Fighting Days: Women in Manitoba
History edited by Mary Kinnear. Regina: Canadian Plains Research Center,
University of Regina, 1987. Pp. 177, illustrated.

These recently published books are a significant contribution to Canadian
women's history. One furthers our substantive knowledge of prairie women, the
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other details the richness of original sources. Together the books mark an important
advance in the already burgeoning development of prairie women's history.

Planting the Garden is a detailed guide to "original documentary material"
(including photographs and tapes) about women, native and newcomer, who spent
"a significant portion of their lives" in Manitoba. The compilation covers private
and public holdings located within the province with the exception of government
records. Collections are described, restrictions noted, and informative sketches
of individuals and organizations provided. Mary Kinnear, who is to be commended
for originating this project, has provided an excellent introduction especially
pertinent for readers who have yet to discover the richness, .importance, indeed
necessity of women's history - and consider its implications. Vera Fast, who
did field work and provided other assistance, shouldbe singled out for her thorough
job of investigation. Planting the Garden is an indispensable guide for students
of Manitoba women's history whose search for sources will no longer .be
burdensome. It is, however, an archival guide, and does not supersede
bibliographical aids like Out From the Shadows: A Bibliography of the History
ofWomen in Manitoba or relevant sections in standard guides to Manitoba history.

First Days, Fighting Days is a collection of nine essays by twelve historians
selected from papers given at a conference held at the University. of Manitoba,
24-25 January 1985. (Several other conference papers, including ones on women
and the arts, have already been published in the spring 1986 issue of Manitoba
History. ) Those chosen for this book, notes editor Mary Kinnear in her
introduction, demonstrate women's involvement in the "momentous shifts,"
economic and social, which have transformed western nations in the last two
hundred years. Their experiences have at once included common, universal
elements and some which mirror the unique Manitoba context. To properly study
them, she emphasizes, one must look upon women as "actors," not passive
victims, and tum to all sorts of qualitative and quantitative evidence. We need
to seek out their identity and activities, and then "understand their own views
of their lives and circumstances." And, she concludes, the "boundaries" of
women's "resistance" to, and "acceptance" of, their "sphere" require attention.
This collection, with its informative, thoughtful, though not historiographically
path-breaking, essays is surely an excellent start.

The majority of the essays deal with that topic of perennial interest in women's
history: work outside the home. Two recall the westward penetration of the
garment industry and the importance of women's employment in its poorly paid,
marginal jobs, especially for working-class, immigrant women who have made
up the majority of workers. James D. Mochoruk and Donna Webber, in "Women
in the Winnipeg Garment Trade, 1929-45," examine how, in bad times and good,
women struggled against their exploitation. Not passive victims, they tried
unionization, strikes, then other stratagems. Much of the essay centres upon union
activity, and the authors vividly show how the unions, basically sexist and
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neglectful of the workers' best interests, ultimately failed to assist women.
Ironically, the limited improvement - wage increases in particular - of the late
1930s and the war years came about mainly because of the operation of market
forces and women's stratagems like private deals with employers which,
unfortunately, were in the long run self-defeating.

In "Women in the Winnipeg Garment Industry, 1950s-1970s," Annalee Lepp,
David Millar and Barbara Roberts examine recent developments. Unions, now
a pale shadow in the garment industry, are largely absent from the discussion
as are vigorous protests - interestingly, no strikes occurred between 1937 and
1981. The authors concentrate upon the perennial troubles in the needle trades,
the rise of "super-firms" which increased productivity and owners' profits, the
concomitant deterioration of women's jobs - deskilling, speed-up, greater job
instability, and the use of newly arrived, often directly recruited, young female
immigrants. Adding a human dimension to the grisly tale of exploitation is the
authors' use of oral history: workers' recounting of personal experiences and
perceptions of conditions. Lepp, Millar and Roberts also analyse the impact of
federal and provincial government policies upon the workplace. Economic
development schemes, grants, loans, tax incentives, immigration policy, training
programmes, labour recruitment, designed for various objectives, have, so far
as the garment industry is concerned, primarily benefitted major employers while
harming established workers, especially women, who have always occupied the
most vulnerable position.

Another sort of state intervention in women's work lives is discussed by Linda
Kealey in "Women and Labour During World War I: Women Workers and the
Minimum Wage in Manitoba." She recounts how the reform-oriented Manitoba
government, like many others then, passed minimum wage legislation (1918) and
established a Minimum Wage Board (MWB) in response to pressures from several
quarters and in an attempt to defuse heightening labour tensions. If the campaign
was fought largely by labour leaders, the Women's Labour League, and reformers,
the MWB itself was shaped by "employer pressure. " Kealey argues convincingly
that women gained little. The concept of the minimum wage as a (barely) living
wage for an urban single woman contributed to the perpetuation of conventional
notions about woman's place and of an inferior, though "protected," status in
the workplace. The operation of the MWB ultimately favoured, not the class and
gender interests of female workers, but employers. Kealey's essay also provides
an informative delineation of jobs, wages and working conditions in Winnipeg,
a picture similar to that elsewhere with the burgeoning service, clerical and retail
sectors becoming the major employers of women's labour (70 percent by 1921)
in mainly poorly paid, dead-end jobs.

The matter of state intervention is also treated by Marilyn Barber in "The
Servant Problem in Manitoba, 1896-1930," a discussion of immigration policy
as it related to recruitment of domestic servants and of efforts to turn domestic
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service into an attractive job. Barber traces the interrelationship of activitist elite
women and government (federal and provincial), the former wanting extensive
control over female immigration and servant supply, the latter wanting female
settlers for the west. Efforts to recruit enough of the preferred British failed.
Instead, Europeans came, their immigration largely managed by the railways,
and the placement of Mennonite girls, so acceptable as servants in the 1920s,
handled by Mennonite women. Domestic service as such grew ever more
unattractive, especially in rural areas, would-be reformers failing to improve its
status or conditions of work; interestingly, state intervention was not considered
appropriate, the private hearth, unlike the factory floor or office desk, being
sacrosanct. Workers acted by seeking other jobs, Barber notes, and domestic
service, once the mainstay for untrained women, became the job of last resort
in Manitoba as elsewhere.

, 'Moving" was the ultimate response also for many of the women studied by
Nancy Hall in "The Professionalisation of Women Workers in the Methodist,
Presbyterian, and United Churches of Canada." In this essay, which deals largely
with women outside Manitoba, Hall discusses women's work in these churches,
especially that of deaconesses, and their struggle to gain greater recognition and
status. They failed, but a positive alternative became available for women who
wanted to serve society: the secularized, often publicly funded, version of their
jobs - social work. The result was the shift of women from unpaid or poorly
paid church-connected social service duties with poor working conditions and,
if not low, certainly ambiguous status, into better-paid, more highly regarded
work with recognized responsibilities and greater freedom. Again, women were
actors, not passive victims.

These essays, though dealing with several different aspects of women and work,
display a number of recurring themes. Included are state involvement or
intervention; operation of market forces; shifts in employment patterns and
workers' options; women as reserve labour force; class and ethnicity as influential
factors; women's efforts to struggle against their subordinate, inferior position
in the workplace, to deal actively with their problems, and to advance their status.
Each is a large theme in itself, a very significant theme, the importance of which
in women's history can at best be suggested here.

Two other essays deal with an influential elite: Susan Jackel, in "First Days,
Fighting Days: Prairie Presswomen and Suffrage Activism, 1906-16," and Anne
Hicks, in "Francis Beynon and The Guide." Jackel recounts the history of the
Canadian Women's Press Club (CWPC), which was particularly strong in
Winnipeg, and explores the nature of the extensive network centred upon it.
Encompassing many talented, articulate and assertive women, among them several
of the best known women in English-speaking Canada, this early twentieth-century
"networking" had an important impact, as Jackel demonstrates. The CWPC itself
was aIY effective vehicle for presswomen's furtherance of their professional
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development and status. Linkage with numerous women's organizations meant
additional personal and social connections for the presswomen, and greater
opportunities to encourage interest in public affairs and reform. Especially
concerned with women's suffrage, they played an influential part in furthering
that cause, a role which has been acknowledged but is only now being explored
in depth by Jackel. Hicks's essay focusses upon a single prominent journalist,
Francis Marion Beynon. Her brief discussion is on family history, personal life
and career, and their relationship to Beynon's autobiographical novel, Aleta Day.

The remaining essays introduce quite different dimensions of women's history.
Jennifer S.H. Brown's "A Cree Nurse in a Cradle of Methodism: Little Mary
and the Egerton R. Young Family at Norway House and Berens River" is a
fascinating example of the growing interest in the history of Native women and
intercultural contact. The focus is upon child-raising, and the source is
autobiographical accounts authored by an aged E. Ryerson (Eddie) Young. Brown
discusses the effects of Little Mary's rearing of young Eddie, the son of missionary
parents, exploring the process and impact of his' 'Indianization" and parental
reaction. Clearly demonstrated is the importance of "significant others" in a small
child's life, and well illustrated are the sharp contrasts in child-rearing practices
in the two cultures. The other essay, Sharon Reilly's "Material History and the
History of Women," discusses the growth of this field in North America and
its importance for the study of women. "Material history evidence" of all sorts,
she emphasizes, allows for the multi-dimensional reconstruction of women's lives.
Moreover, its thorough study serves another very important objective, precluding
the too easy acceptance of generalizations and assumptions about life in the past.
Reilly provides an excellent example in her discussion of technological impact.

Well written, thoroughly documented from a rich variety of sources, and
deserving of greater analysis than space permits, these nine essays introduce us
to the history of Manitoba women. They enlarge our historical perspective upon
women, the Manitoba experience, and the transformation of life in the modern
world. They suggest the essentialness of women's history to understanding the
past. Much remains to be done, as editor and authors are well aware. The essays
mainly focus upon the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Women's
work, the major subject discussed, is, inevitably, only partially mined. Largely
absent are such common topics in women's history as women and family,
education, religion and culture. (This absence is remedied in part in the special
issue of Manitoba History.)

Nevertheless, First Days, Fighting Days and the archival guide, Planting the
Garden, mark an advance in women's history in Canada. One is struck, though,
when recalling already published essay collections on the history of Ontario and
British Columbia women as well as numerious other studies, by what the Manitoba
addition suggests about our Canadian identity. Canadian women's .history, it
seems, is like the Canadian identity: regional and provincial. Quebec history is,
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understandably, a "solitude." The other "solitude," however, is isolated and
fragmented. In contrast, American writers have been so bold or so cognizant of
national identity as to write sweepingly of the "American" woman. In Canada,
even the occasional "general" attempt has been in its own way fragmented, usually
into biographical sketches. Can we not think nationally? Is scholarship still so
embryonic that only regional or provincial history is feasible? Or is there, in fact,
a commonality in women's historical experience that requires a wider perspective?

Ann Leger Anderson
Associate Professor
Department of History
University of Regina

Plants and the Blackfoot by Alex Johnston. Lethbridge: Lethbridge Historical
Society Occasional Paper no. 15, 1987. Pp. 68.

There is a tendency to think of the movements of a nomadic people as random.
In practice, seasonalmovements tended to be highly purposeful, based on an expert
knowledge of the climate of the region, weather conditions, animal behaviour
and plant growth.

In Plants and the Blackfoot, Alex Johnston shows a segment in the life of the
nomadic Blackfoot not often considered. The booklet is more than a catalogue
of plants, and the real or alleged uses to which they were put. It is chiefly a
literature review, tempered, as the author tells us, by thirty-nine years as a range
researcher in the area and by his membership in the Kainai Chieftainship of the
Blood Indian tribe.

Plants were utilized in every aspect of Blackfoot life. Although the buffalo was
of paramount importance as a food source, the Blackfoot, like other non
agricultural plains people, consumed a considerable amount of vegetable food.
Plants, whether local or obtained through trade, provided dyes and perfumes,
and were used in the manufacture of weapons and tools and as construction
materials. Above all, medical practices were impossible without plants or plant
products. Much time was spent on personal adornment, not only to increase
attractiveness, but also to identify the tribe or to mark ceremonial occasions. Dyes
of plant origin were used to decorate personal articles, while seeds of certain
plants were sewn on clothing or made into necklaces.

The booklet is liberally illustrated by the drawings of A.C. Budd, K.F. Best
and G. Tailfeathers, and the paintings of A. Brown. Though adequate for
identification, the illustrationssuffer from their reduction in size and in the printing,
rendering a heaviness not inherent in the originals. The photographs are of interest
from a documentary point of view and illustrate the homely tasks of the Blackfoot,
such as the erection of a tepee, a sweat lodge, and the preparation of saskatoon
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fruit for drying and the making of chokecherry mash, but they are not very
exciting.

Three spelling errors were detected, all in scientific names. These should read
Monarda fistulosa instead of Monardo fisiulosa (p. 51), Chimaphila umbellata
instead of Chimphila (p. 49), and Helianthus annuus instead of Helianthus annus
(p. 58). Also, on page 34, it is stated that Rumex mexicanus is introduced, when
in fact Rumex crispus is the introduced species.

The informative and sometimes amusing anecdotes, and the Old Man legends
giving the derivations of the Blackfoot plant and geographic place names lend
interest to what might otherwise have been a "ho-hum" compendium. Interest
is also furthered by the notes, highlighted by grey boxes, telling of the merits
and myths of Prairie Wool, Earth Medicine, poisonous plants, chewing sticks,
or how to make pemmican, etc. This potpourri of snatches of information helps
to illustrate the lives of not only the Blackfoot, but also of other Plains Indians
and the early explorers, traders and settlers.

In summary, the author has not, as so often happens with this type of book,
produced a pseudo-herbal or a pharmacopeia. What he has done is to put together
a collection of scattered bits of information about an important people and. their
way of life. The author has helped to preserve what in many instances is becoming
ever more rare with the demise of the tribal elders. The large number of references,
many of which are annotated, should provide a good base for students of
anthropology in the Canadian west.

Plants and the Blackfoot is an easy-reading supplement for all who would
understand the western plains and its people.

Murray G. Maw
Agriculture Canada (retired)
Regina, Saskatchewan

Tommy Douglas: TheRoad to Jerusalem, by Thomas H. McLeod and Ian McLeod.
Edmonton: Hurtig Publishers, 1987. Pp. 341.

Canadians are slowly acquiring a collection of biographies and autobiographies
concerning men and women who have played an historical role in the development
of socialism in Canada. McNaught's biography of J.S. Woodsworth, A Prophet
in Politics (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1959), A. Mardiros's William
Irvine (Toronto: J. Lorimer, 1979), W. Beeching and P. Clarke's (eds.) Yours
in Struggle: Reminiscences of Tim Buck (Toronto: WC Press, 1979), J.F.C.
Wright's TheLouise Lucas Story (Montreal: Harvest House, 1965), and Stephen
Endicott's account of his father's life, James G. Endicott: Rebel Out of China
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1980) are important cases in point. To
this collection may now be added Tommy Douglas: The Road to Jerusalem, a
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skillfully crafted biography by Thomas and Ian McLeod.

Thomas Clement Douglas was born in Falkirk, Scotland on 20 October 1904.
He was the oldest and only son in a family of three. His father, Torn Douglas,
was an iron moulder, employed at the Carron Iron Works. His mother, Anne,
was the daughter of Andrew Clement, a drayman in the city of Glasgow.

The family immigrated to Canada in 1911 and moved to Winnipeg, where Torn
Douglas found employment with the Vulcan Iron Works. The family took up
residence on Disraeli Street in Winnipeg's north end. It was in this neighbourhood
that T.C. Douglas was introduced to the ethnic mosaic of prairie Canada.

With the outbreak of war, Torn Douglas chose to enlist in the British Army
with the Scottish 12th Field Ambulance. In 1915, the family returned to Glasgow
where Anne and her three children took up residence with her father's family.
At the age of fourteen, T.C. Douglas went to work. On the streets of Glasgow,
he acquired the pugilistic skills which would remain with him for the rest of his
days.

Towards the end of 1918, Anne Douglas and her three children returned to
Winnipeg, where she took employment with the Singer Works. In the spring of
the following year, the Winnipeg General Strike broke out. The event was to
have a deep impact on her son:

On his way home from work he would weave through the immense crowds that filled the
public parks at all hours of the day. There he heard speakers urge the strikers to stay calm
and keep their spirits up. The climax came on Bloody Saturday, June 23, when mounted police
attacked the crowds gathered in Market Square.... Douglas and an older boy, his scoutmaster
Mark Talnicoff, climbed to what they thought was a safe perch on a rooftop. The police fired
into the air, and the bullets whistled over the boys' heads. With another volley, a man fell
dead below them on the sidewalk. That evening, the police arrested Woodsworth for his
editorials. On June 29, with several of its leaders in jail, the strike collapsed .... Tommy Douglas
never forgot Bloody Saturday.... "Whenever the powers that be can't get what they want,"
he concluded, "they're always prepared to resort to violence or any kind of hooliganism to
break the back of organized opposition." (P. 15)

Tommy Douglas worked a number of years thereafter as a printer. However,
his active involvement in the church drew him towards a career of Christian
ministry. In 1924, he decided to continue his education at Brandon College, then
a Baptist institution. Here he deepened and broadened his skills as an analytical
thinker, debater and boxer. He became a part-time minister, accepting a call to
Knox Presbyterian Church at Carberry in 1927. The appointment was eventful
in two respects. Here he met his future wife and lifelong associate, Irma Dempsey.
It was also at Carberry that he affirmed an unrnistakeableaffinity for ecumenicism.
He chose a particular Sunday to remind the congregation of the Lord's elect that
the two Jews of Carberry had scriptural reason to think of themselves as God's
chosen.

Douglas graduated from Brandon College in 1930. In August of the same year,
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he and Irma journeyed to Weyburn where Tommy accepted a post at Calvary
Baptist Church. He fully believed that he stood on the threshold of a full-time
ministry. The Depression, drought and the 1931 Estevan Riot all combined to
stimulate political action on behalf of those who' 'labour and are heavy laden. "
He organized boys' clubs, study groups, relief and self-help projects. In 1934,
he agreed to stand in Weyburn for the new Farmer Labour Party in the provincial
election of that year. He was defeated. In the following year, he ran federally
under the banner of the Co-operative Commonwealth Federation (CCF). He was
elected and took his seat in Parliament.

Douglas returned to Saskatchewan in 1944 to lead the provincial CCF in the
spring election of that year. The party was elected in a landslide, inaugerating
twenty uninterrupted years of office. In 1961, Douglas left provincial politics
to contest and then take on the leadership of the federal New Democratic Party
(NDP). He led the national party into four federal elections. He resigned the
leadership in 1971 and retired from Parliament in 1979. Douglas died of cancer
in Ottawa on 24 February 1986.

The McLeods' biography of Douglas is not the first. It is, however, different
from the others in a number of important respects. The authors have succeeded
in bringing Douglas and his times to life. To read their description of Weyburn
and the Prairies in the 1930s, for example, is like being there. No less gripping
is their remarkable portrait of Falkirk and indeed Scotland in the first decade
of the century. The McLeods have a canny sense of time and place.

No biography is ever complete, a point acknowledged by the authors.
Nevertheless, the McLeods have gone a long way in covering and describing the
critical moments in Douglas's long and eventful career: the rise of the socialgospel
movement; the role of the farmers' movement in the formation and building of
the Saskatchewan CCF; the bitter left-right divisions within the Saskatchewan
CCF prior to the 1944 provincial election; the problems of governing and
redeveloping a province hitherto based on wheat tied to an export market; the
ambivalence of Douglas towards the formation of the NDP; the move to federal
politics in 1961; and the subsequent failure to accommodate the left (e.g., the
Waffle) and make a breakthrough in federal electoral politics.

The McLeods endeavour to understand the man behind the legend. They suggest
two broad influences on Douglas's life. From Scotland Douglas inherited a
tradition of egalitarianism, a fierce, uncompromising antagonism toward
exploitation and injustice. From Christianity he drew a special kind of strength,
particularly from the social gospel movement. The McLeods make a point that
deserves to be cited:

Douglas's performance in public life ... [has] tended to obscure his record as a minister of
the gospel. This record is important not only because of his success as a minister, but because
the notion of "ministry," as he developed it, underlay his later political career. When the
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time came, Douglas accepted political life as a full-time calling .... In a sense ... he stayed
in the ministry all his life. He exchanged pulpits, moving to a podium that gave him access
to an immeasurably larger congregation, and one which promised greater opportunities to deal
directly with those issues of human existence which were the source of his Christian concern.
The foundations of his ministries, sacred and secular, were set: a firm belief in the Fatherhood
of God; and total submission to the idea, in all its shades and colours, of the Brotherhood
of Man. To these beliefs all other concerns were secondary. According to these beliefs all
human action was to be measured. (Pp. 25-26)

For some readers, this biography will offer a few surprises: Douglas's flirtation
with Social Credit in the 1930s and the attempt by some to expel him from the
CCF; his benign attitude towards British Imperialism; his passing interest in
euthanasia; his distrust of the United States, whose relationshipto Canada reminded
him of Scotland's uneasy union with"England; his ambivalent relationship with
the Lewis family; his distant relationship with a committed socialist and fellow
Scot, Colin Cameron. On a more personal level, the McLeods reveal that this
politician, who had a phenomenal memory for names and faces, along with a
natural gift for befriending so many, was in fact a very private man. Few were
permitted to know him well.

How does one sum him up? The McLeods conclude that T.C. Douglas was
a major political figure in this century and a great Canadian. But was Douglas
a socialist? It is the McLeods who provoke the question, provide the ingredients
to an answer, and draw back from offering a definitive judgement.

Admittedly, the evidence gathered and presented by the McLeods is complex.
Consider the issue of image. Douglas certainly thought of himself as a socialist,
justifying his return to federal politics in 1961 as an opportunity to further the
growth of ,,"~he "socialist" movement nationally. While he favoured specifics to
ideological rhetoric in his public addresses, he never drew back from defining
the cause he chose to advance as democratic socialism.

Nevertheless, there were among CCF supporters and opponents alike those who
took a different view. At the beginning of Douglas's political career, for example,
Carlyle King, a close collaborator of Douglas after he became premier, expressed
a lack of confidence in the Weyburn minister's political principles. In a letter
written on 2 December 1939, and quoted by the McLeods, King dismissed Douglas
with these words: "[He is] ... practicallyan imperialist.... My guess is that Douglas
will not be with us for long, for which we can be truly thankful." (P. 103)

Toward the end of Douglas's political career, Colin Cameron, whose socialism
was rooted in uncompromising class consciousness, came to an equally
"unflattering" conclusion. The McLeods quote Cameron: "Tommy Douglas quite
clearly disassociated the New Party from any socialist program when he spoke
in Victoria recently." (P. 210)

It is interesting to note, in light of these judgements, that Husky Oil was quite
prepared to appoint Douglas to their Board of Directors when he retired from
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the Commons in 1979. One would rather doubt that the same trust might have
been bestowed on Colin Cameron, or Bill Irvine, not to mention Tim Buck. In
choosing to comment on the decision, the McLeods refer to Douglas as a "social
democrat. " It is a telling label.

The legislative record is equally intriguing. Douglas is quite correctly associated
with state intervention in respect of education, health care, natural resource
utilities, telephones, bus transportation and social welfare. The record in regard
to the productive side of the economy was quite different.

Douglas's approach to agriculture, the backbone of the economy during the
early years of his administration, is revealing. A proposal from John Wellbelove,
a prominent farm leader and CCF backbencher, to halt the exodus from agriculture
by placing a limit on farm size, was rejected. An initial commitment to the
promotion of cooperative farming was not pursued. When confronted with a
growing, market-induced crisis in Saskatchewan agriculture, Douglas responded
by appointing a Royal Commission. Mackenzie King would have approved.

Douglas was fond of defining government planning as an essential feature of
"socialism in action." Yet it was Joe Phelps, an agrarian radical, who took the
initiative in creating public enterprises in the resource sector; "problem children"
in the eyes of senior civil servants. The planners, including Douglas, took a
different route. Nationalization ·or public enterprise was deferred in favour of
an Industrial Development Fund (1947) which would offer low cost loans (public)
to private companies wishing to invest in the province. When reminded in the
Legislature by a veteran CCF member that the party was committed to the
eradication of capitalism, Douglas replied that the government would encourage
private enterprise "whenever it did not interfere with the welfare of people. "

Here is to be found the heart of the matter. Douglas had an ambivalent attitude
towards capital. On the one hand, he was prepared to publicly advocate the
nationalization of companies that trampled on the public interest. On the other
hand, he held to the benign view that if capital would only behave itself, the private
sector could be depended upon to advance the common good. By 1960, his
confidence in the private sector became an occasion for boasting, in the provincial
election of that year.

The founders of the CCF were committed to the destruction of capitalism.
Douglas, instead, sought a measure of accommodation; accommodation that
required concessions on the part of capital. It is of historical significance that
capital obliged, albeit reluctantly.

It does not follow that the process of accommodation was easily reached. As
the McLeods make clear, the process entailed long and bitter struggles. In the
early years of the CCF government, representatives of capital were prepared to
go to desperate lengths to discredit and defeat what they claimed was this "creeping
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cancer of communism. " Even in the 1960 election, the last one Douglas fought
in Saskatchewan as premier, the contest with the late Ross Thatcher was anything
but a tea party. The appearance of an irreconcilable enmity between Douglas and
capital could always be found. What lay behind the appearance was another matter.

Why this willingness to accommodate? In a foreword to the biography, Irene
Spry offers an answer. To the extent that Douglas had a theory of history, it was
informed by the teachings of Jesus Christ, not the writings of Karl Marx. In her
words:

He was a magnificent idealist - a devout Christian, but a practical Christian and one more
concerned for others than for his own salvation. He was a socialist, but a practical socialist,
never doctrinaire nor dogmatic, always flexible and ready to try another expedient if the first
one failed. (P. ix)

James N. McCrorie
Executive Director
Canadian Plains Research Center
University of Regina

With the West in Her Eyes: Nellie Hislop's Story, by E.W. Nuffield. Winnipeg:
Hyperion Press Limited, 1987.

The first part of the story tells about Nellie Hislop's Ontario girlhood, followed
by teenage years with her parents homesteading in Manitoba. The narrative
continues with teaching experiences in various Manitoba schoolsand as a university
student in Winnipeg, and culminates in 1895 with her Bachelor of Arts degree.
A brief.final section describes trips to Ontario and Britain and an epilogue brings
the story to an end, in traditional nineteenth-century form, with Nellie's marriage
in 1906.

Written in the first person, we see "Nellie Hislop's Story" through her eyes.
Anecdotes re-create memorable people and events. Diphtheria took a small
brother's life in 1879. A former slave, Pleasant Bush, sang spirituals, and Martha,
a girl hired to help with "female chores, " sang sentimental Victorian morality
songs. In 1881 family property went up in smoke, and triggered the parental
decision to homestead in Manitoba. We learn about specific techniques such as
making fences, Red River cart construction and the building of a sod cattle barn
and a timber milkhouse. We discover her pleasure in the social occasions
accompanying harvest, concerts, organ playing, and school picnics. We also see
features of the landscape in the rolling countryside and wild flowers of southern
Manitoba and the climatic conditions of snow storms, freeze-up and thaw.

Above all, we begin to appreciate the personal determination of a young girl
who at sixteen left home to teach school and who continued to make her own
livelihood whilst studying for a Bachelor of Arts degree. The book graphically
relates the condition of schoolteachingin both rural areas and the city, highlighting
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few frustrations and more the good times with both students and friends. She
felt ongoing obligations to her family and "proved that a working man's children
could go to college and win a degree." There is no indication that she felt at
all unusual as the first woman to obtain a degree in Classics. After graduation
in 1895 she continued to teach, but the spark seems to leave the story. Nellie
grew restless, travelled to Ontario and Britain, and then finally to British Columbia
where, in 1906, she married.

In a foreword, author E.W. Nuffield, Nellie's son-in-law, sets out his aim:
to share "Nellie's biography" with modern-day Hislops and their cousins, and,
additionally, he hopes to interest other Canadians. This aim deserves success.
Historians, however, must use With the West in Her Eyes with care. At no point
is the reader informed to what extent descriptions and comments are Nellie's own
words, or, rather, the re-creation of the ...author. Nuffield acknowledges
memorabilia left by Nellie, and Nellie's diaries, as part of his source material,
but the book reads as though it is Nellie's own expression. The historian must
always be alert to the sometimesfine line between fiction and personal recollection,
but in this instance is given no clue where that boundary might lie. The book
must be seen as a story of human interest, a tribute to the dedication and courage
of a young woman who was able to use her talents in the expanding opportunities
of late nineteenth-century Manitoba.

Mary Kinnear
St. John's College
University of Manitoba

A Narrow Vision: Duncan Campbell Scott and the Administration ofIndian Affairs
in Canada, by E. Brian Titley. Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press,
1986. Pp. 256.

Duncan Campbell Scott, known to Canadians mainly as a poet, worked at the
Department of Indian Affairs in Ottawa for over fifty years, from 1879 until 1932.
He began as an accountant and was eventually promoted to deputy superintendent
general, a position he held for nearly twenty years. This is not a biography of
Scott, or a chronology of his civil service career; it is a study of the personnel
and policies of this department during the Scott era. The topic is approached
through a selective examination of issues chosen to shed light on Scott the
administrator. These include treaty making in northern Ontario, Indian education,
Indian political organizations, the Six Nations' Status case, land claims in British
Columbia, the suppression of Indian ceremonials on the Prairies and the career
of W.M. Graham. Introductory chapters cover the origin and development of
Indian administration in Canada, diverse aspects of policy, and background on
Scott.

As a poet, Scott is usually credited with a wide knowledge and understanding
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of the Indians and he is said to have written about them with sympathy and
compassion. Quite another picture .emerges here. As with most administrators
of his day and before, Scott knewlittle about Indians, had only rare contact with
them, had no Indian friends or acquaintances and did not relish the few
opportunitieshe had to fraternize with them. The man at the helm of the department
responsible for all matters relating to Indian people rarely tried to ascertain what
was in their best interests but instead worked to further the purposes of the
dominant society. As a treaty commissioner, for example, Scott was obliged to
canoe about northern Ontario, swatting black flies and mosquitoes, an experience
he found depressing and arduous, the country desolate. He did not believe that
aboriginal title constituted a legitimate claim to the land and he regarded the treaty
process as a charade. Scott worked to ensure that Indians received as little as
possible in exchange for land surrenders and he was careful to see that reserves
were without any resources that might have .commercial potential.

Scott's department and administration was challenged by a new generation of
Indian leaders, men like Fred Loft, Andrew Paull and Deskehah. They used legal
counsel and generated publicity to further their causes and embarrass the
government. Throughout his career Scott insisted that there was no foundation
for Indian grievances. He believed Indian activists were motivated by greed and
self-interest; their claims were unwarranted, their assumptions foolish. Supporters
were the "unprogressive, shiftless, and complaining" Indians (p. 99). Scott first
ignored, then dismissed, then attempted to suppress these leaders and destroy
their organizations. In 1927, for example, the Indian Act was amended to include
a clause preventing lawyers from collecting money from Indians for the pursuit
of claims against the government without departmental approval.

A Narrow Vision provides ample evidence that the dominant fable of Canada's
justice and generosity toward Indians is in need of revision. The author however
proves reluctant to cast Scott in too negative a light in the conclusion. It is observed
that he was a meticulous, methodical administrator who set high store on
efficiency, uniformity and economy and that he provided continuity because of
the length of his term of office. A more comprehensive assessment of Scott's
impact, a summary of his specific accomplishments and specific failures, might
have been attempted.

This welcome contribution is especially useful as a compendium of diverse
subjects that deserve detailed study, such as the File Hills colony, the' 'Greater
Production" campaign on prairie reserves, residential schools, and the ban on
the Sun dance and give-aways. Readers who are not specialists in the field,
however, may find the chapters dealing with disparate elements of policy
frustrating as the author quickly scans topics that are not always clearly related.
The author often loses sight of Scott as the focus of the book. The chapter on
Graham, for example, does little to further an understanding of Scott. The author
does not satisfactorily deal with the issue of how policy was formulated during
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the Scott era, except to say that he was the real decision-maker and principal
architect of policy. The interaction of other forces, institutions, men and ideas
might have been taken into consideration. Only one paragraph, for example, refers
to the "context of-the time" in understanding government attitude to Indian
political activity, that it might be seen in the light of a general fear of subversion
in the years following the Winnipeg General Strike (p. 109).

This book should provoke further thought and discussion on Scott, who remains
a curious enigma. A poet whose reputation rests largely with his Indian poems
rarely considered the rights and needs of Indian people in the decisions he made
daily. Perhaps the Indians over whom he finally triumphed were the' 'vanishing"
people of his poems, as the obstinate, persistent "troublemakers" he had to deal
with showed little promise of disappearing.

Sarah Carter
Winnipeg

Canadian Studies on Hungarians, 1886-1986: An Annotated Bibliography of
Primary and Secondary Sources by John P. Miska. Regina: Canadian Plains
Research Center, 1987. Pp. 245.

The purpose of this bibliography "is to unearth the vast amount of literature
on Hungarians" written in Canada. John Miska divides it into two parts: the first
contains "writings on Hungary and Magyars," the second "writings by and about
Hungarian Canadians" (p. ix). Later in his Introduction he calls the work "a
basic survey of [Hungarian-Canadian] scholarly, literary and social activities"
(p. xii). The primary aim of identifying all the scholarship and scholarly resources,
e.g., archives, concerning Hungary and Hungarian settlement in Canada is a
worthy one. This bibliography should prove invaluable to those following
Professors Dreisziger, Kovacs, and company, especially those studying
Hungarians in Canada. This reviewer has tried, and failed, to find omissions of
note. Whatever omissions there are, presumably, are due to the fact that most
Canadian newspapers have no published indexes, and there must be valuable
articles and editorials therein only to be found in newspaper archives. Clearly
Mr. Miska has been very thorough in identifying the most useful and valuable
Canadian writing on Hungary and the Hungarians, and thus, for most readers
of Prairie Forum, his work must be accounted a success.

On the second part of his project, listing work' 'scholarly, literary or social,"
by Hungarian Canadians, he is not so successful. Perhaps the format he uses is
an unfortunate one, because when he comes to noting the works of writers one
thinks of first, such as Stephen Vizinczey or George Jonas, he lists them under
genre: poetry, prose or plays. For Vizinczey this is fine since all(?) of his
publications are in prose, though his collection of essays, The Rules of Chaos
(1969), is not listed, nor, for that matter, their original publication in Canadian
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journals. But George Jonas has to be looked up as a poet, as a prosewriter (here
Barbara Amiel's collaboration on By Persons Unknown is unacknowledged) and
as a playwright, where his CBC radio plays are listed chronologically (though
the collection, Scales ofJustice, 1983, is not listed), but his stage play Pushkin
(1978) and his libretti for operas are not mentioned. Most unfortunate is the failure
to note George Faludy's autobiography, My Happy Days in Hell (1962).

Other less prominent Hungarians are not mentioned at all. Anna Sandor, for
example, who has written CBC television movies and drama for several years,
is not to be found. Neither is Paul Gottlieb who wrote the filmscript ofVizinczey's
In Praise ofOther Women and at least one mystery, Agency (1974). In fact once
one begins to identify Hungarians publishing in Canada in the fields of science
and medicine (Laszlo Kato has written, among many studies, on the history and
iconography of leprosy), finance (Andrew Sarlos being notable here), the
humanities, or the arts, there are quite a few omissions. Zoltan Sztehlo, for
example, who translated Xenophon's The Art of Riding (1968) and lives near
Vancouver, has made a significant contribution to Canadian equestrian knowledge.

No, Mr. Miska, by being too ambitious, perhaps, has not been quite ambitious
enough. His book attests to the fact that the Hungarians' contribution to Canadian
life and culture, especially in the last thirty years, has been quite disproportionate
to their numbers. What the second part of this bibliography fails to show is just
how various and impressive that contribution truly is.

Dr. Christopher D. Murray
Department of English
University of Regina

"We'll All be Buried Down Here": The Prairie Dryland Disaster 1917-1926edited
by David C. Jones. Calgary: Historical Society of Alberta, 1986.

As time passes and a region matures the myths from which it has gained both
inspiration and solace gradually fade in the wake of historical scrutiny.
Fundamental to the prairie region has been the belief that two forces worked
together to create the community which became Manitoba, Saskatchewan and
Alberta. One was the vision held by those in central Canada, and especially in
rural Ontario, that the best features of their society, stolid, God-fearing, and
Protestant, could be transported to the Prairies and there they would flourish for
the world to admire and emulate. Such is the stuff of Doug Owram's important
study, The Promise of Eden.

The second force was free, or almost free land, which legions of homesteaders
went forth to tame and make truly bountiful after 1872, and to create communities
which were progressive and forward looking. Through diligence, faith and hard
work they prospered and their example inspired countless thousands of Europe's
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dispossessed to come in search of economic and social salvation. If it were not
for outside factors like the tariff, high freight rates, and oppressive interest
payments, farmers would have triumphed over natural calamities to create heaven
on earth.

A decade ago the urban historian, Alan Artibise, introduced the now overworked
hypothesis that as far as prairie cities were concerned it was the boosters from
the commercial elite in each community who were the real builders of the region,
although too often their motives combined community development with sheer
greed. Fueled by their speculation, property changed hands rapidly and serviced
subdivisions were built far out into the prairie to meet "immediate" prospects
for growth.

Traditionally farmers viewed the cities that serviced their needs as necessary
evils to be avoided because the greed and avarice which they symbolized were
at variance with the rural way of life based on Christian cooperation, charity and
good will. Yet, increasing evidence indicates that rural and urban were not too
far apart as regards fundamental personal objectives. Granted, some homesteaders
and farm purchasers before the Depression conformed to the traditional portrait
because they wanted to prove up their quarter sections, acquire some more when
resources permitted, and thus provide a livelihood and home for family and heirs.
However, as Paul Voisey's significant thesis on the Vulcan-Champion, Alberta
area has demonstrated, many entered farming with their eyes firmly fixed on the
main chance. Since they lacked serious interest or experience, to acquire land
was for them strictly a business decision; they planned to sit on it, do as little
as necessary to retain control, and sell it at a profit when the right offer came
along. Conventional wisdom said that they could not go wrong.

Unfortunately the heady optimism on the Prairies between 1900 and 1920 was
not based entirely on evidence of real growth. Rather it came from the mouths
and pens of those who were responsible for selling the west, hopefully at a
substantial profit, and the infection spread to all those whose futures were tied
to King Wheat everywhere - the land settlement agents, the mortgage brokers,
the lumber dealers, the newspapers and prairie journals, the implement
manufacturers and the banks. Not to be outdone the provincial and federal
governments combined with the railways to blanket the western world with their
hard-sell campaign. To say that they lied about the west's potential would be
wrong, but they used testimonials, statements from "experts," and statistics
liberally to suit their own ends. The siren call of instant profits to be made from
western Canadian development beckoned many with visions of sugar plums who
wanted to believe. Those who entered the game early, or had the financial
wherewithal to persevere, survived; the rest, like late arrivals in a pyramid selling
scheme, failed and lost everything. David Jones's "We'll All be Buried Down
Here, " volume six in the critically acclaimed documents series sponsored by the
Historical Society of Alberta, is dedicated to those who failed in the drylands
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of southwestern Saskatchewan and southeastern Alberta during the prolonged
drought of the 1920s.

All those who attend conferences on western Canadian studies know Jones as
a consummate storyteller and a dedicated teacher and both skills are amply evident
in this book which is designed to both inform and instruct. In a fifty-eight page
introductory essay the reader is left chilled as he describes the experiences of
those farmers who put plow to marginal range land to capitalize on the agricultural
boom before and during World War I. As if the gods were in cahoots with the
hucksters who sold it to them, high wheat prices and plentiful rainful confirmed
that there was money to be made, especially in 1915 when the drylands produced
the bulk of Alberta's crop. Further expansion followed, but then prices dropped,
the rains ceased, and within a few years the situation was desperate. Many
ultimately gave up and left for good; but for those who stayed and persevered,
the disaster meant that their lives, institutions and attitudes were changed for good.
It is these changes which Jones addresses with empathy and understanding.

By comparison with the essay, the two hundred pages of documents which follow
are meant to instruct, as only primary sources can, those who might question
conclusions reached by a mere historian. Culled from an impressive variety of
depositories, they include testimony presented to official inquiries, dispassionate
correspondence between bureaucrats and bankers forced to cope with the disaster
daily, and newspaper reports describing both glory and gloom. Altogether they
portray human and environmental desolation in the drylands not unlike a black
hole where all the natural and man-made calamities afflicting western farmers
were concentrated and magnified. That those in the region escaped at all is a
testament to their flexibility and resourcefulness, because to the end they sought
solutions to their difficulties.

During the energy boom of the 1970s Albertans again fell prey to the hucksters
who promised the moon on a platter to anyone myopic enough to believe them,
and again they were victimized by the financial disaster that followed. Yet, Jones's
efforts to instruct through the experiences of those who endured the dryland disaster
of the 1920s will inevitably fall on deaf ears and still others will be forced to
bury their dreams with those of their forebears at the end of a technicolour rainbow.

W.J.C. Cherwinski
History Department
Memorial University of Newfoundland

Researching the Germans from Russia: Annotated Bibliography of the Germans
from Russian Heritage Collection compiled by Michael M. Miller. Fargo: North
Dakota Institute for Regional Studies, 1987. Pp. 224.

When Catherine II of Russia invited foreigners to settle in her empire promising
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them religious freedom, local self-government and exemption from military
service, she inaugurated one of the great odysseys of modern times. In the half
century after 1763, thousands of German-speaking people, weary of war and
poverty, fled central Europe to establish colonies in southwestern Russia. They
kept their language, their customs and their religions until 1871, when Tsar
Alexander II revoked their privileges and began todraft them into his army. Then
many of the German-Russians migrated again, this time to settle in the great plains
of North America.

The Germans from Russia were a diverse group of people, united only by their
language and their experience of living in Tsarist Russia, both of which they shared
with other immigrants from central and eastern Europe. Religion divided them.
They were Mennonites, Hutterites, Catholics and Lutherans. They came from
various parts of Russia and settled throughout the plains region. Some settled
in colonies, others as individuals. Some assimilated readily with the general
population. Others remain separate today.

The diversity of the Germans from Russia and their peripatetic history
complicate the problems of genealogical and historical research for their
descendants. Their relatives may live in the Soviet Union, Romania, Austria,
East Germany, West Germany or South America. Records were destroyed in the
world wars or are scattered in attics and church basements across the western
provinces and states.

In order to collect and disseminate this information, the Germans from Russia
Heritage Society was founded in 1971 and now has chapters in three states and
the three prairie provinces. With the assistance of the Society, the North Dakota
Institute of Regional Studies has established the Germans from Russia Heritage
Collection of research materials which is located on the campus of North Dakota
State University at Fargo. The Society also maintains a library at its headquarters
at Bismarck.

Researching the Germans from Russia is a catalogue of these two collections
with introductory notes, indexes and annotations. The Germans from Russia
Heritage Collection, by far the larger of the two, includes an impressive array
of materials. There are books on the Black Sea Germans, the Volhynian Germans,
the Volga Germans, the Amish, the Hutterites, the Mennonites, religion, language,
literature, music, folklore and food. There are family histories, church histories,
community and county histories. There are atlases, maps, manuscripts, newspapers
and periodicals. The collection includes materials in both the English and German
languages but all are annotated here in English. Many items are available on
interlibrary loan and these have been marked with an asterisk.

These collections are invaluable sources of information on the Germans from
Russia. This bibliography will make them accessible to researchers outside North
Dakota. Unfortunately, the book has several weaknesses which limit its usefulness.
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The "Brief History of the Germans from Russia" in the introductory pages
devotes more of its limited space to a description of the fate of the German-speaking
people who remained in Russia after 1914 than to the experiences of those who
came to North America. The settlement in Canada of Germans from Russia is
barely mentioned. We are toldthat Germans in Russia during World War I were
accused of being spies and saboteurs and that the use of the German language
in newspapers and in the schools was prohibited, but similar events in Canada
are not mentioned. A chronological table which accompanies the history bears
little relation to it. The author seems more concerned with vilifying Russia and
the Soviet Union than with clarifying the complex history of the German-Russians
in North America. The annotations, although often illuminating, contain errors
of spelling, grammar and syntax which the services of a proofreader would have
prevented.

Fifty-five pages of the book are devoted to listing the contents of three periodicals
year by year for a period of almost forty years. If the contents of these periodicals
are important enough to warrant so much space, they are important enough to
be indexed by subject. The index at the end of the book is thorough in its recording
of the names of people and colonies, but its subject references are too cursory
to make this material easily accessible.

For Canadian researchers, the most serious shortcoming of the book is its
American orientation. Given that more Germans from Russia settled in North
Dakota than in any other state or province and that the collections are located
in North Dakota, a focus on that state is perhaps inevitable ..The bias of the index
exceeds that of the collection itself, however. Although many of the materials
catalogued were written by and about Canadians, the index, which abounds with
the names of villages, towns and counties, yields only five Canadian place names:
British Columbia, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Medicine Hat and St. Joseph's
Colony. Anyone interested in more specific information on Canada is forced to
comb through the bibliography title by title.

One hopes that judicious editing will eliminate most of these problems in future
editions. Meanwhile, despite its flaws, this bibliography will be a useful tool for
genealogical researchers and historians.

Elizabeth Kalmakoff
Department of History
University of Regina
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